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“What I love most about rivers is:  

You can’t step in the same river twice 

The water’s always changing, always flowing...” 

~Disney’s Pocahontas 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Within the middle McMurray exposures along the Steepbank River (Steepbank River Outcrops 3 

and 4), nine recognized facies can be divided into three genetically related groups: sand-dominated 

facies, inclined heterolithic stratification (IHS) facies and mixed heterolithic facies.  Together, these 

facies are interpreted to represent a fluvially dominated, tidally influenced point bar that experienced 

strong seasonal variation in river discharge.  Annual fluctuations between river-flood stage and low-flow 

stage are responsible for the deposition of fluvially dominated sand beds alternating with brackish, 

tidally influenced mud beds that cover the point-bar surface as members of the various IHS facies.  The 

dichotomy of fluvially dominated sand deposition and brackish-water ichnology of the mud beds 

represents the annual migration in position of the tidal and salinity nodes caused by fluctuations in 

fluvial discharge.   

Recognition of metre-scale cycles (MSCs) of alternating sandier and muddier intervals within the 

IHS facies imply that decadal climate cycles, likely caused by fluctuations in ocean and/or solar 

dynamics, influenced point-bar deposition.  These MSC packages are defined by an upward decrease in 

sand-bed thickness, an upward increase in mud-bed frequency, and an upward increase in bioturbation 

intensity, all occurring on a metre scale.  MSCs are an important architectural element of these large-

scale tidal-fluvial point bars because they are predictable, repeatable and continuous around the point 

bar.  

Analysis of paleocurrents relative to inclined-heterolithic-stratification bedding planes indicates 

that bend-flow modifications (BFMs) were effective in redistributing flow around the point bar. 

Furthermore, this suggests that Outcrop 3 is representative of an upstream-to-bend-apex transition 

within a large-scale point-bar planform.      

Recognition of multiple channels at Outcrop 4 was based on large-scale erosional truncation, IHS 

bed-orientation changes, large cumulative thicknesses of the middle McMurray, thick sand-package 
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thicknesses, changes in relative scale of sedimentary structures, and the occurrence of large mud clasts.  

Similarities in depositional expression between channels suggest autogenic channel stacking (within-

valley stacking), rather than the stacking of separate valleys. Finally, discordant paleocurrents within the 

basal sand-dominated facies are likely representative of amalgamated channel-bottom facies from 

several generations of channel. This suggests that only the upper intervals of basal sand-dominated 

facies are genetically linked to the overlying IHS facies.      
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION, STUDY AREA AND METHODS 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The Lower Cretaceous McMurray Formation of northeastern Alberta has received a 

great deal of attention over the past 50 years (i.e., Carrigy, 1959; Flach, 1977; Pemberton et al., 

1982; Mossop and Flach, 1983; Strobl et al., 1997; Wightman and Pemberton, 1997; Hein et al., 

2001; Ranger and Gingras, 2003; Lettley, 2004, Hein and Cotterill, 2006; Ranger and Gingras, 

2008; Smith et al., 2009; Hubbard et al., 2011; Musial et al., 2011; Labreque et al., 2011a; b).  

This formation not only poses an intriguing sedimentological enigma (see below), but it also 

hosts most (82%; ERCB, 2011) of the bitumen reserves of the Athabasca Oil Sands, which is one 

of three areas (the Athabasca Oil Sands, the Peace River Oil Sands and the Cold Lake Oil Sands; 

Fig. 1.1) within Alberta that form one of the largest bitumen accumulations in the world 

(estimated 1,804 billion barrels of oil in place; ERCB, 2011) (Table 1.1).  The Athabasca Oil Sands 

is the largest of these three regions with an estimated 1,485 billion barrels of oil in place (ERCB, 

2011).  The economic potential associated with the Athabasca Oil Sands has, thus, spurred 

much interest in the McMurray Formation.   

Table 1.1.  In-place volumes, established reserves and cumulative production to date of crude bitumen (10
9
m

3
) 

within the Alberta Oil Sands.  After ERCB (2011).  
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Figure 1.1: Distribution of bitumen accumulations within western Canada.  The bitumen reservoirs are named 
the Cold Lake, Peace River and Athabasca deposits, which can be further subdivided based on the formations in 
which the bitumen is located (i.e., Bluesky-Gething Deposit within the Peace River Oil Sands; Grosmont Deposit 
and Wabiskaw-McMurray Deposit within the Athabasca Oil Sands; and the Clearwater Deposit within the Cold 
Lake Oil Sands).  From ERCB (2011). 

 

Only 20% of the oil sands can be mined using surface methods (open-pit mining), and 

the other 80% of the reserves must be explored using in situ techniques (steam-assisted gravity 

drainage (SAG-D), cyclic steam stimulation (CSS), vapour extraction (VAPEX) and toe-to-heel air 

injection (THAI)) (ERCB, 2006; CAPP, 2010).  In situ techniques are sensitive to reservoir 

heterogeneity because the movement of steam, solvent or air is inhibited by the existence of 

mud beds that are barriers (and/or baffles) to flow.  Thus, the distribution of sand  and mud 

within the reservoir is a major issue when dealing with the McMurray Formation, as an 

appreciable component of the formation consists of inclined heterolithic stratification (IHS; 
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Thomas et al., 1987), deposited within a fluvial-marine transition zone (Mossop and Flach, 

1983; Hein et al, 2001; Ranger and Gingras, 2003; Musial, 2011). 

Understanding these reservoirs and how they are distributed in the subsurface means 

that the fluvial-marine transition zone and the depositional elements therein, must be 

intrinsically understood.  Fortunately, research on the fluvial-marine transition is ongoing (cf. 

Dalrymple and Choi, 2007; Van den Berg et al., 2007; Dalrymple et al., 2011; Martinius and 

Gowland, 2011; this study).  Some of the key features that have been identified as priorities for 

further study are to:    

(1) examine the internal architecture of tidal-fluvial point bars, focussing on the 

distribution (thickness and lateral continuity) of mud layers;  

(2) analyze the variability of the internal facies characteristics within a single point bar, 

including the upstream-to-downstream changes in facies around a meander bend; and 

(3) investigate the variation in depositional characteristics as a function of location 

within the fluvial-marine transition (i.e., with regard to proximity to the coast).  

This thesis addresses these research objectives using the middle McMurray Formation in 

outcrop exposures along the Lower Steepbank River as a case study of a point bar within the 

fluvial-marine transition zone.   

STUDY AREA 

The McMurray Formation outcrops in numerous locations within the Fort McMurray, 

Alberta, area (Fig. 1.2), and is widely exposed within the many steep-walled river valleys of the 

region. These outcrops are easily accessed by boat or helicopter. 
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The location of this study was on the banks of the lower Steepbank River, north of Fort 

McMurray.  The Steepbank River enters the Athabasca River 30 km downstream from the city 

of Fort McMurray, directly across from the Suncor plant site (Fig. 1.3).  The study area is located 

4.8 km upriver from the Athabasca confluence, within Township 92, Range 9 west of the 4th 

meridian.   

The study focuses on semi-continuous exposures along the steep valley walls of two 

cutbanks of the Steepbank River.  Flach (1977) originally identified these exposures as 

Steepbank Outcrops 3 and 4 (Fig. 1.3).  The detailed nature of this study has led to a further 

subdivision of these outcrops into smaller, laterally continuous sections (Fig. 1.4).  A third 

outcrop located between Flach’s (1977) Outcrops 3 and 4 (Outcrop X in Fig. 1.4) was also 

investigated.  This exposure has received markedly less study due to unsafe conditions created 

by an overhang of surficial deposits. 
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Figure 1.2: Regional map of the Fort McMurray area including the local drainage network, sections measured by 
Hein et al. (2000) and classic outcrop exposures of the McMurray Formation.  This study was done on the 
Steepbank River.  After Hein et al. (2000). 
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Figure 1.3. Regional location map of the study area.  The inset map shows the study location along the 
Steepbank River in more detail.  This study primarily focused on Steepbank River Outcrops 3 and 4 of Flach 
(1977).  See Figure 1.2 for general location.  Regional map modified from Strobl et al. (1997) and inset modified 
from Flach (1977). 
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METHODS 

Steepbank River Outcrops 3 and 4 provide excellent exposure of the McMurray 

Formation.  They not only allow for the documentation of the lateral and vertical continuity of 

the deposits, but the various orientations of cliff faces allow the three dimensionality of the 

depositional elements to be determined.  Nineteen vertical outcrop sections (Appendix 1) were 

logged on the exposure surfaces of Outcrops 3 and 4 over two field seasons (Fig. 1.4). Sections 

were accessed using basic rappelling techniques.  Section placement was limited by safety of 

descent, exposure availability, and anchor suitability.  Two to three sections were logged for 

each outcrop subdivision (3-A, 3-B, etc.) within a total area of approximately 0.07 km2.  Nine 

sections were obtained from strike-oriented outcrops relative to the dip of the IHS beds 

(Outcrops 3A, 3B, and parts of 3C), whereas ten sections were from dip-oriented outcrops 

(Outcrops 3C and 4).  The total combined length of the measured sections is roughly 800 m. 

Sections were logged on the centimeter (field season 2) to decimeter (field season 1) 

scale.  Basic sedimentological characteristics were documented within the logs, including: grain 

size, grain sorting, thickness of bedding, primary sedimentary structures, secondary 

sedimentary structures, relative paleocurrent orientations, and ichnology.  Bitumen saturation, 

weathering character, and diagenetic features where noted at a less detailed scale.  All work 

was done only on the McMurray Formation (not the underlying or overlying formations) with 

particular attention to the “middle” McMurray (defined below; Chapters 3 and 4) which was 

the primary focus of this study, though the “upper” and “lower” McMurray formation were also 

logged when encountered. 
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Figure 1.4.  Satellite photo of Steepbank River Outcrops 3 and 4 (Flach, 1977) with further outcrop subdivisions.  
The red numbers and lines denote outcrop sections.  Image from Google Earth© 2010. 
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Using rappelling to access the outcrops presented challenges.  Exposures were logged 

from the top down.  This method of logging is not ideal.  The use of a rope and anchor 

constrained lateral mobility on the outcrop, which limited the ability to trace surfaces along an 

exposure.  Being “tied” to the outcrop also placed limitations on documenting the “big picture” 

of the exposure because of the inability to “step back”.  Surfaces that appeared significant 

when viewing the outcrops from a panoramic perspective were often challenging to 

characterize while rappelling.  To overcome these deficiencies, high-resolution geographically 

referenced photographs were taken using a DSLR camera.  Using image-manipulation software 

(AutoStitch© and Adobe Lightroom©) photomosaics were created for each exposure (Appendix 

2).   Each outcrop section was overlain on the photomosaics to allow for characterization of the 

smaller scale features (documented on the logs) in relation to the larger surfaces (recognized 

with the photomosaics). 

After outcrop logging, seven sections (sections 3, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12 and 13) were chosen for 

scintillometer data collection (Appendix 3).  These sections were located in areas of higher 

quality exposure, with less slumping or asphalting.   A hand-held gamma-ray scintillometer (RS-

230 BGO Super-SPEC, compliments of J.P. Zonneveld of the University of Alberta) was used to 

obtain data, which were collected by rappelling down the same area were the outcrop was 

originally logged. Therefore, depths (from the top of the outcrop) on the sections and 

scintillometer logs can be compared directly.  Measurements were taken at 50 cm intervals 

(with the exception of Section 6, where measurement were taken every 75 cm) and, at each 

interval, five measurements were taken in the same location to improve data robustness.  
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Although the collected scintillometer data has not been utilized within the analysis of this 

thesis, it has been archived within Appendix 3 for review.   

An extensive paleocurrent measurement campaign was implemented within the project 

area.  Five hundred and sixty measurements were obtained with a Brunton GeotransitTM 

compass.  Measured features included: the attitude of mud-sand contacts, master bedding 

planes, cross-stratification bounding surfaces and joints, and the orientation of dune cross-

stratification and ripple-cross lamination.  Measurement locations were documented using GPS 

coordinates and satellite imagery.  A confidence level was assigned to each measurement due 

to the uncertainty involved with measuring the attitude of planar surfaces from essentially two-

dimensional outcrops.  Surfaces ranged in quality from one-dimensional traces of bedding with 

low confidence, to three-dimensional surfaces with high confidence.  three-dimensional control 

of individual bedforms and surfaces was rare.  To compensate for the lack of individual 

measurement confidence, multiple measurements where often taken to provide a higher 

overall confidence for an area. 

Measurements and photomosaics were uploaded into the three-dimensional drafting 

program Google SketchUp© (GSU).  Georeferencing techniques permitted a digital recreation of 

the project area focussing primarily on Outcrop 3.  Photomosaics where dissected and placed 

into a correct orientation relative to the actual outcrop, providing a pseudo three-dimensional 

representation of each exposure surface.    Individual measurements were plotted as distinct 

planes at georeferenced locations on the digital outcrop.   Strike lines for the IHS sand-mud 

contacts were also created to aid in the characterization of the geometrical form of the three-

dimensional point-bar bodies that are exposed in the outcrops.  Care was taken to document 
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the relative orientation of paleocurrent indicators relative to the IHS bedding planes, as the 

divergence between these features is indicative of the flow field around the meander bend 

responsible for the point-bar deposits.  Implementation of the GSU project allowed for better 

correlation and integration of facies and measurements.  The visual display of the exposure 

surfaces with integrated orientations aided greatly in the visualization of the three-dimensional 

geometry of the sediment bodies within the project area.   Analysis within GSU permitted the 

formulation of an oriented spatial model of deposition for Outcrop 3.    

There is a certain amount of error involved within the GSU method of outcrop analysis.  

A photomosaic of an outcrop has a certain amount of error since the photos are taken from a 

fixed location and thus original three-dimensionality is lost.  Within GSU, each dissected 

photomosaic is a pseudo three-dimensional surface.  The exact location of each measurement 

is skewed onto a plane that is more representative than a two dimensional photomosaic, but 

not as accurately as would be the case with a fully three-dimensional representation, such as 

would be obtained using LIDAR or Sirovision© photogrammetry.  The location of each 

measurement also has a certain amount of error due to GPS accuracy constraints.  This error 

was minimized by the inclusion of multiple measurements to characterize a specific area within 

the model.     

THESIS SYNOPSIS 

 The overarching goal of this thesis is to provide a case study of a point bar within the 

fluvial-marine transition zone, in the expectation that it will lead to a better understanding of 

the processes and deposits associated with this zone.  The more limited goal is to advance our 

understanding of the type of McMurray reservoir facies that is exposed in the Steepbank 
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outcrops.  Chapters 2 and 3 establish a framework for discussion, focussing on the relevant 

processes, morphologies and deposits within the fluvial-tidal transition zone (Chapter 2) and 

the McMurray Formation (Chapter 3).   Chapter 4 concentrates on the deposits of Steepbank 

River Outcrops 3 and 4, providing both facies observations and process-based interpretations 

which, when integrated, create a detailed case study that might help in the formulation of a 

depositional model for a fluvially dominated, tidally influenced point bar.   

Due to the nature of the Steepbank deposits, this thesis also explores the factors that 

affect deposition on point bars within the fluvial-marine transition, including annual seasonality 

(Chapters 2 and 4), multi-year climatic variability (Chapter 5), and the effects of meander bends 

on flow around the bend (i.e., bend flow modifications (BFMs)) (Chapters 2 and 6).  

Examination of the Steepbank deposits also allows for a better understanding of the effects of 

amalgamation (both channel and valley) on creating (or destroying) bitumen reservoirs within 

the McMurray Formation (Chapter 7).  An integration of all of these concepts results in a better 

understanding of tidal-fluvial point bars in general, and, more importantly, of the McMurray 

Formation itself (Chapter 8).  With the information provided within this thesis, it may be 

possible to correlate and model the subsurface McMurray better, which should help to increase 

the efficiency and productivity of in situ bitumen extraction.   
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CHAPTER 2- CHANNELS IN THE FLUVIAL-MARINE TRANSITION ZONE 

INTRODUCTION AND CHANNEL CLASSIFICATION 

The middle McMurray Formation is interpreted to have been deposited within the 

fluvial-to-marine transition zone (previously referred to as the fluvial-tidal zone; Van den Berg 

et al., 2007; Martinius and Gowland, 2011), an area where terrestrial and marine processes 

overlap.  Within this zone, terrestrial rivers provide a source of fresh water and sediment.  

Estuaries (as defined as a transgressive river-mouth area; sensu Dalrymple, 2006) and deltas are 

regularly influenced by their proximity to the marine environment that provides a source of 

marine water and energy (i.e., waves, tidal currents, saline water) to the transition zone.  The 

interaction of marine water with tidal currents and the unidirectional fresh-water flow in these 

environments controls the salinity of the channels, as well as governing whether sediment 

passes into the ocean, or travels landward.  The channels within the fluvial-marine transition 

are the areas where these processes interact (Dalrymple and Choi, 2007; Dalrymple, 2010, 

Martinis and Gowland; 2011). The bars (e.g., the middle McMurray Formation) within these 

environments are the physical manifestation of these process interactions.  

Channels of the fluvial-to marine transition zone can be classified into 2 main types (Fig. 

2.1). 

(1) “Off-axis” tidal channels are not connected upstream to a significant fluvial source and are 

dominated by tidal processes.  Off-axis tidal channels are the veins and arteries for inundation 

of the tidal flats and salt marshes or coastal mangrove swamps.  These channels are restricted 

in size, decreasing in width with decreasing tidal energy in a landward direction, often giving 

them a characteristic funnel shape.  The larger subtidal channels are located in marine-proximal 
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locations, and pass landward into tidal creeks that diminish in size as they pass from the 

subtidal to the supratidal zone (Bridges and Leeder, 1976; Reineck and Singh, 1980; Weimer et 

al., 1981; Dalrymple et al., 1992; Cleveringa and Oost, 1999; Fagherazzi et al., 1999; Ichaso and 

Dalrymple, 2006, Hughes, 2011).   

 

Figure 2.1: Satellite Image of the Purari River Delta, Papua New Guinea (east of the Fly River Delta).  The Parari 
River itself is a tidal-fluvial channel, while all the flanking channels are “off-axis” tidal channels.  The “off-axis” 
tidal channels are landward terminating, and are not connected to a significant fluvial source.  Photo courtesy of 
Google Earth, 2011.     
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(2) Tidal-fluvial channels pass landward into a river.  They experience interactions of fluvial and 

tidal processes throughout the fluvial-marine transition, though these interactions differ in 

magnitude depending on if the system is an estuary or delta (Dalrymple and Choi, 2007; Fig. 

2.2).  A tidal-fluvial channel must be viewed as a continuum of fluctuating processes with two 

end-member channel types –a terrestrial channel and a marine channel end-member. Channel 

size and shape are primarily controlled by the fluvial discharge within the terrestrial end and 

are also shaped by tidal currents at the marine end (Fig. 2.2) (Weimer et al., 1981; Fitzgerald 

and Nummedal, 1983; Collinson, 1996; Fagherazzi and Furbish, 2001; Fagherazzi et al., 2004; 

Ichaso and Dalrymple, 2006; Hughes, 2011).   

The review here will focus primarily on tidal-fluvial channels and their associated 

processes and deposits, as these have the most direct applicability to the middle McMurray in 

the Steepbank River outcrops.  In order to present a holistic understanding of a tidal-fluvial 

channel and the relevant fluvial-tidal interactions, the processes must first be dissected and 

examined individually. At its inner end, a tidal-fluvial channel is a meandering river channel 

(Dalrymple et al., 1992) that is dominated by unidirectional flow (Bridge, 2003). At the marine 

end, a tidal-fluvial channel enters a delta or estuary and is affected by bi-directional flow 

(Fagherazzi et al., 2004; Dalrymple and Choi, 2007; Van den Berg et al., 2007). 
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Figure 2.2. Distribution of processes and deposit characteristics within a tide-dominated delta (1) and a tide-
dominated estuary (2).  (A) Areal distribution of sub-environments.  (B) Longitudinal variation of river, tidal and 
wave energy. (C) Longitudinal distribution of suspended-sediment concentrations and sand grain size. (D) 
Longitudinal variation in the mudstone and sandstone proportions within the deposits. (E) Longitudinal 
variations in bioturbation intensity (subtidal, intertidal) and trace-fossil diversity.  From D. MacKay (2011, pers. 
comm.).         

 
UNIDIRECTIONAL FLOW PROCESSES AND MORPHOLOGY  

Meander-Bend Geometry and Morphology 

A meandering channel in its simplest form can be thought of as being constructed by 

one fundamental building block, the “unit bar” that is repeated along the length of the river 

(Fig. 2.3) (Kinoshita, 1961; Leopold et al., 1964; Lewin, 1976; Ikeda, 1984).                                                                     
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Figure 2.3:  Plan view of 
organization of the unit 
bar for a meander bend.  
The shaded areas 
correspond to portions of 
the bed below mean bed 
elevation.  The arrows 
trace the path of the 
maximum velocity 
core/thalweg.  Note that, 
in the definition of a unit 
bar, each point bar is 
connected to the 
upstream pool. From 
Frothingham and Rhoads 
(2003). 

The unit bar is subdivided into three main components: the pool, riffle and point bar.  The pool 

is the depression located on the outside concave bank of a meander bend.  The pool is deepest 

at or just downstream of the bend apex and widens and shoals in the down-flow direction (Fig. 

2.3) (Dietrich, 1987).  Shoaling of the pool continues through the downstream limb of the bend, 

passing into the riffle.  The thalweg crosses the riffle with minimal amounts of erosion so that 

there is uniform water depth across the channel at these locations (Dietrich and Smith, 1983).  

The point bar is the topographic high within a channel.  It extends outward from the convex 

bank, where it may be subaerially exposed at low flow, to the centre of the channel.  The point 

bar therefore occupies a significant portion of the channel (Blanckaert and Graf, 2004).  The 

point bar-pool association creates the asymmetric profile of a meander-bend cross section (Fig. 

2.4) (Keller, 1971).     

If there is net deposition in the downstream part of the unit bar, there is formation of a 

counterpoint bar within the channel which is defined as the sediments deposited along the 

concave bank, directly downstream of the point bar (deposited along the convex bank) (sensu 
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Hickin, 1978; Page and Nanson, 1982; Lewin, 1983; Nanson and Page, 1983; Hickin, 1986; 

Nanson and Croke, 1992; Makaske and Weerts, 2005; Smith et al., 2009; Willis and Tang, 2010).   

 

 

Figure 2.4: Variation of bed 
topography between a bend 
apex and an inflection point 
around a meander bend.  
The blue areas represent 
pools, and the yellow areas 
indicate the bar and riffle 
structure.  The light blue 
arrow indicates the direction 
of flow. Note the strong 
cross-channel asymmetry at 
the bend apex area.   After 
Thompson (1986).

Furthermore, the transition from point bar to counterpoint bar is defined by a change in scroll-

bar morphology (a scroll bar is defined as an elongate ridge on a unit bar that are broadly 

parallel to the contours of the bar geometry; Hickin, (1974); Nanson, (1980); Collinson, (1996)) 

from convex-shaped scroll patterns at the point bar to a concave scroll morphology at the 

counterpoint bar (Fig. 2.5) (Smith et al., 2009).   

The existence of a counterpoint bar modifies the topographic profile through a channel, so that 

on the downstream limb of a meander bend there is less cross-channel asymmetry near the 

convex bank, where the riffle and counterpoint bar form a broader topographic high within the 

area of thalwag cross-over, and greater topographic variability at the bend apex (Fig. 2.5).  

Recognition of counterpoint bars is important from a sedimentological and reservoir potential 

perspective, as these deposits are typically finer grained than the adjacent point bar (Makaske 

and Weerts, 2005; Smith et al., 2009; Willis and Tang, 2010). 
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Figure 2.5.  Schematic model of a 
meander bend displaying all the 
potential components of a unit bar, 
inluding a counterpoint bar in the 
downstream limb of a meander 
bend.    The counterpoint bar is 
distinguished from the point bar by 
the concave scroll-bar morphology.  
If a counterpoint bar exists within a 
meander bend, then cross-channel 
geometries (inset schematics) are 
modified both in the inflection zone 
(less cross-channel asymmetry) and 
in the bend apex (more cross-channel 
asymmetry).  Modified from 
Makaske and Weerts (2005). 

 

Meander loops are defined as bends where the sum of the absolute angles (α1 and α2) 

measured between the channel path and the main down-valley direction at locations of 

channel inflection/meander neck is greater than or equal to 180° (Fig. 2.6B) (Frothingham and 

Rhoads, 2003). Typically these loops have a more complex channel morphology with multiple, 

overlapping unit bars (Fig. 2.7) (sensu Brice, 1974; Whiting and Dietrich, 1993a, 1993b; 

Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003)  relative to the single unit bar of a simple meander bend 

(where |α1|+ |α2| < 180°; Fig. 2.6A).  

The difference between the single unit bar of a simple meander bend and the 

overlapping unit bars of a meander loop lies in the fact that within a meander loop, all of the 

bars occur at the convex bank, thus creating a complex, amalgamated point-bar morphology.  

Conversely, near the concave bank of the meander loop, there are multiple, successive pools 

and riffles so that the toe of the amalgamated point bar will have a complex morphology with 

subsequent highs (riffles) and lows (pools) (Dietrich and Whiting, 1993a; 1993b; Frothingham 

and Rhoads, 2003)). 
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Figure 2.6.  Types of meander geometries.  (A)  A simple meander bend where the sum of the absolute angles 
between the down-valley direction and the channel path is less than 180

o
| (|α1|+ |α2| < 180°).  If a meander 

bend has this geometry, then it is likely that a single, simple unit bar consisting of a pool, riffle and point bar (± 
counterpoint bar) will form within the channel. (B) A meander bend/meander loop where |α1|+ |α2| ≥ 180°.  If a 
meander has this geometry, then it is likely that a more complex channel morphology exists, consisting of 
overlapping unit bars (Fig. 2.7).  Modified from Frothingham and Rhoads (2003).    

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7.  A meander loop with 
mutiple, overlapping unit bars.  
Complex (amalgamated) bars occur 
along the convex bank, while successive 
pools and riffles occur near the concave 
bank.  Dark shaded areas are pools and 
light shaded areas are the bar top.  The 
thalweg path is indicated by arrows.  
Note that each unit bar contains only 
one pool, riffle and point bar.  After 
Frothingham and Rhoads (2003).
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Bend Flow Modifications 

The changes in flow direction and water depth that occur around a meander bend cause a 

variety of responses in the flow that are collectively referred to as bend flow modifications 

(BFMs).   There are three main categories of BFMs: (i) secondary/helicoidal flow, (ii) 

topographic effects, and (iii) flow separation.  Throughout most of the following subsection, 

only a simple meander bend with a classic unit bar (i.e., pool, riffle, and point bar) will be 

considered for simplicity. 

(i) Secondary/helical flow  

Secondary flow involves the formation of cross-stream circulation cells due to 

disequilibrium between centrifugal forces, pressure forces and viscous forces.  There are two 

types of secondary flow cells, the centre cell (Dietrich, 1987; Blanckaert and Graf, 2004; Zheng 

et al., 2008; Kleinhans et al., 2009; Blanckaert, 2010; Nanson, 2010) and the outer bank cell (Fig. 

2.8) (Hey and Thorne, 1975; Blanckaert and de Vriend, 2004; Blanckaert et al., 2009; Blanckaert 

et al., 2010; Nanson, 2010).  

The centre cell is responsible for the classic helical flow (cf. Allen, 1970; Hey and Thorne, 

1975). In the centre cell the surface water flows towards the concave bank and the near-bed 

water flows obliquely toward the convex bank (Fig. 2.9).  This redistributes maximum velocity 

and maximum shear towards the concave bank, causing increased scour in that region, which in 

turn creates the pool (Dietrich and Smith, 1983; Smith and McLean, 1984; Blanckaert and Graf, 

2004).  The outer cell is a hydrodynamically quiet zone near the water surface adjacent to the 

concave bank that isolates the bank from the centre cell, prevents erosion, and may favour 
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fine-grained deposition (de Vriend, 1981; Page and Nanson, 2982; Blanckaert and de Vriend, 

2004; sensu Makaske and Weerts, 2005; Blanckaert et al., 2010). 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Centre and 
outer-bank secondary flow 
cells within a channel bend.  
Note the changes to the 
vertical velocity and the 
downstream velocity near 
the upper concave bank as a 
result of the presence of the 
outer cell. From Blanckaert 
and de Vriend (2004).  

 

Figure 2.9: Fluid motion at the 
bed and at the water surface 
as modified by secondary flow.  
Note surface flow is towards 
the concave bank, while flow 
near the bed is towards the 
convex bank. The cross-
channel component of flow is 
greatly exaggerated. After 
Allen (1970).

(ii) Topographic Effects 

Downstream shoaling from the preceding pool to the next point bar (Fig. 2.3) modifies 

the cross-stream pressure gradients like secondary flow, but also affects the downstream flow 

gradient, destabilizing the secondary flow cells (Dietrich and Smith, 1983). This causes water to 

flow towards the concave bank throughout the full flow depth, especially at the entrance to a 

bend where the point bar tends to deflect the flow toward the concave bank (Fig. 2.10) 
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(Dietrich, 1987).  This topographic steering confines secondary flow to the deepest portion of 

the pool (i.e., 20-30 % of the total channel width; Dietrich and Smith, 1983; Blanckaert et al., 

2010).  At high river stage, the effects of topographic steering are minimized and the centre cell 

may extend throughout the entire channel width.  At low stage the point bar may be 

completely exposed and no flow occurs (Dietrich, 1987).  Maximum downstream velocity is 

decreased over the shallow portions of the bar (Blanckaert et al., 2010).  The resulting effective 

flow constriction at the concave bank leads to an increase in boundary shear stress near the 

concave bank before (i.e., upstream of) the bend apex (Dietrich, 1987).  The shear directed 

toward the concave bank also may lead to enhanced bank erosion before the bend apex where 

an outer secondary cell may not exist (sensu Blanckaert et al., 2010). 

    
Figure 2.10: Downstream velocity redistribution as a function of topographic steering.  Note how on the bar 
surface the near-bed velocities and the near-surface velocities are parallel and directed away from the point bar.  
In the pool they are highly oblique to each other.  After Dietrich (1987).  
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(iii) Flow Separation 

Flow separation as a BFM involves a modification of the pressure, turbulent, centrifugal 

and viscous forces around the bend (Bagnold 1960, Middleton and Southard, 1984; Chanson, 

1999; Blanckaert et al., 2010).  Flow separation is defined as detachment of a boundary layer 

from the bounding surface.  Between a detached boundary layer and the bounding surface, a 

region is created called a low velocity envelope (LVE) in which flow is stagnant or may travel 

with negative velocity vectors (i.e., upstream) relative to the main flow (Chang, 1961) (Fig. 

2.11).  The LVE is separated from the main flow by a narrow zone of strong shear with zero 

effective downstream velocity (Bridge and Leeder, 1976).  It is unstable and breaks down at 

some distance away from the initial separation point (Chang, 1976).   

 
Figure 2.11: Convex-bank flow separation.  At the separation point, the effective curvature of the outer bank 
flow is reduced, creating faster currents and enhanced erosion.  Downstream of the separation point there is a 
low velocity envelope (LVE) denoted by the dotted red line where spiral eddies form and travel upstream. The 
deposits in this stagnation zone tend to be muddy, with possible preservation of upstream-directed current 
indicators.  Rm = radius of curvature of the meander bend.  Modified from Bridge and Leeder (1976). 
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There are two main regions of flow separation within a natural river bend: at the 

convex-bank and at the concave-bank (Bridges and Leeder, 1976; Hickin, 1979; Nanson and 

Page, 1983; Hodskinson and Ferguson, 1998; Ferguson et al., 2003; Frothingham and Rhoads, 

2003; Li et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2008; Nanson, 2010; Blanckaert et al., 2010; Kleinhans et al., 

2010).  Convex-bank flow separation is initiated at or slightly before the bend apex near the 

convex bank (Fig. 2.11) and continues until the LVE dissipates.  

This convex-bank flow separation is a function of many different variables including: the 

ratio of a channel’s radius of curvature to channel width (Rm/W) (onset of flow separation is 

favoured by an increasing Rm/W  Bagnold, 1960) (Fig. 2.12); the Reynold’s number (Re) (onset 

of flow separation is favoured by an increasing Re  Middleton and Southard, 1984; sensu 

Chanson, 1999); the Froude number (Fr) (onset of flow-separation occurs with an increasing  Fr 

 Bridge and Leeder 1975; 1976); and the water depth to width ratio (Y/W) (onset of flow 

separation occurs as  the Y/W increases  Blanckaert et al., 2010; A. da Silva, 2010, pers. 

comm.). Since convex-bank flow separation is controlled by a combination of these variables, 

the existence of this flow separation is not limited to a fixed value for any one variable.  As a 

result, this type of flow separation may develop in a variety of meander-bend systems and at 

different flow stages (cf. Bridge and Leeder, 1976).   

Concave-bank flow separation occurs at the concave bank near the bend apex (Hickin, 

1979) and is controlled by the same variables as convex-bank flow separation with particular 

emphasis on the magnitude of Fr and Y/W (Markam and Thorne, 1992; Hodskinson and 

Ferguson, 1998).       
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Convex-bank flow separation causes a reduction in the effective flow width (Fig. 2.11).  

The maximum velocity and maximum shear stress are focused into this area of reduced flow 

width near the concave bank (Bridges and Leeder, 1976).  Near the convex bank the presence of 

the LVE might promote the deposition of fine-grained sediment (Fig. 2.11) (Ferguson et al., 

2003).  Concave-bank flow separation has the same effect as an outer-bank secondary 

circulation cell, protecting the bank from the centre cell (Hickin, 1979) and redirecting the 

maximum velocity core and boundary shear stress away from the concave bank.   

 
Figure 2.12: Relationship between radius of curvature (Rm), flow width (W) and initiation of bend flow 
separation. (A) No flow separation develops at an Rm/W ratio of 3.5. (B) With a decrease in Rm/W to 3.0, flow 
begins to destabilize and there is a decrease in the effective flow width (W’).  No flow separation develops, but 
there is a zone of weak flow near the concave bank. (C) Initiation of flow separation at an Rm/W ratio of 2. (D) 
An Rm/W ratio of 0.5 causes flow separation with upstream directed eddies within a wide zone of flow 
stagnation.  It is likely that this specific value of Rm/W does not hold true for all bend systems because of 
differences in the other controlling variables (i.e., Re, Fr, Y/W).  After Bagnold (1960). 
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Effects of bend flow modifications 

The sedimentological implications of BFMs can be understood best by dividing the bend 

into three sections: (1) upstream of the bend apex, (2) at the bend apex, and (3) downstream of 

the bend apex.  The primary mode of deposition which occurs around the bend is lateral 

accretion, which is defined as accretion at a high angle (typically close to 90o) relative to the 

principle flow direction (Hickin, 1974; Miall, 1985).  The surface of the point bar represents 

these lateral-accretion surfaces, which form as the channel migrates laterally.  In an ideal case, 

individual bedforms should migrate along the lateral-accretion surfaces so that paleocurrent 

indicators and lateral-accretion dips are perpendicular to each other.  However, because of the 

presence of BFMs, flow directions are not perfectly along the contour on all parts of the point 

bar.

(1) Upstream of the Bend Apex 

Flow modification is dominated by topographic steering because the central circulation 

cell is not yet fully developed.  The maximum boundary shear stress rapidly shifts laterally 

through this region, migrating from the point-bar side to near the concave bank, generating an 

abrupt point-bar front.  Flow moves towards the concave bank at all flow depths.  Smaller 

bedforms should migrate obliquely down the lateral-accretion surfaces at all depths.  This 

portion of the point bar should contain the coarsest material because the strongest current has 

not yet been deflected all the way to the concave bank.  Relative to all other positions on the 

point bar, this is the region with the most energetic flow conditions. 
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(2)   The Bend Apex 

Near the concave bank the outer secondary flow cell, if present, restricts the erosive 

potential of the centre cell, and consequently might suppress outward motion of the bend, and 

facilitate downstream translation or bend rotation.  Topographic steering restricts the centre 

secondary flow cell to the pool region.  Where the secondary centre cell influences the edge of 

the point bar, there may be an increase in depositional angle (Blanckaert et al., 2010).  The 

centre cell creates a surface flow that is directed obliquely toward the convex bank, whereas 

bedforms near the outer edge of the point bar should migrate obliquely up the lateral accretion 

surfaces under the influence of return flow in the centre cell.  The edge of the point bar should 

also contain the coarsest sediment within the bend apex since it is closest to the area of 

maximum velocity. 

Toward the convex bank, topographic steering continues to force the flow away from 

the topographically high part of the point bar and prevents the centre cell from creating flow 

toward the convex bank; consequently, near-bed flow is obliquely down the point bar surface 

on the upper part of the point bar.  A velocity reduction due to topographic steering and the 

exclusion from the centre cell causes sediment to become finer towards the convex bank. 

Closer to the convex bank the flow field changes again.  If the bend has the proper 

conditions (i.e. a small Rm/W, a sufficiently large Re, a sufficiently large Fr and a large Y/W; or a 

satisfactory combination thereof) then convex-bank flow separation will occur with its initial 

separation point at the bend apex, creating an LVE on the inner portion of the point bar.  The 

width of this LVE is relatively small in this area but it widens downstream.  Flow reversal has the 

potential to produce bedforms with an upstream orientation and the quiescence of the LVE also 
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allows for the deposition of fines and a reduction in the size of bedforms.  Increased settling of 

fines should also occur away from the shear surface since this is an area of enhanced 

turbulence generation (Middleton and Southard 1984).   

(3) Downstream of the Bend Apex  

Maximum downstream velocity and maximum boundary shear occurs near the concave 

bank.  As curvature decreases in the exit from the bend apex, the pool shoals and the point bar 

narrows.  The deepening of the point bar surface decreases the influence of topographic 

steering.  The central secondary flow cell affects more of the point bar surface, which leads to 

an area with bedforms traveling obliquely up the lateral-accretion surfaces.  Sediment should 

fine away from the maximum velocity core in this area.  The continuing decrease in curvature 

causes a decrease in the intensity of secondary circulation in the centre cell.  Continuing 

downstream, bedforms should migrate along the strike of the lateral-accretion surfaces in the 

transition to the essentially straight cross-over reach.   Toward the convex bend a fully 

developed LVE can exist with a width that should be greater than at the bend apex (Fig. 2.11) 

(Bridge and Leeder, 1976).  Due to the expanded size of the LVE, upstream-directed flow is 

limited and flow in the LVE is dominated by low velocity turbulent eddies.   Fine-grained 

deposition should occur within this region and bedform size should be reduced, while 

displaying diverse paleocurrent directions (or potentially bedforms are absent within this fine-

grained area).   

It is also possible to consider briefly the effects of BFMs within the more complex 

meander-loop environment, where the bed topography is more complex.   The existence of 

multiple overlapping unit bars creates four regions of flow transition which repeat throughout 
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the bend (Fig. 2.13).  The most upstream portion of the flow is dominated by topographic 

steering (Fig. 2.13B, position A).  Continuing into the asymmetric pool area, secondary flow cells 

are developed (Fig. 2.13B, position B and C).  When the flow comes to the riffle area (Figure 

2.13B, position D) the magnitude of the cross-stream flow diminishes significantly due to the 

decay of the upstream secondary flow cells.  The effect of multiple pools and riffles causes a 

variation in the location of the maximum velocity and boundary shear stress so that, within the 

pools, maximum velocity and boundary shear are displaced towards the concave bank, 

whereas, over the riffles, these maxima are shifted towards the convex bank (Dietrich and 

Whiting, 1993a, 1993b; Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003).   This constant shifting of the 

maximum velocity and boundary shear might create heterogeneities in grain size, erosion 

potential and bedforms present along the toe of the amalgamated point-bar deposit.  

 

A B  

Figure 2.13: Flow within a symmetrical meander that contains two unit bars (cf. Figure 2.7), one in the upstream 
part of the bend, and the second in the exit to the bend. (A) Planform of symmetrical meander showing 
locations of the cross-sections. (B) Cross-sections showing cross-flow velocity vectors at different locations 
throughout the unit bar.  Note that the positions A-D are similar to that of a simple meander bend, but repeat 
due to the presence of multiple unit bars.  From Frothingham and Rhoads (2003). 
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BI-DIRECTIONAL FLOW PROCESSES AND CHANNEL MORPHOLOGY 

Introduction 

Both tidal and fluvial processes fluctuate on a variety of temporal scales: fluvial 

hydrodynamics change seasonally, annually and decadally, while tidal hydrodynamics fluctuate 

hourly, semi-diurnally, diurnally, fortnightly, seasonally, annually, interdecadally, and multi-

decadally (Fig. 2.14) (Dalrymple, 2010; Kvale, 2011).  The effect of having multiple orders of 

cycles is that the fluvial-tidal transition zone becomes an area of continual flux, a continuum 

with constantly changing energy levels, which may cause changes in the relative importance of 

fluvial and tidal influence (Dalrymple et al., 2011; Martinius and Gowland, 2011).  Until now, the 

discussion has investigated bend flow associated with a purely uni-directional flow.  However, 

within a tidal-fluvial channel, flow modifications associated with tidal processes must be 

considered since, depending on the time of year and the intensity of the fluvial discharge these 

processes can influence channel deposition. 

 
Figure 2.14. Tidal variations in water-surface elevation at Saint John, New Brunswick.  Note the overprinting of 
different temporal cycles including semi-diurnal fluctuations and neap-spring variation.  From Dalrymple (2010). 
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Bidirectionality  

Tidal-fluvial channels have bi-directional flow.  The physical expression of bi-

directionality is location specific (Dalrymple and Choi, 2007; Martinius and Gowland, 2011) (Fig. 

2.15).  The mouth of a tidal-fluvial channel (i.e., the outer estuary or outer distributary mouth-

bar area) is typically overall flood dominated (Ludwick, 1974; McDowell and O’Connor, 1977; 

Harris, 1988; Dalrymple et al., 1990; Harris et al., 1992; Dalrymple and Rhodes, 1995; Dalrymple 

et al., 2003; Fagherazzi et al., 2004; Dalrymple and Choi, 2007; Dalrymple et al., 2011). 

Further landward (typically landward of the tidal maximum (Fig. 2.15), which is defined 

as the location of maximum tidal velocity; i.e., the inner estuary or active delta-plain 

distributary bar area  cf. Dalrymple and Choi, 2007), tidal-fluvial channels become increasing 

ebb-dominated due to frictional dampening of tides and a landward increase in the relative 

strength of fluvial currents (Allen et al., 1980; Nichols and Biggs, 1985; Allen, 1997; Godin, 1998; 

Fagherazzi et al., 2004; Dalrymple and Choi, 2007).  The highest velocities of seaward-directed 

flow will occur near the concave bank of the meander bend and will continue throughout the 

entire tidal cycle due to fluvial overprinting (Dalrymple et al., 2003; Dalrymple et al., 2011), 

while the slowest seaward-directed velocities occur near the convex bank (within the LVE) 

(Barwis, 1978).   
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Figure 2.15. Schematic representation of the interaction of fluvial and tidal currents within the fluvial-marine 
transition zone.  F = landward-directed flood currents; E= seaward directed ebb currents and/or river currents.  
At position C, there is no longer any current reversal, but there is a period of flow retardation due to flood tides.  
From Dalrymple and Choi (2007).  

Consequently, any subordinate (tidal) flow that is landward-directed (thus related to the 

flood tide) is forced toward the convex bend.  Though a tidal-fluvial channel could be classified 

as overall ebb-dominated, it could still have a flood-dominated zone on each point bar, until the 

landward-directed tidal flow becomes weak enough in a landward direction that the entire 

channel width experiences only seaward flow (Fig. 2.16, position B).     

This interplay of flow processes explains the existence of flood barbs, which are flood-

dominated, headward-terminating channels (and associated bars separating this flood-

dominated channel from the main, ebb-directed flow) that commonly form on the convex 

banks within the fluvial-tidal transition zone (Robinson, 1960; Barwis, 1978; Reineck and Singh, 

1980; Dalrymple et al., 2011).  The flood barb is created by the flood flow traveling landward 

across the point-bar surface.  If conditions are suitable (i.e., small Rm/W, large Re, large Fr and 
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a large Y/W  Bagnold, 1960; Bridge and Leeder 1975; 1976; Middleton and Southard, 1984; 

Chanson, 1999; Blanckaert et al., 2010; A. da Silva, 2011, pers. comm.) then ebb-oriented flow 

separation will also contribute to the development of this morphology.  The shear surface 

separating the LVE and the main flow (a surface of zero effective flow) will experience 

deposition, potentially creating the bar associated with the flood barb (cf. Bridges and Leeder, 

1978; Dalrymple et al., 1990).  This flood-barb associated bar would have flood-oriented 

bedforms adjacent to the flood barb and ebb-directed bedforms adjacent to the main channel. 

Continuing landward, full current reversals diminish and ultimately the landward-

directed flood-tidal flow stops (Fig. 2.15 position C).  The flow in this area is unidirectionally 

seaward, but the river flow undergoes tidal modulation of current speeds over the tidal cycle 

(Van den Berg et al., 2007).  During periods of flow retardation, deposition of sand (and/or 

mud, and/or organics) might occur (Jones et al., 1993; Martinius and Gowland, 2011).    

Sediment Transport Processes  

Flood dominance within the most seaward portions of tidal-fluvial channels (i.e., the 

outer estuary or outer distributary-mouth-bar area) (Fig. 2.2) and asymmetry of the tidal flow 

(differences in velocity attained during the ebb and flood periods) promotes landward transport 

of marine-derived sediment (both suspended sediment and bedload) (van Straaten and 

Kuenen, 1958; Potsma, 1967; Meade, 1972; Dalrymple et al., 1992; Fenster et al., 2001; Lettley, 

2004; Bolle et al., 2010; Dalrymple et al., 2011), while further landward (i.e., the inner estuary 

or inner distributary bar area), ebb-dominance and increased fluvial current strength generate 

seaward transport of terrestrial sediment (as well as re-transport of previously deposited 

marine sediment) (Friedrichs et al., 1998; Fenster et al., 2001; Dalrymple and Choi, 2007).  
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These two opposing vector directions of sediment transport create a zone of bedload 

convergence within tidal-fluvial channels that exists either within the middle part of estuaries 

or in the distributary-mouth-bar area of deltas, which leads to sediment trapping and channel 

filling (Meade, 1972; Johnson et al., 1982; Biggs and Howell, 1984; Dalrymple et al., 1992; 

Fenster et al., 2001; Dalrymple et al., 2011).   

Landward of the tidal maximum (the inner estuary or inner distributary mouth-bar 

area), salt-water incursion (Fig. 2.2) causes what is known as estuarine circulation (Fig. 2.16). 

This is a density-driven convection caused because the less dense fluvial (fresh) water rides 

near the surface of the channel, while the relatively denser saline (marine) water flows 

landward along the bottom of the channel, creating a salt wedge (Allen, 1997; Burchard and 

Baumert, 1998; Mitchell et al., 1998; Dalrymple and Choi, 2007; Xu et al., 2010).  Estuarine 

circulation is also enhanced by tidal activity as ebb-tidal currents are generally stronger on the 

surface, while flood-tidal currents tend to be more intense near the base of a channel. This 

promotes further density gradients and subsequently generates estuarine circulation (Mitchell 

et al., 1998; Burchard and Baumert, 1998; Xu et al., 2010). Upriver, the salt wedge dissipates as 

a result entrainment, which is a result of turbulent mixing (Schubel and Carter, 1984; Dyer, 

1995) and this landward limit of saline intrusion (the “salinity node”; Lettley, 2004) generally 

experiences the greatest mixing of fresh and marine water (Potsma, 1967; Nichols and Biggs, 

1985).  Furthermore, where fresh and salty water mix, suspended fines begin to settle due to 

salinity-induced flocculation (Dyer, 1995).  This generates an area of high suspended-sediment 

concentrations (SSCs Dalrymple and Choi, 2003) known as the turbidity maximum (TM) 

(Potsma, 1967; Geyer, 1993; Dyer, 1995; Allen, 1997; Mitchell et al., 1998; Wai et al., 2004; 
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Dalrymple and Choi, 2007; Dalrymple 2010; Dalrymple et al., 2011) (Fig. 2.16) that is typically 

located near the salinity node (Allen et al., 1980).  SSCs typically decrease upward from the bed 

within a TM as a result of gravitational settling of increasingly large flocs (continued floc growth 

due to salinity-induced flocculation and Brownian-motion collisions during convection cf. 

Winterwerp, 2002) and tidal asymmetry. Tidal asymmetry causes a strong density interface (the 

interface between the relatively faster (and less dense) ebb-directed flow near the top of the 

water column and the more sluggish (and dense) flood-directed flow near the base of the 

channel) that might inhibit vertical mixing of suspended sediment and promote settling of SSCs 

(Geyer, 1993; Burchard and Baumert, 1998).  Since the depositional conditions (i.e., salinity 

distributions, tidal-current strength, fluvial-current strength, etc.) within tidal channels are in 

constant flux on several temporal scales, the TM is not a stable feature. Its location and 

magnitude varies on semidiurnal, diurnal, fortnightly and seasonal time scales (Allen et al., 

1980; Mitchell et al., 1998; Lettley, 2004; Wai et al., 1998; Uncles et al., 2006; Doxaran et al., 

2009; Purnachandra Rao et al., 2011).   

 
Figure 2.16. Estuarine circulation. The inclined salinity contours indicate the existence of a salt wedge.  Estuarine 
circulation (i.e., inward flow at the bottom with outward flow at the surface), combined with salinity-induced 
flocculation, creates a turbidity maximum with elevated SSC content.  High SSCs occur near the bottom due to 
gravitational settling of large flocs and tidal asymmetry creating a strong density interface (Geyer, 1993; 
Burchard and Baumert, 1998; Winterwerp, 2002). From Dalrymple and Choi (2003). 
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During each slack-water period, appreciable amounts of suspended sediment might 

settle to the base of the channel where it can form a viscous unit known as a fluid mud (Nichols, 

1984; Ross and Mehta, 1989; Faas, 1991; Winterwerp, 2002; Dalrymple and Choi, 2007; Ichaso 

and Dalrymple, 2009).  During the next tidal cycle, currents (if of sufficient strength) might re-

entrain all or part of these sediments (Allen et al., 1980) and appreciable deposition of fluid 

mud might only occur during times when tidal-current speeds decrease (i.e., a change from 

spring to neap tide; Dalrymple et al., 2011). 

Continuing landward from the TM through the fluvial-tidal transition zone, the sediment 

type that accumulates is controlled by the fluvial discharge. The sediment deposited is typically 

coarser, on average, then in the region of the TM, but this is largely dependent on the nature of 

the sediment supplied by the river.  The limit of salinity intrusion is reached before the limit of 

tidal modulation of flow (i.e., the tidal node; Lettley, 2004).  Landward of the salinity node, 

there is a region of tidally influence fresh water where there can be preservation of tidal 

sedimentary structures (i.e., double mud drapes, tidal rhythmites, reactivation surfaces, etc., 

Pemberton et al., 2001) within these terrestrially derived deposits (Dalrymple and Choi, 2007; 

Van den Berg et al., 2007; Dalrymple et al., 2011; Martinius and Gowland, 2011). 

Bioturbation Within Tidal-Fluvial Channels 

As a result of turbulence generated by tidal and river flow, the water in tidal-fluvial 

channels is typically a mixture of fresh and marine waters and is consequently brackish.  Thus, 

the deposits of tidal-fluvial channels often contain brackish-water bioturbation.  However, the 

spatial and temporal fluctuations in energy and salinity within the fluvial-marine transition zone 

impose stress on the organisms living there.  Stresses include salinity reductions and variability, 
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rapid sedimentation rates, water turbidity, locally high water velocity, water-depth fluctuations, 

the presence of fluid mud, temperature variations and atmospheric exposure (Howard and 

Frey, 1975; Pemberton et al., 1982; Buatois et al., 1997; Gingras et al., 2002; Lettley et al., 2005; 

MacEachern et al., 2005a; MacEachern et al., 2005b; Pearson and Gingras, 2006; Rebata et al., 

2006).   These stresses lead to a gradual reduction in species diversity landward, until an 

increase occurs where the water becomes exclusively fresh (Buatois et al., 1997) (Figs. 2.2, 

2.17). 

Organisms that are able to survive these stresses, or are capable of colonizing an area 

quickly during brief periods with habitable conditions, often colonize the area in large numbers. 

Organisms that are able to buffer themselves against environmental conditions, such as by 

burrowing into the sediment, have an advantage so that infaunal behaviour predominates 

within this area (Knox, 1986; MacEachern et al., 2005b).  This leads to the prevalence of low-

diversity assemblages, and even mono-specific assemblages, of high bioturbation intensity (Fig. 

2.2).   

 

 
 
 
Figure 2.17. Variation of species 
diversity as a function of salinity 
through the fluvial-marine 
transition.  Though salinity is not 
the only stress within the 
transition zone, it is one of the 
primary stresses affecting species 
diversity.  From Dalrymple and 
Choi (2007) after Buatois et al., 
(1997).
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The fluvial-marine transition is also characterized by a decrease in organism and trace-

fossil size compared to their marine counterparts, either because the organisms living there are 

exposed to more frequent stresses (MacEachern et al., 2005b), or die before reaching their 

maximum size.      

SEASONALITY 

The existence of seasonal variations in fluvial discharge and its effects within tidal-fluvial 

channels are well established in modern environments (Allen et al., 1980; Uncles and Stephens, 

1989; Jones et al., 1993; Uncles and Stephens, 1993; Grabemann and Krause, 2001; Lettley, 

2004; Patchineelam and Kjerfve, 2004; Dalrymple and Choi, 2007; Dai et al., 2009; Doxaran et 

al., 2009; Purnachandra Rao et al., 2011), and must be taken into consideration within a 

depositional model for this zone.   

High fluvial discharge extends fluvial processes seaward, reducing the extent of tidal and 

salinity effects (Allen et al., 1980, Patchineelam and Kjerfve, 2004; Purnachandra Rao et al., 

2011).   For example, at times of high discharge, the tidal limit and salinity node are pushed 

seaward as much as 100 kilometres and 50 kilometres, respectively, in the Irrawaddy River 

(Kravtsova et al., 2009) (Fig. 2.18).  Thus, portions of tidal-fluvial channels alternate from 

brackish and tidally influenced, to fresh and purely fluvial within a couple of months.  Since the 

location of the TM is dependent on the location of the salinity node and tidal limit, it is also 

pushed seaward during times of high fluvial discharge (Fig. 2.19) (Uncles and Stephens, 1989; 

Jones et al., 1993; Uncles and Stephens, 1993; Grabemann and Krause, 2001; Lesourd et al., 

2003; Lettley, 2004; Uncles et al., 2006; Doxaran et al., 2009; Purnachandra Roa et al., 2011).    
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Because of the foregoing, river seasonality directly effects sediment distribution within 

tidal-fluvial channels.  During high river discharge, the elevated velocities transport coarser 

sediment, and may cause rapid sediment deposition on point bars (Purnachandra Rao et al. 

2011).  In the tidally dominated Gilbert River delta of northern Australia, for example, Jones et 

al. (1993) observed that, during high-discharge periods, deposition of sand was favoured at all 

flow depths from point-bar toe to upper point bar.  High rates of fluvial sand deposition 

occurred preferentially during flood-tide retardation of the downstream flow. During low flow, 

sand deposition was limited to the toe of the point bar and the pool, where velocities were 

maximized, while velocities throughout the rest of the channel were low enough to allow for 

the deposition of fine material on the point bar. Deposition of fines was enhanced immediately 

following a high fluvial discharge event which would have caused elevated SSC levels (Jones et 

al., 1993).  

 
Figure 2.18: Hydrology of the Irrawaddy River, Myanmar.  During low river-discharge periods, the tidal limit and 
salinity node intrude 100 km and 50 km further up the river, respectively, from their high-discharge positions.  
Note that the Irrawaddy River is a low-gradient deltaic system with large excursion lengths.  However, similarly 
large excursions are seen in the Niger River delta (Kravtsova et al., 2008).  From Dalrymple et al. (2011). 
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Figure 2.19. Seasonal fluctuations in the location of the TM, salinity node and tidal node.  During times of high 
river discharge, the TM occupies a seaward location, while, during low fluvial discharge, it occupies a landward 
location.  From Lettley (2004).  

  

In the inner part of the tidal-fluvial transition, the coarser sediments are deposited 

under conditions that are dominantly to exclusively fluvial, and the structures should reflect this 

fluvial dominance (cf. Miall, 2010).  At times of low fluvial discharge, sedimentation may be 

tidally influenced or even tidally dominated, so that sediments deposited during the low flow 

might be expected to contain tidal structures or tidal modulation of fluvial structures (Van den 

Berg et al., 2007; cf. Dalrymple et al., 2011; Martinius and Gowland, 2011).  These fine-grained 

deposits will be preferentially eroded during the next high discharge period, potentially erasing 

the tidal signature from the sediment record.   

Seasonal discharge variations also affect bioturbation patterns (Jones et al., 1993).  

During river flood stage, water has high sediment concentrations, strong currents and high 

erosive capabilities, and low salinity.  These stresses significantly reduce organism populations 
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within tidal-fluvial channels.  Bioturbation is therefore minimal during the high-discharge 

events.  During low flow, landward salinity incursion allows for more areas of brackish-water 

bioturbation (MacEachern et al., 2005b).  A larger area of the fluvial-marine transition zone will 

thus have a bioturbation signature which is most likely low-diversity, mono-specific, with higher 

bioturbation intensity, during low fluvial discharge periods.  Infaunal organisms will colonize the 

discrete layers that accumulated during low fluvial discharge; deep infaunal burrowers may 

even penetrate down into the underlying sediments deposited during the preceding high 

discharge event.  In the Gilbert River delta (northern Australia) mud associated with low-

discharge periods show high bioturbation intensities, whereas the sand beds deposited during 

high discharge show no bioturbation (Jones et al., 1993). 

 

TIDAL-FLUVIAL POINT-BAR DEPOSITION- INCLINED HETEROLITHIC STRATIFICATION 

The interaction of marine and fluvial processes in the fluvial-marine transition forms a 

continuum of bar types from sea to land (Dalrymple, 2010), and the deposits within the bars 

record the temporal and spatial fluctuations of the processes (Dalrymple and Rhodes, 1995; 

Dalrymple and Choi, 2007).  One type of deposit that is common in this zone is inclined 

heterolithic stratification (IHS) (Thomas et al. 1987). The term IHS was originally introduced as a 

purely descriptive term to characterize heterogeneous sedimentary successions with inclined 

depositional dips (Fig. 2.20).  Thomas et al. (1987) proposed the term IHS to replace the 

plethora of existing terms, the most notable being epsilon cross-stratification (Allen, 1963).  

Because the term is purely descriptive, IHS is not restricted to any specific genetic process or 

environment.  
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IHS is reported in environments ranging from purely fluvial point bars (Jackson, 1981) to 

deep-marine fans (Damuth and Flood, 1984).  IHS is also found in many fluvial-marine settings, 

and is commonly associated with tidal-fluvial point bars (De Mowbray, 1983; Smith, 1988; 

Gingras et al., 1999; Dalrymple et al., 2003; Choi et al., 2004; Hovikoski et al., 2008; Choi, 2010).  

The multiple, temporally distinct depositional processes that occur in the fluvial-marine 

transition can produce various forms of point-bar-related IHS.   

It can develop via semi-diurnal to diurnal tidal rhythmicity (Gingras et al., 2002), 

fluctuations in the location of the turbidity maximum due to fluvial-discharge variations 

(Gingras et al., 1999), and flow-velocity fluctuations due to fluvial seasonality (Jones et al., 

1993).  Since different areas of the fluvial-marine transition are dominated by different 

processes, some authors have recognized a gradient of IHS types throughout the fluvial-marine 

transition (Fig. 2.21) (Smith, 1988; Lettley, 2004; Lettley et al., 2005).   

  

 

Figure 2.20. Descriptive nomenclature for the elements comprising inclined heterolithic stratification (IHS).      
From Lettley (2004). 
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Lettley et al. (2005) provides the most recent classification of IHS through the fluvial-

marine transition zone.  The authors describe a tripartite zonation with a sand-dominated, 

tidally dominated IHS in the seaward area, a fine-grained type of IHS formed in an area of mixed 

fluvial and tidal energy in the middle portion of the transition zone, and a sandy, fluvially 

dominated IHS in the landward reach (Fig. 2.22).  This tripartite zonation is the most in-depth 

investigation of tidal-point-bar IHS to date.  By integration of the concepts of fluvial flow 

principles and seasonality, further subdivision of the fluvial-marine transition zone is possible.   

 
Figure 2.21: Schematic representation of the transition in point-bar deposits from fluvially (left) to tidally (right) 
dominated.  A fluvial point bar is interpreted to consist entirely of sand, but this may be an over simplification 
due to the ability of IHS to form in fluvial point bars, and is dependent on the mud content of the system and 
the degree of preservation of seasonal low-flow mud deposits.  The recognition of sporadic vs. rhythmic IHS 
deposits may allow for distinction between tidal-fluvial and tidal point bars. Modified from Smith (1988).
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Figure 2.22. Schematic representation of the spatial transition of IHS characteristics through the fluvial-marine transition zone.  The red regions are deposits 
associated with high river-discharge events, while the blue regions are associated with low river-discharge periods.  A tripartite zonation of facies, from 
sandy IHS to muddy IHS to sandy IHS, exists from land to sea.  Even though both the landward and seaward zones are sand dominated, note the differences 
in character, including structures and bioturbation intensity and distribution. From Lettley (2004). 
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CHAPTER 3- GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

REGIONAL STATIGRAPHY  

The Lower Cretaceous McMurray Formation is the basal component of the Lower 

Mannville Group within the Steepbank River area, unconformably overlying Upper Devonian 

carbonates of the Waterways Formation (Flach, 1977) (Fig. 3.1).  The contact between these 

units is a regionally extensive, hard, indurated surface, which represents the sub-Cretaceous 

unconformity, and is considered to be the basement to the Lower Cretaceous strata (Ranger 

and Gingras, 2003).  The unconformity has variable topographic relief, both regionally and 

locally, due to differential erosion, salt dissolution and structural collapse within the Devonian 

carbonate beds and the underlying Middle Devonian Elk Point Group evaporates. This collapse 

forms a broad, north-south depression, the McMurray Subbasin that was occupied by the 

McMurray rivers (Stewart and MacCallum, 1978).   To the east the McMurray Subbasin is 

confined by the Precambrian Shield. The Devonian reefal carbonates of the Waterways 

Formation form the Grosmont High, which is the western margin of the basin (Ranger and 

Pemberton, 1997).  A hiatus in deposition and subsequent erosion and localized karsting during 

formation of the sub-Cretaceous unconformity created variable relief on a much smaller scale, 

with many local highs and lows in which the McMurray Formation was deposited.   

The McMurray Formation was deposited during repeated southward transgressions of 

the Boreal Sea during the Aptian-Albian, recording a complex suite of fluvial-marine transition-

zone environments that existed in rivers which drained the McMurray Subbasin and areas to 

the south, as well as the Precambrian and Grosmont highlands (Ranger and Pemberton, 1997; 

Wightman and Pemberton, 1997).  Glauconitic shoreface sands of the Wabiskaw Member, the 
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basal unit of the Clearwater Formation, overlie the McMurray Formation.  The Clearwater 

Formation is predominantly a marine shale which signifies the final 3rd-order transgression of 

the Boreal Sea (Ranger and Pemberton, 2003; Hein and Cotterill, 2006).   

 
Figure 3.1. Stratigraphic setting of the McMurray Formation.  Note how the McMurray Subbasin is bounded by 
the Grosmont High to the west.  On the east it abuts against the Precambrian Shield. From Ranger and Gingras 
(2003). 
 

INFORMAL STRATIGRAPHY OF THE MCMURRAY FORMATION  

The McMurray Formation has never been formally divided into members.  Previous 

authors have suggested a standardized McMurray stratigraphy based on locally correlative 

markers (Nelson and Glaister, 1978; Keith et al., 1988; Ranger and Pemberton, 1997; Hein and 

Langenberg, 2003; Hein and Cotterill 2006; Ranger and Gingras, 2008), but no classification has 

been formally accepted due to regional diversity of thickness and lithologic character 

throughout the McMurray Subbasin (Wightman and Pemberton, 1997).  Nevertheless, many 

workers (Flach, 1977; Stewart and MacCallum, 1978; Pemberton et al., 1982; Flach and 
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Mossop, 1983; Strobl et al., 1997; Wightman and Pemberton, 1997, Musial, 2011) use an 

informal threefold stratigraphy, first proposed by Carrigy (1959), which subdivides the 

McMurray Formation into three units: the lower McMurray, the middle McMurray and the 

upper McMurray (Fig. 3.2).  This threefold subdivision cannot be correlated regionally (Hein et 

al., 2000; Ranger and Gingras, 2003), but conforms well to the succession exposed in the 

Steepbank River area. 

 
Figure 3.2.  Schematic representation of informal McMurray Formation stratigraphy based on the observations 
of Mossop and Flach (1983) and their work on the Steepbank River.  Note that the stratigraphy of the middle 
McMurray Formation could be subdivided further into a trough cross-bedded facies and the inclined heterolithic 
stratification facies.  This schematic representation is highly simplified and is difficult to correlate regionally. 
From Mossop and Flach (1983).   
 

This informal stratigraphy reflects the occurrence of a 3rd-order transgression of the 

Boreal Sea during deposition of the McMurray Formation: the lower McMurray contains the 

most fluvial deposits; the middle McMurray is ‘brackish’ in character; and the upper McMurray 
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consists of the most marine facies.  Regional analysis suggests that the 3rd-order transgression is 

overprinted by several 4th-order sea-level fluctuations (Fig. 3.3) (Ranger and Pemberton, 1997; 

Wightman and Pemberton, 1997; Ranger and Gingras, 2003; Hein and Cotterill, 2006; Ranger et 

al., 2008), which opens the possibility that some of the McMurray (principally the middle 

McMurray) accumulated during one or more regressive-transgressive cycles (Fig. 3.3).  

 
Figure 3.3. Generalized sequence stratigraphy of the McMurray Formation.  The overprinting of multiple orders 
of relative sea-level change, coupled with channel and valley amalgamation because of the low-accommodation 
regime, is what causes the complexity within the McMurray Formation.  The succession shown is a generalized 
stratigraphic log based on what is observed in Outcrop 4.  Modified from Hein and Cotterill (2006).   

Lower McMurray Formation- General Sedimentology and Environmental Interpretation 

The lower McMurray is confined to topographic lows on the sub-Cretaceous 

unconformity.  These deposits are typically composed of medium to coarse grained, quartz-

dominated, structureless to cross-bedded sand with poor to moderate sorting and subangular 

grains.  Locally it is composed of lenses (decimetre thickness) of quartz-pebble conglomerate 
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which contain clasts of the underlying Devonian carbonate.  The lower McMurray exhibits an 

overall upward fining towards the contact with the overlying middle McMurray. Bioturbation is 

rare and was not observed within the project area, though it has been recognized in other 

regions (Ranger and Gingras, 2003).  Finer-grained lithologies composed of rooted shale, 

organic-rich shale, and coal are also recognized within the lower McMurray, typically overlying 

the sandier lithologies, but are not present in the study area.    

The lower McMurray is interpreted to represent deposition within a braided to 

meandering fluvial environment (Stewart and MacCallum, 1978; Flach and Mossop, 1983; 

Wightman and Pemberton, 1997; Hein et al., 2000; Ranger and Gingras, 2003).  Upward-fining 

profiles, fluvially associated structures such as abundant unidirectional cross bedding, the 

general absence of bioturbation and the presence of rooted horizons suggest the sands 

represent deposition on braid bars and sandy point bars.  Muddy lithologies are likely overbank 

deposits within a marsh setting, as indicated by the high amount of organics, lack of 

bioturbation and genetic position relative to the sand units.  Flach (1984) reported 

palynological evidence to suggest fresh-water conditions with rare brackish-water influence.  

The presence of bioturbation within some localities (Ranger and Gingras, 2003) suggests that 

some lower McMurray channels may have been tidally influenced, implying a marine-proximal 

location and the presence of high-order sea-level fluctuations.  The lower McMurray represents 

the fluvial deposits associated with the 3rd-order lowstand and initial transgression.  

The confinement provided by the Upper Devonian carbonate highlands would have 

restricted lateral migration of the lower McMurray river systems.  This may account for the 

limited distribution of the lower McMurray.  Subsequent channel avulsions would cannibalize 
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earlier lower McMurray channels, as each channel’s ability to move laterally was limited by the 

confined topography.  The resulting amalgamation was also strongly influenced by a lack of 

accommodation due to the slow base–level rise during lower McMurray deposition.  This low 

accommodation prevented rivers from aggrading sufficiently to build above the level of the 

confining topography, therefore restricting them to these topographically lower regions 

(Ranger and Gingras, 2003). 

Middle McMurray Formation- General Sedimentology and Environmental Interpretation        

The middle McMurray Formation is the thickest (30-60 m) and most heterogeneous of 

the three subdivisions.  The contact with the underlying lower McMurray is often not exposed 

or the lower McMurray is absent and the middle McMurray lies directly on the sub-Cretaceous 

unconformity.  When this contact is observed it is unconformable and represents an abrupt 

change in lithology (Ranger and Gingras, 2003).  

Within the Steepbank River area, the middle McMurray can be divided into two 

packages (Mossop and Flach, 1983) (Fig. 3.2).  The lower part (i.e., the basal 10-30 m) is 

characterized by lower medium to upper fine-grained quartz-dominated sand which is 

structureless, cross-stratified and ripple-laminated.  Bioturbation is rare and low in diversity, 

consisting only of Skolithos and Cylindrichnus ichnofossils.  These sands are the main bitumen 

reservoir and have the highest oil saturation (Mossop, 1980).   

The upper portion of the middle McMurray in the Steepbank area (upper 30-40 m) is 

dominated by inclined heterolithic stratification (IHS).  The sand beds of the IHS are similar to 

the underlying basal middle McMurray sands, but generally are composed of current-ripple 

cross-laminated sandstone that is upper fine-grained.  The mud interbeds are composed of 
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structureless to laminated siltstone. The upper middle McMurray in the Steepbank area has 

prominent bioturbation, typically occurring at the contacts between the mud and sand beds.  

Bioturbation Intensity is variable, and species diversity is limited; Cylindrichnus traces dominate 

this unit.  The contact between the two parts of the middle McMurray is variable in its 

expression.  In some localities it appears to be a gradational contact between the cross-bedded 

sands and the IHS beds.  In other areas, the contact is sharp and appears erosional.   

Over the last 50 years, there have been numerous interpretations for the depositional 

environment of the two middle McMurray packages, including fluvial Gilbert-style deltas 

(Carrigy 1959; 1971), large-scale point bars (Fig. 3.4) (Flach, 1977; Mossop, 1980; Mossop and 

Flach, 1983; Flach, 1984; Flach and Mossop, 1985; Hubbard et al., 2011; Musial et al., 2011; 

Labreque et al.,  in press a) and elongate tidal bars with overlying stacked, small-scale tidal 

point bars (Lettley, 2004; Ranger and Gingras, 2003; Ranger et al., 2008).  Most work has 

suggested that the middle McMurray likely was deposited within the latter two environments, 

(Lettley, 2004; Ranger and Gingras, 2008; Hubbard et al., 2011; Labreque et al., 2011a; Musial 

et al., 2011).   

Mossop and Flach’s (1983) deep (20-45 m), fluvial-channel model (within a coastal-plain 

setting) suggests that the lower interval of the middle McMurray represents migration of 

subaqueous dunes along the channel bottom (point-bar toe) (Flach, 1977; Mossop, 1980; 

Mossop and Flach, 1983; Flach, 1984; Flach and Mossop, 1985), whereas the overlying IHS is 

presumed to have been deposited on the point bar, contemporaneously with the lower sands 

(Fig. 3.4).  Mossop and Flach based this interpretation on:  
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(1) The presence of an erosional base to the trough cross-stratified McMurray sands, 

suggesting deep incision into previous deposits; 

(2) A gradational contact between the lower sands and the IHS strata implying genetically 

synchronous deposition; 

(3) An energy decrease moving up the point bar as indicated by an upward-fining sand-size 

profile, an upward-muddying IHS profile, and an upward transition from large-scale cross-

beds to ripples; and 

(4) Unidirectional paleocurrent indicators perpendicular to the dip of the IHS surfaces, which is 

indicative of lateral accretion on a point bar.  

Mossop and Flach (1983) de-emphasised the importance of the bioturbation within the IHS, 

and Flach (1977) suggested that the trace fossils were consistent with a fluvial interpretation.  

Further work (Pemberton et al., 1982; Smith 1988; Ranger and Pemberton, 1992; Wightman 

and Pemberton, 1997) showed, however, that the middle McMurray traces are unequivocally  

 

 
 
Figure 3.4.  Schematic interpretation for the middle McMurray Formation according to Mossop and Flach (1983).  

Note that the trough cross-bedded facies and the inclined heterolithic facies are interpreted as 

contemporaneous facies that were deposited on a fluvial point bar.  The trough cross beds are interpreted to 

represent deposition on the lower, higher energy portion of the point bar, whereas the IHS is thought to have 

formed higher on the point-bar surface.  From Mossop and Flach (1983).  
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brackish water in character, a finding that has lead most workers to propose a brackish-water 

(“estuarine”) interpretation (Stewart and MacCallum, 1978, Pemberton et al., 1982; Smith, 

1988; Betchel et al., 1994; Hein et al., 2000; Lettley 2004; Lettley et al., 2005; Ranger and 

Gingras 2003; 2008; Ranger et al., 2008; Hubbard et al, 2011; Musial et al., 2011).  Detailed 

analysis suggests that the lower and upper facies occur more than once in the middle 

McMurray, defining several depositional cycles (Langenberg, 2002; Lettley, 2004; Musial et al., 

2011), with younger generations truncating and incising previous IHS sets.   Mossop and Flach 

(1983) were correct in their identification of the channelized nature of the middle McMurray, 

but it is now recognized that the middle McMurray consists of several stacked/nested incised-

valley fills (IVFs) (Langenberg et al., 2002; Ranger and Gingras, 2003; Hein and Cotterill, 2006; 

cf. Zaitlin et al., 1994), each of which consists of a lower sand interval and an upper IHS unit.  

The valley interpretation for the channels deposits is supported by the presence of thin 

parasequences formed by prograding shorefaces that are sandwiched between the channelized 

deposits in the southern, subsurface portion of the McMurray (Ranger, 1994).  These were 

interpreted to represent regionally correlative highstand shorefaces into which the middle 

McMurray channels incised during lowstand incision (Ranger and Gingras, 2003) (Fig. 3.5).  

However, within the study area, these correlative parasequences are absent, which complicates 

regional correlation of individual IVFs (Langenberg et al., 2002).  

Lettley (2004), Ranger and Gingras (2003) and Ranger et al. (2008) have questioned the 

gradational nature of the contact between the lower sands and upper IHS unit within the 

incised valleys of the middle McMurray.  Based on field observations of outcrops and core 

within the McMurray Subbasin, these authors propose that the lower trough cross-stratified  
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Figure 3.5.  Dip-oriented (A) and strike-oriented (B) schematic regional cross sections of the McMurray 

Formation. High-order transgressions and regressions create multiple generations of incised-valley systems that 

are filled with lowstand and transgressive deposits. The valleys are separated by prograding highstand 

shorefaces.  Within the Steepbank area, there are no shorefaces between the channels which might suggest 

amalgamation of valleys.  However, it might also suggest that the channels within the Steepbank area represent 

multiple channel avulsions within one valley system (Chapter 8).  From Ranger and Gingras (2003). 

sand and upper IHS package are separated by an unconformity and are, therefore, not 

genetically related.   Within the lower sands of the middle McMurray, locally, Ranger et al. 

(2008) observed conical Conichus burrows, which have a modern, normal-marine counterpart.  

Within certain middle McMurray outcrops (most notably Christina Lake), these authors have 

found evidence of tidal sedimentation in the basal sand interval, including: reactivation 

surfaces, neap-spring thickness variations, and herringbone cross-stratification.  This has led to 

the interpretation that the lower sands in the middle McMurray represent estuary or delta-
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mouth elongate tidal bars and channels.  The IHS is believed to represent deposition on 

brackish water, tidal point bars in a more landward setting.     

This interpretation suggests that there is a high-order regressive event and erosion 

separating the lower middle McMurray and the upper middle McMurray.  Furthermore, Lettley 

(2004) advocates that not all IHS units represent large point bars but can, instead, be broken 

into stacked smaller channels based on vertical variations in dip and the presence of subtle 

erosional surfaces (Fig. 3.6).   

Because of enhanced seismic resolution, 3D imaging of the subsurface McMurray 

Formation has allowed for better characterization of planform geometry of depositional 

elements.  This has allowed for identification of large-scale channels, point bars, counterpoint 

bars and abandoned channel loops/oxbows (Smith et al., 2009; Hubbard et al., 2011; Musial et 

al., 2011; Labreque et al., 2011a; 2011b).    

Smith et al. (2009) identified at least three counterpoint bar deposits within the middle 

McMurray (Fig. 3.7) based on the geometry of the scroll morphology (concave scroll geometry 

vs. convex scroll morphology associated with point bars), core interpretations (silt dominated 

compared to sand-dominated point bars), dipmeter data and comparison to modern analogues 

(Peace River).  

Within the same study area, Labreque et al. (2011a, b) also used the high-resolution 

seismic data, coupled with closely spaced well data, to identify large-scale channels, point bars 

and counterpoint bars within the middle McMurray Formation.  3-D seismic time slices were 

used to calculate a channel width of 500-584 m.  A channel depth of 32-36 m was obtained 

from core data.  The area of one single point bar was inferred to be 10.2 km2.   
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Figure 3.6.  Comparison diagram showing the differing interpretations for deposition of the middle McMurray 
Formation.  The Mossop and Flach (1983) deep-channel interpretation (left) suggests that the entire middle 
McMurray is one genetically related package that was deposited contemporaneously on a large-scale point bar.  
Lettley (2004) proposes that the two units of the middle McMurray represent two temporally distinct intervals 
(right).  The lower trough cross-bedded sands are interpreted to represent an outer-estuarine dune complex 
which is separated from the IHS by a significant erosion surface.   The IHS unit is thought to consist of multiple 
stacked channels which reflect a stepped rise in base level.  Small heterogeneities in dip are thought to 
represent discrete IHS- dominated tidal channels which are separated by unconformities. Modified from Lettley 
(2004). 

Labreque et al. (2011a) proposed that the deposit was a tidal-fluvial point bar based on 

the planform geometry, sedimentological observations, and ichnological evidence.  The authors 

observed dip variations within the IHS sets and discrete erosional surfaces similar to those 

reported by Lettley (2004), but attribute them to intra-point bar processes associated with 

differential seasonal erosion coupled  with variable river discharge (see Chapters 4 and 5).    The 

findings of Labreque et al. (2011a; 2011b) lend support to the original ideas of Mossop and 

Flach and their identification of large channels within the McMurray Formation (Flach, 1977; 

Mossop, 1980; Mossop and Flach, 1983; Flach, 1984; Flach and Mossop, 1985).  
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Figure 3.7.  Seismic time slice (400 m deep) of the middle McMurray Formation within the Nexen Long Lake 
property.  The use of high-resolution seismic data permits the identification of geometrical elements including 
counterpoint bars, point bars and abandoned channels (representative examples are highlighted) and their 
planform relationships. The recognition of counterpoint bars is based on the concave scroll morphology.  The 
environmental complexity illustrates why the McMurray in core and outcrop can often be difficult to interpret 
due to the variety of depositional elements that may be present within a relatively small area.  Modified from 
Smith et al. (2009). 

Most recently, Musial et al. (2011) studied the deposits exposed in Steepbank Outcrops 

3 and 4 (Fig. 1.2) in order to compare the outcrops to core within the area.  These authors 

interpreted the area to be representative of deposition on a large-scale point bar (740±10 m 

channel width; 32±2 m channel depth; 15,000 m3s-1 paleodischarge at bankfull conditions), and 

reported evidence supporting “interdigitation” of the basal sand and overlying IHS.  Musial et 

al. (2011) also suggest that the sedimentation in the Steepbank area occurred under the 

influence of relatively strong tidal currents, based on observations from surrounding cores and 

other outcrops (including Christina Lake outcrops) (i.e., tidal rhythmites, sigmoidal cross-

stratification, re-activation surfaces, brackish-water bioturbation).  This study is an important 
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first step in integrating both tidal and fluvial concepts into a large-scale point-bar model (Fig. 

3.8).  

 
Fig. 3.8. Schematic block diagram of a tidally influenced point bar, highlighting the internal depositional 
architecture.  This diagram is largely based on observations at Steepbank Outcrops 3 and 4, and suggests that 
there is a prominent tidal influence affecting deposition of the middle McMurray.  This analysis of the middle 
McMurray is an important step in attempting to incorporate both tidal and fluvial processes into a large-scale 
point-bar model.   Modified from Musial et al. (2011). 

Upper McMurray Formation- General Sedimentology and Environmental Interpretation 

The upper McMurray is interpreted as the most marine deposits based on the presence 

of abundant wave-generated structures (wave-ripple lamination and hummocky cross- 

stratification), metre-scale coarsening upwards cycles (1.5-2.5 m thick), and a more diverse 
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suite of ichnogenera (including both Cruziana and Skolithos ichnofacies) within the interbedded 

argillaceous lower fine-grained sand and silts.   

Channel deposits are not common and are much smaller than in the middle McMurray.  

The inferred environments of deposition include open-coast shorefaces, embayment-type 

shorefaces, tidal channels and tidal flats (Flach, 1984; Flach and Mossop, 1985; Ranger and 

Gingras, 2003; Ranger and Pemberton 2003; Hein and Cotterill, 2006; Musial et al., 2011). These 

upper McMurray deposits are, thus, interpreted to reflect continuation of the 3rd-order 

transgression that began in the lower McMurray.    

APTIAN-ALBIAN PALEOGEOGRAPHY AND PALEOCLIMATOLOGY  

By Aptian-Albian time, the supercontinent Pangaea had split apart and the continents 

had taken on an appearance that was broadly similar to today’s continental configuration.  

North America was at a similar latitude to the present, although slightly further south (Francis 

and Frakes, 1993).  The Panthalassa Ocean (the proto-Pacific Ocean) surrounded the relatively 

clustered continents.  A lack of constrictions in this ocean allowed for unrestricted pole to pole 

oceanic circulation that facilitated the distribution of warmth to high latitudes (Hay, 2008).   

Precise quantitative paleoclimate information is difficult to obtain and, thus, there is 

potentially large uncertainty when attempting to generate paleoclimatic interpretations for 

local areas. It is known, however, that conditions in North America during the Aptian-Albian 

were warmer than today (Parrish and Spicer, 1988; Dettman, 1989; Crowley and North, 1991; 

Francis and Frakes, 1993, Huber, 1998; Skelton, 2003; Hay, 2008).  Since there was no 

appreciable water tied up in glacial ice (Hay, 2008), the eustatic sea level was rising (+300 m 

relative to current sea level; Haq and Al-Qahtani, 2005), reaching a global maximum in the 
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Turonian.  This interplay of a warm climate and high sea level made the Aptian-Albian a humid 

time (Suarez, 2009).  The idea of increased precipitation during the Aptian-Albian of North 

America is supported by the amount of widespread coal, bauxites and kaolin formed globally 

during the Aptian-Albian (Hallam, 1985; Barron, 1986).  A relatively warmer climate, a eustatic 

sea-level rise, differing oceanic circulation and paleogeographic configuration strongly 

influenced continental humidity, and affected local climate (i.e., wind circulation, precipitation, 

seasonality) creating a monsoonal effect in most areas (Hallam, 1985; Hay, 2008).  Hallam 

(1985) concluded that the Mesozoic world’s most profound annual climatic change would be 

between wet and dry seasons.     
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CHAPTER 4- GENERAL MCMURRAY OUTCROP STRATIGRAPHY AND FACIES ANALYSIS OF THE 

MIDDLE MCMURRAY FORMATION 

OCCURRENCE OF THE GENERAL MCMURRAY STRATIGRAPHY IN OUTCROP 

The outcrop occurrence of the Devonian Moberly Member within the project area 

confirms the variable paleotopography of the sub-Cretaceous unconformity as observed in 

Outcrops 3-B, 3-C and X where the Devonian strata form a 20 metre high cliff of resistant white-

buff carbonates.  Less than 100 metres away (at Outcrop 4) there is little to no exposure of 

these Sub-Cretaceous deposits (Fig. 1.4, 4.1), indicating the presence of local topographic relief 

of over 20 metres.  Analysis of the overlying McMurray Formation shows no evidence for major 

structural deformation; thus, the formation of this topography must have occurred before 

McMurray deposition.     

The exposures of Steepbank River Outcrops 3 and 4 display an archetypal example of 

the informal three-fold stratigraphy of the McMurray Formation.  The lower McMurray 

Formation is absent from the stratigraphic section on the paleotopographic high at Outcrops 3-

B, 3-C and X, but within the interpreted paleotopographic low of Outcrop 4, the lower 

McMurray is present. The presence of scree limits the documentation of lateral changes at 

Outcrop 4, however, it is best exposed adjacent to Outcrop 4-A (12 m thick) and 

discontinuously at Outcrop 4-D (15 m thick).  A small lens of lower McMurray material is also 

encountered to the west of Outcrop 3-A (3 m thick); though weathering has degraded the 

exposure. The coarse grain size, high clay content, and greyish-white weathering readily 

distinguish the lower McMurray from the middle McMurray. 
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Figure 4.1.  Photomosaic of Steepbank Outcrop 3-C (back left), Outcrop X (right) and Outcrop 4-A (front left) 
showing the relief on the sub-Cretaceous unconformity.  In the foreground, Upper Devonian carbonates are 
absent. At Outcrop X, there is a steep exposure of carbonates (buff to white unit).  The difference in elevation is 
~20 metres. The lower McMurray Formation (grey white unit) is the base of Outcrop 4-A (foreground).  At 
Outcrop 3-C and Outcrop X (background and right), the middle McMurray Formation sits directly on the Upper 
Devonian carbonates.  This confirms the assumption that the lower McMurray is only preserved within the lows 
on sub-Cretaceous paleotopography.  Photographs taken from Outcrop 4-C looking northeast.   
 

Steepbank River Outcrops 3 and 4 have a thick interval of middle McMurray, which is 

pervasive throughout the project area.  Outcrop 3 has a relatively smaller interval of middle 

McMurray, with an average thickness of 40 m, whereas the middle McMurray is thicker in 

Outcrop 4 (average thickness of 60 m).  The differences in thicknesses can be attributed partly 

to the variations in paleotopography between the outcrops, as well as differences in 

depositional history which will be discussed below (Chapter 6 and 7).  

Upper McMurray deposits are ubiquitous over the middle McMurray within the project 

area.  It forms prominent cliff faces which make detailed logging difficult.  Seen from a distance, 

the upper McMurray appears uniform and horizontally bedded.  The change in bed inclination, 

with an increased degree of bioturbation (average bioturbation index (BI) of 4-6) and finer-
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grained deposits (lower fine-grained sand and silt) distinguish it from the underlying middle 

McMurray.  The base of the upper McMurray at Outcrop 3 is characterized by facies that are 

similar in character to the underlying middle McMurray.  This interval of the upper McMurray 

(10 m thickness) has been labeled the “upper channel” (Appendix 4). Two upward-coarsening 

successions (each ca. 5 m thick) are laterally extensive throughout Outcrop 3 above the “upper 

channel” and are interpreted to represent two shoreline parasequences (Fig. 4.2), in agreement 

with previous upper McMurray interpretations (Flach and Mossop, 1985; Ranger and Gingras, 

2003).   The upper McMurray of Outcrop 4 has received markedly less scrutiny due to the 

presence of greater stratigraphic and facies complexity (Appendix 1). The analysis of the Upper 

McMurray heterogeneities and their stratigraphic relationships has not been the focus of this 

study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2. Photomosaic of Outcrop 3-C displaying the informal stratigraphy of the McMurray Formation.  There 
is no lower McMurray Formation within this exposure, and the middle McMurray lies directly on Upper 
Devonian Carbonates.  The middle McMurray displays two of the 3 main groups of facies (described below), a 
basal occurrence of sand-dominated facies with overlying IHS facies.  The upper McMurray is composed of three 
units, the “upper channel” and two interpreted shoreline parasequences.  Unannotated versions of Fig. 4.2 are 
available in Appendix 2 (Figs. A.2.1 and A.2.2).   
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FACIES ANALYSIS OF THE MIDDLE MCMURRAY FORMATION   

INTRODUCTION 

Nine facies were recognized within the middle McMurray at Steepbank River outcrops 3 

and 4 (Table 4.1).  Facies were differentiated based on sedimentological properties including 

sediment type, grain size, sedimentary structures, size of structures and ichnology.  These facies 

can be categorized into three main facies groups based on the principal lithology and bedding 

continuity: (1) sand-dominated facies; (2) IHS facies; and (3) mixed heterolithic facies. Facies 

groups are generally of a similar scale (10-30 m thicknesses) and lithology as the original facies 

distinguished by Mossop and Flach (1983) with the exception of mixed heterolithic facies.  

(1) Sand-dominated facies (Table 4.1) include: Facies 1A (thick-bedded cross-stratified 

sand), Facies 1B (thin bedded cross-stratified sand), Facies 2 (structureless sand), Facies 3A 

(mud-pebble conglomerate), Facies 3B (mud-clast breccia) and Facies 4 (ripple cross-laminated 

sand).  Sand-dominated facies predominantly occur (but are not limited to in the case of Facies 

1B) the lower 10-30 m of the middle McMurray and are often highly saturated with bitumen, 

making them the primary exploration target. 

(2) IHS facies (Tables 4.1) encompass: Facies 5 (sand-dominated IHS), Facies 6 (mixed 

IHS) and Facies 7 (mud-dominated IHS).  These facies typically are located higher within the 

section (upper 30-40 m of the middle McMurray).  IHS facies can be heavily stained with oil, but 

the interbedded muds compartmentalize each bitumen reservoir, which is an important 

implication when considering the use of subsurface extraction techniques such as steam- 

assisted gravity drainage (SAG-D). 
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Table 4.1.  Facies of the middle McMurray  
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  Table 4.1 -continued-  
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Table 4.1 -continued- 
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Table 4.1 -continued-  
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(3) Mixed heterolithic facies (Table 4.1) include: Facies 8 (convoluted-folded mixed 

heterolithics) and Facies 9 (flaser, wavy and lenticularly bedded heterolithics).  These facies may 

occur at any location within the middle McMurray and typically have limited lateral extent and 

thickness (1-10 m in length; 1-2 m thick).  The unpredictability of these facies and variable mud 

content make them poor reservoir facies which should be avoided, if possible, when attempting 

to extract bitumen. 

The observations and analysis of the current investigation therefore agree, in general, 

with Mossop and Flach’s (1983) point-bar environment.  However, concepts pertaining to the 

fluvial-marine transition zone have evolved significantly since this original study and have been 

extensively integrated into more recent work; therefore, re-examination of the deposits is 

warranted to incorporate fluvial-tidal concepts into the original point-bar model.  Further 

subdivision of the original facies into the nine facies presented here is necessary to 

comprehend fully the processes which shape the point bar and ultimately control deposition of 

the middle McMurray Formation. 

FACIES 1- CROSS-STRATIFIED SAND 

Facies 1 is composed of upper fine- to upper medium-grained sand.  The quartz-

dominated sand grains are subrounded and well sorted.  This facies is characterized by trough 

cross-stratification and occurs at varying stratigraphic intervals within the middle McMurray 

Formation.  Differences in sedimentary structure, ichnological character and bedding thickness 

allow for further subdivision of Facies 1 into thick-bedded cross-stratified sand (Facies 1A) and 

thin-bedded cross-stratified sand (Facies 1B). 
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Facies 1A- Thick-Bedded Cross-stratified Sand 

Description 

Facies 1A is characterized by trough cross-stratified sand in which the sets are thicker 

than 0.30 centimetres.  Maximum set thickness occurs near the base of Facies 1A (2 m set 

thickness); set thickness is an average of 1-1.5 metres through the majority of the facies (Fig. 

4.3B) and gradually diminishes up-section (0.3 m set thickness), until the upper 10% of the 

facies where there is a rapid decrease in set thickness (10 cm minimum set thickness).  

Individual foreset-layer thickness is also variable throughout an individual cross-bed (Fig. 4.4).     

Cross-stratification orientation displays a dominantly unidirectional current direction, but 

within the sand there appears to be distinct packages (1-3 m thick) within which the 

paleocurrent orientation is consistent but different from under- and overlying packages 

(differences reaching 90°) (see further discussion in Chapter 7; Fig. 7.8).   In the upper 3 metres 

of the facies, paleocurrent orientation is roughly perpendicular to the dip of the overlying 

inclined strata (Facies 5 and Facies 6).  Current ripples (1-5 cm set thickness), locally with thin 

mud drapes (1-5 mm thick) (Fig. 4.3C and 4.3D), occur in the toesets of cross beds as 

discontinuous lenses (1-20 cm thick), and within cross-bed foresets (0.5-2 cm set thickness).  

Within foresets, up- and down-dip migration is present.   

Local grain striping is present within some cross beds, with black hydrocarbon-stained 

upper medium- to lower medium-grained layers (0.5-1 cm foreset thickness) interbedded with 

lighter (white) upper fine-grained layers that are not hydrocarbon stained (0.25-1 cm foreset 

thickness) (Fig. 4.3A and 4.3B).  Herringbone cross-stratification (10-20 cm set thickness) is 

observed locally at Outcrop X (Fig. 1.4) and Outcrop 4.  Secondary bedform deformation 
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including recumbently folded foresets and convoluted laminations are localized near contacts 

with overlying Facies 2 deposits (Fig. 4.5D and 4.5E). Thin discontinuous lenses of silt to very 

fine-grained sand (1 cm bed thickness) occur locally within cross-bed toesets.    

 Bioturbation is absent near the base of the section and low (BI = 0-2) near the top of 

occurrences of this facies.  Trace fossils documented include Cylindrichnus (sub-vertical to 

gently inclined, 1-5 cm burrow length), Skolithos (unlined, 1-3 cm burrow length), and rare 

Gyrolithes (1-2 cm burrow depth).  Where present, burrows are concentrated in the toesets of 

larger cross beds (Cylindrichnus) and at the top of cross beds presumably because they 

penetrated downward from the overlying dune trough (Cylindrichnus and Skolithos) (Fig. 4.3E). 

Cylindrichnus and Gyrolithes burrows are also randomly distributed within foresets.    Greater 

bioturbation intensities are documented at Outcrop 4.    

The cross-stratified sandstone is the main reservoir facies of the McMurray Formation, 

and bitumen staining is pervasive, with a local asphalt coating on outcrop surfaces inhibiting 

documentation of vertical and lateral facies changes.   

Facies 1A is laterally continuous throughout the project area near the base of the 

section.  Thickness ranges from 8-15 m, though the base is not exposed in most outcrops due to 

modern outcrop slumping.  At Outcrop 3 it lies directly on Upper Devonian carbonates (contact 

obscured by slumping) (Fig. 4.2), whereas at Outcrop 4 it sits unconformably on lower 

McMurray deposits.  A thin lag (20 cm thick) of coarse granules and cobble-sized clasts occurs 

at the contact with the underlying lower McMurray (Fig. 4.3F).  Facies 1A also locally overlies 

and is laterally associated with Facies 3A (more common at Outcrop 4), Facies 3B and Facies 2, 

both conformably (Fig. 4.5A, 4.5B, 4.6C and 4.6H) and unconformably.     
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Figure 4.3. Facies 1A.  (A) Prominent grain striping within cross-stratification.  The darker layers are the 
coarser material, and the whiter intervals are the finer material.  Individual layers are thick and 
discontinuous.  In the centre of the photo, layers thin down dip but are traceable from the top to the 
base of the foreset. (B) Representative metre-scale cross-stratification with grain striping near the base 
of the section at Outcrop 3A.  The cross-bed set-thickness is 1.5 metres (the size of the scale rod) which 
suggests relatively deep water for formation because of the interpreted formation by subaqueous 
dunes.  The bounding surfaces of the cross bed are highlighted by the yellow lines.  Note the lateral 
continuity of each grain-striped layer from top to bottom of the foreset, a distance of over 3 metres.  (C)  
Discontinuous mud drapes within the lower portions of a dune foreset and toeset.  The upper limit of 
mud drapes is highlighted by the dashed yellow line.  The red box indicates the position of Figure 4.4D.  
(D) Thin, discontinuous mud drapes (yellow arrows).  (E) Cylindrichnus burrows within the upper part of 
a cross bed.  The burrows do not appear in strata deposited before the rusty finer grained foreset at the 
right-hand side of the image.  (F)  Planar-bedded lag deposit separating the lower McMurray quartz-
pebble conglomerates and middle McMurray Facies 1A.  The lag has an erosional base and relatively 
flat top.  Clasts within the lag are cobble to boulder sized, and grade upward to pebble-sized grains.  
This lag presumably represents a significant unconformity separating the lower and middle McMurray 
at the Steepbank outcrops. 
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Figure 4.4. Variations in foreset-layer thickness along a 
Facies 1A cross bed. (A) Measured cross bed within 
Facies 1A (solid yellow lines represent set boundaries) 
used for the tabulation of 4.4B.  The cross bed has an 
average set thickness of 70 cm and foreset-layer lengths 
that vary from 160 cm (right) to 220 cm (left).  
Measurements were taken 15 cm from the base of the 
cross bed (along the white dashed line) and each 
measurement was taken perpendicular to the inclined 
bedding planes to attain a true foreset-layer thickness. 
(B) Bar graph showing the measured foreset thicknesses 
and their lateral variation.  There appears to be cyclicity 
during deposition (thinner and thicker cycles) This 
cyclicity may represent cyclic fluctuations in flow velocity 
during a river flood-stage or may also suggest the 
existence of superimposed dunes that were too small to 
form compound cross bedding (cf. Dalrymple, 1984; 
Dalrymple and Rhodes, 1995).  However, it is possible 
that this cyclicity potentially represents tidal retardation 
of fluvial flow (Martinius and Gowland, 2011).  During 
times of flood tide, the tidal currents may sufficiently 
slow the fluvial flow to allow for the deposition of 
suspended material (thicker foresets).  During ebb tide, 
the fluvial currents are enhanced by the ebb flow, so 
that there is less deposition on the foresets.  For this 
method to be valid, it must be assumed that bedload is 
constant.  Dunes that show this variation in thickness 
may have been deposited during low-flow conditions, 
when tidal modulation would be possible (see below).   
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Interpretation 

Facies 1A is interpreted to represent migrating subaqueous dunes within a high-energy 

channelized environment.  High current velocities (approximately 50 cm/s or greater) would be 

required to facilitate dune formation in the medium-grained sand of Facies 1A.  The thick, basal 

occurrence of the facies (Fig. 4.2) represents dunes migrating within a channel-bottom/lower 

point-bar setting.  Large set thicknesses (up to 2 m) suggest large dunes (5.8±0.7 m dune 

height) if the formula for river dunes proposed by Leclair and Bridge (2001) is correct. Dunes of 

this scale would imply a water depth ranging from 31-65 metres, since flow depth is commonly 

6-10 times the dune height (Bridge and Tye, 2000; Leclair and Bridge, 2001).  A channel bottom 

could potentially have these water depths (although the maximum flow-depth estimate may be 

unrealistically deep for a river channel).  Moving up dip onto the point-bar surface, the 

decrease in water depth is reflected in the reduction in thickness of cross-stratification sets up 

section.   

Facies 1A contains relatively little mud.  The lack of mud suggests either current 

velocities were continuously too high to allow deposition of mud, and/or that suspended-

sediment concentrations (SSCs) were low.  The presence of mud-filled burrows (Cylindrichnus), 

thin accumulations of mud within toesets and the association with Facies 3B suggest that mud 

deposition is possible and that current velocities were periodically low enough to allow mud 

deposition.  A lack of appreciable mud drapes and the absence of thick mud drapes that might 

have been formed by fluid mud (cf. Ichaso and Dalrymple, 2009) stongly implies that SSCs were 

relatively low.  
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A variety of structures within the middle McMurray are often regarded as indicative of 

tidal environments (i.e., reverse flow-ripples, cyclic variations in cross-set thickness, grain 

striping) (Pemberton et al., 2001).  However, these structures are not exclusive to tidal 

environments and can form within purely fluvial, unidirectional flow settings.  The observed 

reverse-flow ripples occur exclusively in the toesets and bottoms of foresets of large cross sets.  

The dunes that formed these large cross sets may have been prone to flow separation, a 

process that can generate up-stream oriented ripples within a strictly unidirectional current 

(Allen, 1980).   

Prominent grain striping in cross-bed foresets is indicative of alternating deposition of 

coarser bedload and finer intermittently-suspended sediment as a result of intermittent 

avalanching (Allen, 1965), in which the finer grains settle from suspension in the periods 

between avalanches that are composed of a higher proportion of bedload material.  The 

occurrence of intermittent avalanching only occurs under slower currents; at higher current 

speeds, there is too little time between avalanches for the formation of a distinct fine-grained 

layer.  Therefore, the presence of grain-striping suggests that these bedforms did not form at 

peak flow velocities.  Thus, grain-striped cross beds likely represent dune migration during 

smaller floods, or low-flow conditions.  This would explain the local distribution of grain-

striping, as the preservation potential of these dunes is limited within the channel bottom, a 

region shaped by high-magnitude flood deposition. 

Variation in lamina thickness along a cross bed (Fig. 4.4) suggests an element of cyclicity 

during dune formation (Fig. 4.4B).  These periodic fluctuations might be caused by an hourly or 

daily fluctuation in current strength associated with prolonged fluvial flooding events, or may 
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suggest the existence of superimposed dunes.  Variations in foreset thickness may also reflect 

dissimilarity in size of the superimposed bedforms migrating within the system.   Alternatively, 

thick foresets may have been deposited when the superimposed bedforms migrate over the 

crest of the large dune, whereas thinner beds might have been deposited as these bedforms 

migrate up the stoss slope of the larger bedform.  Either way, superimposed bedforms would 

not be uncommon within a high-velocity and deep-water channel-bottom environment.   

Of course the cyclicity in foreset thickness might also suggest tidal modulation of fluvial 

flow (Martinius and Gowland, 2011).  During times of strong flood tidal currents (i.e., spring tide 

conditions) it may be possible for tidal flow to retard the fluvial currents, causing more 

sediment fall out, ergo thicker foreset layers.  During the subsequent ebb current, the fluvial 

flow will be enhanced, channel velocities will increase and less sediment will come out of 

suspension creating thinner foresets.  At neap tide conditions, the flood tidal currents may not 

be strong enough to retard fluvial flow, and the cyclic variation in dune thickness may be 

absent.  The effects of tidal retardation should also be minimized during periods of strong 

fluvial flow (i.e., river-flood stage).  For this explanation to be applicable, the bedload within the 

system must remain relatively constant, derived solely from the fluvial system (Martinius and 

Gowland, 2011).    

Within seaward locations (i.e., the inner estuary or active delta-plain distributary 

mouth-bar area) cyclic variations in foresets form primarily due to variations in tidal magnitude 

(i.e., neap-spring cyclicity).  This process is fundamentally different than the process described 

above because these variations form due to fluctuations in bedload within the seaward location 
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(i.e., the channel velocity “stops” and reverses within these seaward locations) so that there are 

constantly changing amounts of bedload transported (Martinius and Van den Berg, 2011).  It is 

likely that the fluctuations in Facies 1A foresets would be caused by the first processes of tidal 

modulation of river flow due to the lack of other definitive tidal structures (except for the local 

occurrence of herringbone cross-stratification), since neither process can be completely ruled 

out exclusively.   

Since these thickness variations are known to occur in dunes that have a set thickness of 

70 centimetres (Fig. 4.4), it must be assumed that that the current velocity was high enough to 

be in the be within the dune stability field (theoretical minimum of 0.6 cm/s current velocity 

but this minimum is dependent on grain size, temperature and water depth; Southard and 

Boguchwal, 1990; Dalrymple and Rhodes, 1995).  A minimum rate of sediment-transport 

(dependant on the grain size of the sediment) and a minimum rate of dune migration 

(dependent of the sediment transport rate) is associated with this velocity.    Since the 

maximum laminae thickness observed was 1.80 centimetres, this would assume that, over a 

tidal cycle (12 hours), there was very little sediment transported (1.80 cm / 12 hr = 0.15 cm/hr 

or 0.0004 cm/s sediment transport rate) which is implausibly slow for the minimum transport 

rate of a unidirectional dune (R.W. Dalrymple, 2011 pers. comm.).  Therefore, at least for the 

measured dune, it is unlikely that the cyclicity reflects tidal modulation of river flow.  

Nevertheless, even if the measured dune did not appear to have “tidal” thickness 

variations, it is quite possible that some of the dunes of the channel base do show tidal 

modulation (likely via the first proposed mechanism).  If there are variations in fluvial flow (i.e., 

seasonal variation) then it might be expected to get interbedding of tidally modulated dunes 
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and fluvial dunes within the channel-bottom location within the fluvial-marine transition as the 

location of the tidal node  is seasonally pushed seaward  (river-flood stage) and then migrates 

landward (low-flow stage) (Figs. 2.18 and 2.19).  

Facies 1B- Thin-Bedded Cross-Stratified Sand  

Description 

Facies 1B is characteristically thinner than Facies 1A (0.2-2 m facies thickness) and 

occurs higher in the stratigraphy where it is interlayered with IHS facies. It is typified by cross-

stratification sets that are thinner (10-30 cm set thickness) then in Facies 1A.  Within one 

occurrence of this facies, set thickness also decreases from base (30 cm set thickness) to top (10 

cm set thickness).  Current-ripple cross-lamination (3-10 mm set thickness), locally climbing (1-

5° set inclinations), occurs in cross-bed toesets, as discontinuous, 1-20 centimetre-thick lenses 

between larger cross beds (typically in the upper fine-grained deposits) and characterizes the 

top of this facies.  Ripple orientation is aligned with the larger cross-stratification and both 

structures indicate a unidirectional paleocurrent.  Thin mud layers (1-4 mm thick) drape ripples.  

Locally, thin (5-20 mm thick) lenses of silt to very fine-grained sand are observed in the toesets 

of dunes and at bounding surfaces between cross beds (0.3-1 m bounding-surface lengths).  

Bioturbation is absent near the base of the facies (BI = 0) and becomes more abundant 

up-section (BI = 1-3), where it is concentrated within rippled toesets and fine-grained lenses.  

The most common ichnofossil encountered is Cylindrichnus (1-6 cm burrow lengths), with 

minor amounts of Skolithos (1-4 cm burrow lengths).   

Facies 1B is laterally continuous with lateral thickness variations of 0.3-1.5 m over a 

lateral distance of 20 m.  Individual occurrences of Facies 1B become thinner up-section, from 2 
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m at its lowermost occurrence, interlayered with the IHS facies, to 20 cm at the uppermost 

occurrence (5 m from the top of the middle McMurray within stratigraphy dominated by IHS 

facies).   Facies 1B cuts into underlying occurrences of Facies 5 and Facies 6; this erosion surface 

has centimetre-scale relief and is overlain by local lenses of Facies 3B.       

Interpretation 

Deposition of Facies 1B likely represents sedimentation on the middle to upper point 

bar during maximum flood-discharge events.  Increased current velocities and increased water 

depths allow for the formation and migration of dunes at all channel depths, not just in the 

bottom of the channel (Facies 1A).  An increase in flow velocity related to the initial flood stage 

forms the sharp base of the facies; previously deposited muds (fine member of Facies 5 and 6; 

discussed below) are scoured and reincorporated into the flow, being deposited as mud-breccia 

conglomerates (Facies 3B).  During the flood, elevated rates of fluvial sedimentation are likely 

expressed as relatively larger dunes found near the base of occurrences of Facies 1B, mud 

drapes (indicating high suspended-sediment concentrations) and climbing ripples.  Ripple 

dominance near the top of occurrences of Facies 1B supports the idea that this facies 

represents flood-event beds.  A lack of bioturbation at the base of the facies is probably due to 

flood-induced stresses (fresh water, and high current speeds and sediment concentrations), 

while decreased fluvial influence as the flood subsides would potentially allow for 

recolonization by organisms, which likely take advantage of enhanced nutrients within the 

water column.  An up-section decrease in cross-stratification set thickness, which is inferred to 

represent decreasing dune size, suggests a decrease in both water depth and current velocities 

up the point-bar surface.    
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FACIES 2- STRUCTURELESS SAND 

Description 

Facies 2 is characteristically structureless (0.1-2 m bed thickness) (Fig. 4.5). It is generally 

ungraded, but locally exhibits subtle normal grading.  Isolated sets of upper planar parallel 

lamination are also documented near the top of the facies.  Sediments of Facies 2 are 

indistinguishable from Facies 1 (A and B), texturally. Isolated, individual clasts (similar to those 

of Facies 3A and 3B) occur locally within the structureless sand (Fig. 4.5C).  Facies 2 is heavily 

bitumen stained and bitumen seeps from the exposure surfaces during warm days.  It has 

limited lateral continuity (0.2-10 m length) and variable thickness (0.1-10 m) within a single 

occurrence.  Facies 2 is exposed near the base of the middle McMurray Formation, in close 

lateral and vertical association with Facies 1A (Fig. 4.6), Facies 3A and Facies 3B.  It is erosionally 

based, truncating underlying deposits. 

Interpretation 

Facies 2 may represent rapid, en-mass deposition of sand within a channel-bottom 

environment, based on the location in the stratigraphy, a lack of sedimentary structures and 

bioturbation, the presence of weak normal grading, and the transition to upper plane bedding 

near the top of the facies.   Such rapid sedimentation might occur as a result of point-bar slope 

failure.  

Gravity-driven downslope movement of the heterolithic material from higher on the 

slope would initially occur as a slump, but could be transformed into a grain flow and/or debris 

flow by the time it reached the channel base, leading to suspension of the finer-grained 

sediment while the remaining coarse fraction was deposited as Facies 2.  Alternatively, if a 
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slump were to occur lower on the point-bar slope, within the sand-dominated facies region, 

then the resulting deposit would already be sand-dominated.  Recumbently folded foresets 

within Facies 1A (Fig. 4.6D) beneath occurrences of Facies 2 may be caused by drag associated 

with the emplacement of a dense sediment mass, which caused soft sediment/fluidized 

rotation and horizontal translation, a feature common to fluvial settings (Allen and Banks, 

1972). Enhanced turbulence near the head of a slump could possibly fluidize the underlying, 

previously deposited cross-beds.  A surface of high shear is developed at the base of the slump 

as it travels down the point bar, deforming the fluidized cross-bed.  Recumbently folded 

foresets may, therefore, be indicative of slump activity on the point bar, though other 

processes are known to generate this type of deformation within fluvial settings including: 

point-bar slumps occur due local seismic activity (Allen and Banks, 1972); enhanced local 

erosion of the point-bar surface during flood stage (Zhong et al. 2002); or wave-induced 

liquefaction (Dalrymple, 1979).  All processes may have been active during McMurray 

deposition; however, there is little evidence of structural deformation of the point-bar (i.e., 

large-scale faulting etc.) and wave-generated structures are infrequent to absent throughout 

the entire middle McMurray, suggesting that there was insignificant wave action within the 

channel.   It is likely then that rapid deposition during flooding events was the primary cause of 

point-bar failure. 
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Figure 4.5.  Facies 2 and its association with Facies 1A.  (A) A Facies 1A dune eroding into an underlying deposit 
of Facies 2.  (B) Facies 1A overlying Facies 2.  The composition and bitumen content are similar in both facies, 
implying that Facies 2 is truly structureless.  The presumption that structureless sand is highly bitumen stained 
cross-beds is a common mistake that is made when logging cores of the middle McMurray Formation.  High-
resolution dipmeter logs and careful attention to detail minimize this problem and may prevent misdiagnosis of 
Facies 2 in core.  (C) Structureless Facies 2 containing Facies 3B-type clasts, truncating a Facies 1A dune.  The 
presence of clasts supports the idea that Facies 2 was deposited during high energy events.  (D) Facies 1A dune 
foresets refolded near the contact with the overlying Facies 2, indicating possible rotational translation during 
deposition of Facies 2.  Deformation near the contact supports a slump model for deposition of Facies 2.  (E)  
Convolute bedding within Facies 1A near the contact of an overlying unit of Facies 2.  Like refolded foresets, 
convolute bedding indicates that soft-sediment deformation was involved in the emplacement of Facies 2 units. 
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FACIES 3 - MUD-CLAST CONGLOMERATE   

Clasts within matrix-supported conglomerates of the middle McMurray consist almost 

exclusively of intra-formational fine-grained sediment (“mud”) composed of a mixture of lower 

very fine-grained quartz sand and silt.  The matrix of these conglomerates is comprised of lower 

medium-grained to upper fine-grained quartz sandstone with appreciable bitumen staining.  

The matrix is structureless and no bioturbation is observed.  Two types of conglomerates are 

distinguished, based on the angularity of the clasts (Facies 3A and Facies 3B).  These subfacies 

are not discrete and there exists a continuum of mud-clast conglomerates with Facies 3A and 

3B typifying the two end-members.  Conglomerates are easily recognized in section due to the 

white-grey color of the clasts compared to the hydrocarbon-stained matrix.  Clasts sometimes 

are highly oxidized, with a rusty-red weathering color (Fig. 4.6A).         

Facies 3A- Mud-Pebble Conglomerate 

Description 

Mud-pebble conglomerates are characterized by pebble- to cobble-sized clasts of very 

fine-grained sand and silt.  Facies 3A is typified by clast heterogeneity.  Clasts are generally 

rounded, but there is considerable variation from subangular to rounded and from high to low 

sphericity (Fig. 4.6B).  They are dominantly structureless, though some exhibit lamination (1 cm 

lamina thickness).   Bioturbation within the clasts is variable (BI =0-4), dominated by Planolites 

burrows (1-5 mm burrow diameter) while clasts composed of individual Cylindrichnus burrows 

are also present (1-6 cm burrow length).   

At the bed scale, these mud-pebble conglomerates are dominantly structureless with 

sporadic clast distribution; however, there is also local normal grading and imbrication (Fig. 
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4.6D).  Facies 3A typically occurs as discontinuous lenses within the toesets of Facies 1A dunes 

and underlying packages of Facies 2 (though locally Facies 3A and Facies 2 are interbedded).  

Facies 3A also truncates Facies 1, Facies 2 and Facies 3B (Fig. 4.6C).   Lenses range in size from 

10-100 centimetres thick and 20-400 centimetres long.  Facies 3A commonly occurs near the 

base of the middle McMurray, but is also present in higher stratigraphic locations, though the 

thickness is less (10-20 cm thicknesses).  

Interpretation   

These mud-pebble conglomerates are interpreted to have been deposited by high-

energy currents, as elevated current velocities would be necessary to transport pebble- and 

cobble-sized clasts.  The association with Facies 1A and Facies 2, and the basal location within 

the middle McMurray, indicate that deposition occurred in a channel-bottom location. These 

conglomerates likely do not represent direct mass wasting of the channel bank, though clasts 

may have originated from the reworking of slumps from the cutbank or point bar.  Since the 

channel bottom would have the highest current velocities, deposition of mud would be limited 

(with the exception of fluid muds, for which there is no evidence in Facies 1 and Facies 2), so in 

situ derivation is unlikely.  Preservation of lamination and bioturbation within the clasts and the 

presence of individual burrow clasts suggest that the mud was consolidated/semi-lithified 

before transport.    The presence of subrounded to rounded clasts suggests that these clasts 

may have been transported at least some distance, although long-distance transport is 

improbable.   Furthemore, angular clasts were likely not transported as far as the rounded 

clasts. 
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Facies 3B- Mud-Clast Breccia 

Description 

Mud-clast breccias contain subangular to angular, granule- to pebble-sized mud clasts of 

very fine-grained sand to silt.  They typically have low sphericity and appear “flakey” (Fig. 4.6F).  

Clasts are structureless and bioturbation is rare in the clasts.  Facies 3B typically occurs in 

association with Facies 1A, Facies 1B, Facies 2, Facies 4 and, locally, with Facies 5 (coarse 

member; see below).  In Facies 1A, mud-clast breccias occur interbedded in the toesets of 

dunes.  The clasts typically exhibit normal grading within toesets, decrease in size and 

abundance with increasing distance (10-30 cm) from the associated foresets.   Large Facies 1A 

cross-sets (1-2 m set thickness) have greater accumulations of Facies 3B breccias (10-20 cm 

thickness) that locally occupy the lower 20% of foresets and toesets.  Mud-clast breccias also 

occur as discontinuous layers (10-30 cm thickness, 20-40 cm extent) within Facies 2 and 3.  The 

layers are often inclined (2 - 10° inclination) (Fig. 4.6G) and locally the clasts are imbricated and 

normally graded (Fig. 4.6E).   Due to the transitional nature between Facies 3A and 3B, these 

facies are often in close association.  Typically, Facies 3B overlies Facies 3A conformably (Fig. 

4.6C) but, locally, Facies 3A truncates Facies 3B (Figure 4.7G). 

Interpretation 

Facies 3B is interpreted to represent channel-bottom conglomerates, similar to Facies 

3A, based on their close association.  However, the small clast size and oblate shape suggests 

that the majority of these clasts are formed by local erosion of previously deposited, thinly 

bedded mud layers.  Alternatively, these clasts may represent a more distal deposit generated 

by the reworking of slumps, though the angularity and tabulate shape of the clasts suggest 
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minimal transport distance since transport would lead to destruction of these delicate clasts.  It 

is possible that during low-flow periods, mud may be deposited within the channel bottom, as 

is evidenced by thin, sporadic accumulations of mud within the toesets of channel-bottom 

dunes (Facies 1A).   The stronger current velocities associated with floods might then rework 

this mud as breccia clasts rather than as individual suspended particles.  Mud must have been 

semi-consolidated, suggesting a considerable amount of time between deposition and 

resuspension (i.e., the mud may have been deposited during the longer dry season, only to be 

scoured during river floods).   Incorporation of Facies 3B into dunes (within foresets and 

toesets; Fig. 4.6H) of Facies 1A also implies minimal transport since the delicate nature of these 

clasts would likely not survive long transport distances.  The mud may have been deposited on 

the lower part of the point bar during low flow (slightly up-dip of the channel base), only to be 

scoured during flood stage, and redeposited locally within nearby dunes (Facies 1A; slightly 

down dip of the area of original mud deposition).  The locally erosive contact between Facies 1 

and Facies 5 (see below) confirms the presence of scouring on the lowermost part of the point 

bar.      

 Consequently, Facies 3B likely represents local erosion within a single point bar.  Facies 

3A clasts, however, exhibit a longer transport distance and clasts may be derived from an 

upstream point-bar, from a nearby cut bank, or from higher on an individual point bar.  Facies 

3A also typically has an erosive base, while Facies 3B is conformable and interbedded with 

underlying deposits suggesting that the former facies is associated with more energetic events.  

Facies 3A therefore represents the higher-energy form of conglomerate within the project area.   
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Figure 4.6.  Facies 3.  (A) Lense of Facies 3A with highly oxidized clasts.  The clasts range from pebble to large 
cobbles.  There is no grading or structure. (B) Representative example of Facies 3A with cobble-sized clasts 
within a lower medium-grained sandstone matrix with high hydrocarbon saturation.  The facies occurs as a 10 
cm layer interbedded with Facies 2.  (C)  Facies 3A associated with Facies 1 and Facies 3B.  Facies 1 appears to 
gradationally overlie Facies 3A.  A lense of Facies 3A then truncates Facies 1 with variable incision depths.  Facies 
3B overlies Facies 3A conformably.  Note the large clast size and shape diversity in Facies 3A compared to Facies 
3B.  (D)  Facies 3A showing clast imbrication and an upward decrease in clast abundance.  The clasts are also 
weakly normally graded within the section.  Note the diversity of clast shape and rounding.   (E)  Representative 
example of Facies 3B with normal grading and decrease in clast abundance up-section.  Note the relatively 
uniform clast size, shape and flattened appearance.  (F) Facies 3B clasts showing weak imbrication.  The clasts 
are considerably smaller in size than those in Facies 3A, and have a more delicate appearance.  (G)  Facies 3B 
associated with Facies 2 and Facies 3A.  Facies 3B shows inclination of distinct clast-rich layers.  The matrix is 
identical to Facies 2, and thus the two units are gradational, and distinguished by the presence or absence of 
clasts.  Facies 3A truncates and scours into Facies 3B.  Where the Facies 3B clast layer is scoured, the 
immediately overlying Facies 3A contains a higher abundance of Facies 3B type clasts.  The scouring is 
interpreted to represent a higher energy event which has a basal layer of platy clasts (Facies 3B).  (H)  Thin 
interbed of Facies 3B (layer boundaries highlighted by yellow dashed line) within Facies 1.  Note that the clasts 
are restricted and concentrated within a single foreset layer within a Facies 1A dune, suggesting local erosion in 
close proximity to the dune. 
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FACIES 4- RIPPLE CROSS-LAMINATED SAND 

Description 

Facies 4 is characterized by asymmetric ripple cross-lamination (current ripples) with set 

thicknesses decreasing from base (5 cm set thickness) to top (0.5 cm set thickness) of each 

facies occurrence.  Ripple orientation is variable, but conforms broadly to the paleocurrent 

direction of underlying Facies 1A and 1B dunes.   Rare cross-stratification (10-20 cm set 

thickness) truncates ripple sets.  Thin lenses (1-3 cm thick) of very fine-grained sand, silt and 

clay are discontinuously interbedded with ripple sets.  Climbing ripples (3-10° set inclination) 

are also locally present within thicker intervals.  Thin mud-draped sections (0.5-2 mm drape 

thickness) are laterally discontinuous (20-200 cm lengths of mud-draped intervals) and occur 

within ripple cosets that are consistent with the dominant paleocurrent direction.  

 Two types of draped ripple foresets are observed: infrequent grouping of drapes (1-1.5 

mm individual drape thickness) where 5 or more ripple foresets are draped in a set, then no 

drapes, then draping again, etc. (mud-drape type (i)) (Figs. 4.8C and D) and frequent, extensive 

draping (1-2.5 mm individual drape thickness) where all ripples within a 10 centimetre section 

have a corresponding foreset drape (mud-drape type (ii)) (Fig. 4.7E).  Bioturbation is absent to 

moderate (BI= 0-3), and is commonly associated with the mud lenses, although it also occurs 

sporadically within ripple sets (Figs. 4.7A and B); Cylindrichnus (0.75-8 cm burrow length), 

Gyrolithes (5 cm maximum burrow depth), Skolithos (1-5 cm burrow length) and Planolites (1-8 

mm burrow diameter) burrows are present.  Intense bitumen staining comparable to Facies 1A 

and Facies 2 commonly obscures the ripple cross-stratification making identification difficult; 

this effect is compounded in core.  Moderate bitumen staining locally highlights cross-
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lamination allowing detailed analysis of ripple sets (Fig. 4.7A).  Thickness of Facies 4 is variable 

(2-4 m thick).  It gradationally overlies Facies 1A and 1B and is laterally associated with Facies 

1A, and Facies 2.  The contact between different facies is defined by a transition from abundant 

cross-stratification to dominance by ripple cross-lamination.   

Interpretation 

Deposition of Facies 4 is controlled by sediment grain-size, position and time within a 

channel environment. Dunes cannot form in grain sizes smaller then upper-fine sand (~0.15 mm 

mean grain size; Southard and Boguchwal, 1990); therefore, ripples are the only possible lower-

flow-regime bedform in the finer-grained portions of the succession, and form at flow velocities 

below 60-80 cm/s; at higher speeds, upper planar bedding is formed. The gradational upward 

transition from dunes (Facies 1A) to ripples (Facies 4) with moderate bioturbation within Facies 

4 attests to an up-dip decrease in flow-velocity that occurs from channel bottom to lower point 

bar.  Ripple cross-lamination may also form as flood waters dissipate, explaining the gradational 

upward transition from cross-stratification to ripple lamination within the deposits of a single 

flood.  As flood-energy wanes, current velocities decrease, leading to rapid sedimentation as 

indicated by the presence of climbing ripples (Fig. 4.7A).  A lower point-bar setting would also 

be relatively sensitive to the temporal change in flow velocity, and depositional conditions 

could fluctuate during flood-stage and normal-stage, accounting for the lateral discontinuity 

and thickness variations of Facies 4.   

Since the tidal node extends further landward then the salinity node in most river 

systems, it is possible to assume that during low flow the channel is also tidally influenced, 

given the nature of the bioturbation.  At this time, flood-tide currents may retard the seaward 
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directed river flow and allow for the deposition of fluvially derived suspended sediment in the 

form of thin mud drapes and mud lenses (cf. Martinius and Gowland, 2011).  During the 

subsequent ebb current, flow velocities are too high to allow for the deposition of mud, and the 

ripples do not have mud drapes.  This is the interpreted mechanism of the formation of mud-

drape type (i).   The grouping of these drapes is likely due to variations in tidal strength 

between neap and spring tide as the flood tides are only strong enough to stop the river flow 

during spring tides, while during the rest of the neap-spring cycle there are continuous ebb 

conditions and no drapes.   The infrequent occurrence of this type of drape is attributed to 

erosion of the lower point bar during flood events.  Mud-drape type (i) is also documented 

within climbing ripple sets (Fig. 4.7C).  

 Climbing ripples suggest that these beds must have been rapidly deposited (i.e., during 

river floods) and therefore formation of mud-drape type (i) in these intervals might not be due 

to periodic tidal retardation.  These drapes may form due to episodic changes in the 

suspended-sediment concentration over the flood.  During the high velocities of the flood 

stage, there is scouring of point-bar surface.  The first sediment to be resuspended would be 

the fine-grained deposits of the preceding low-flow period.  This would increase the 

concentration of suspended sediment within the channel.  Subsequent erosion during the flood 

may entirely remove the low-flow deposit and scour into the underlying sand body deposited 

during the previous flood.  At this time, there would be an increase in local sand transport, and 

bed-load concentrations would be elevated.  If increased flow velocities persist, the sand body 

may be completely removed, and the muds underlying that sand body would be scoured.  This 

alternation of sand and mud erosion may be the cause of mud-drape type (i) within climbing-
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ripple cosets.  During larger floods and during the initial stages of a flood, the concentrations of 

suspended sediment within the water column may be continually elevated.  However, as the 

flow velocities decrease at the end of the flood, these high concentrations of suspended 

sediment are deposited concurrently with the formation of ripples, forming type (ii) mud 

drapes.  As the magnitude of fluvial energy decreases, only type (i) drapes would form at first, 

since only the strongest tides would retard flow, but, as river/ebb velocities continue to 

decrease, then more/all tides may slow or stop river flow.  This retardation of fluvial flow might 

also lead to the formation of mud-drape (ii) (cf. Martinius and Gowland, 2011).    This mud-

drape formation would continue until concentrations of suspended sediment are too low to 

sustain drape deposition.  The lack of mud drapes within much of the deposit may indicate that 

during most times (low-flow stage) the water is relatively clean (i.e., has a low concentration of 

suspended sediment) and consequently the occurrence of drapes may be indicative of beds 

deposited during waning flood stage.  The thinness of the mud drapes also is indicative of low 

SSC values (cf. Ichaso and Dalrymple (2009). 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Facies 4. (A)  Climbing ripples with sporadic (BI = 1) bioturbation by Cylindrichnus burrows.  
The ripple migration direction is consistent throughout the entire section (to the right and slightly into the 
page).  The ripple sets are climbing (representative sets are highlighted by the yellow dashed lines) relative to 
the bed bounding surface (roughly parallel to the bottom of the photograph).  Color variation within the ripples 
is caused by differential bitumen saturation.  This is believed to be caused by slight differences in grain size 
between ripple laminations.  (B)  Representative moderate bioturbation (BI = 2) dispersed within ripple cross-
lamination.  Bioturbation consists of Cylindrichnus and Skolithos traces.  The presence of bioturbation suggests 
that this ripple bed was not deposited during a river flood and reflects an up-dip, lower flow-velocity position on 
a point bar relative to Facies 1A.  (C)  Well-defined climbing-ripple sets with thin grouped mud drapes (mud-
drape type (i)) which are highlighted in white.  Laterally, a ripple set contains foresets that are not mud draped, 
followed by sections that have thin foreset-draping muds.  Note that none of the mud drapes exceeds 2 mm in 
thickness.  (D) Common and well-developed type (i) mud drapes.  (E)  Mud-drape type (ii).  These drapes mantle 
the entire ripple profile (crests and troughs).   
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FACIES 5- SAND-DOMINATED INCLINED HETEROLITHIC STRATIFICATION 

Description 

Facies 5 is composed of two interbedded lithologies, a thick coarse (sandy; Fig. 2.20) 

member (30-150 cm member thickness) and a thin fine (muddy; Fig. 2.20) member (3-12 cm 

member thickness), giving this facies an overall sand-dominated character.  The coarse 

members (Fig. 4.8A) are either structureless (40-100 cm bed thickness) or exhibit current-ripple 

cross-lamination (1-5 cm set thickness) that is identical to Facies 4.  Thin sets of dune cross-

stratification (6-15 cm set thickness) are locally present as isolated sets near the base of some 

coarse members.  Both cross-lamination and cross-stratification exhibit an upward decrease in 

set thickness from the base to the top of a bed and exhibit a migration direction that is similar 

to underlying Facies 4 ripples.  Climbing ripples are locally present (4-10° set inclination), and 

type (ii) mud drapes occur on ripple foresets within some beds.   

Bioturbation is present within the coarse member, consisting of high concentrations of 

Cylindrichnus burrows (0.5-8 cm burrow length) and minor amounts of Skolithos (3-5 cm 

burrow length) and Gyrolithes (1-4 cm burrow depths).  Some coarse members have no 

bioturbation (BI= 0) at their base, but bioturbation intensities typically increase (BI 3-5) toward 

the top of coarse-grained beds, with a high concentration of Cylindrichnus burrows penetrating 

down from the contact with the overlying fine-grained member.  This bioturbation is generally 

limited to one burrow length (1-6 cm penetration depth) though deeper penetrations have 

been documented (10 cm penetration depth).  Low to moderate bioturbation intensities (BI = 1-

3) also occur within thinner beds (< 30 cm bed thickness) (Fig. 4.8D) or specific lateral zones of 

varying thickness (1-20 cm thick) (Fig. 4.9).    
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Beds have variable bitumen staining, but are generally less saturated than Facies 1A, 1B, 

2 and 4.  Coarse-member thickness is moderately variable within the project area, with 20-50 

centimetre thickness fluctuations over a lateral distance of 40 metres.  Sand beds are 

characteristically sharp based (Fig. 4.8C) and, locally, there are clasts similar to those of Facies 

3B at the base.   

The fine-member beds within Facies 5 (Fig. 4.8B) are composed of lower very fine-

grained, subrounded, quartzose sand and silt.  They are structureless to plane-parallel 

laminated (1-5 mm lamination thickness) with local occurrences of current ripple cross-

lamination within the very fine-grained sand (5-10 mm set thickness). Preferential weathering 

of the fine member often inhibits recognition of sedimentary structures.   

Bioturbation within the fine member is also typically not easily recognized due to this 

weathering degradation (Fig. 4.8E).  Fresh surfaces suggest moderate to high bioturbation 

intensities (BI = 3-6) consisting of Planolites (mm-scale burrow diameter) and Palaeophycus 

(0.5-2 cm burrow diameter) traces.  Sediment from the fine-grained member is also present as 

the fill of the Cylindrichnus burrows that penetrate down from the mud-sand interface into the 

underlying coarse member.  Fine-member thickness is often laterally discontinuous changing 1-

5 centimetres over a lateral distance of 1 metre.  Fine-member intervals have a variable base 

ranging from sharp to gradational.  

Bedding planes defined by the coarse-member/fine-member contacts are inclined (8-

26° dips) and Facies 5, therefore, represents inclined heterolithic stratification (IHS).  Facies 5 is 

the most sand-dominated type of IHS encountered in the project area, containing roughly 85-

99% sand within a 2-metre section.  Facies thickness is variable (2-6 m) but laterally continuous 
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along strike.  Facies 5 overlies Facies 4 and Facies 1A in its most basal occurrence, both 

conformably and unconformably. A sharp, laterally continuous surface between the dipping IHS 

of Facies 5 and underlying cross-stratified Facies 1A is documented in exposures parallel to the 

strike of the IHS bedding planes (typical at Outcrop 3) (Fig. 4.11B).  This surface is frequently 

horizontal but decimeter-scale relief has been recognized.  Interbedding of Facies 5 and Facies 

1A is also evident  in strike sections where cross-stratified sand (2 m facies thickness) is 

interbedded with sand-dominated IHS  (1.5 m facies thickness), over a stratigraphic interval of 

10 metres (Fig. 4.11B).   

Fine-grained interbeds become thinner along strike and terminate (occasionally with 

abrupt terminations), leaving only the coarse member which is either cross-stratified (Facies 

1A) or rippled (Facies 4).  This relationship illustrates a genetic association between Facies 5, 

Facies 1A and Facies 4.  Down dip, IHS bedding planes (common at Outcrop 4) also demonstrate 

interbedding (metre-scale facies thicknesses) of Facies 5, Facies 1A and Facies 4 (Fig. 4.11A).   

Figure 4.8. Representative examples of Facies 5 coarse and fine members. (A) Lower medium-grained sand that 
is pervasively current rippled and moderately bitumen stained.  This is the archetypal expression of thicker beds 
of the coarse member of Facies 5.  In many ways, it is identical to Facies 4; however, it is distinguished by the 
interbedded fine-member layers at a dm scale.  (B) Lower very fine-grained sand and silt that is characteristic of 
the fine member of Facies 5.   Sediments are laminated (mm-scale) (as denoted by the yellow arrow) and 
typically poorly exposed due to weathering.  Slight upward fining is recognized within this example, marked by 
the transition from the rusted tan-coloured very fine-grained sand to the overlying silt. This may be indicative of 
rapid deposition of fines after a river-flood event: the laminated very fine-grained sand, followed immediately 
by low-flow deposition of structureless silts. (C) Sand/mud couplet of Facies 5.  A sharp contact with some 
irregularity (mm-scale relief) occurs between the fine member and the overlying coarse member (marked by the 
dashed yellow line). Note the difference in thickness between the lower fine member (12 cm thick) and the 
upper fine member (4 cm thick).  Red rectangles indicate the locations of Fig. 4.8D (coarse member) and Fig. 4.8E 
(fine member).  (D)  Current-rippled coarse member with a single Cylindrichnus burrow (2.5 cm long).  The 
relatively small thickness (25 cm) of this coarse member is thought to represent a small-magnitude flood, during 
which organisms were apparently able to persist, although the low bioturbation intensity (BI = 1) suggests that 
conditions were highly stressed during deposition.  The black bleb directly underneath the burrow is a surficial 
accumulation of bitumen saturated sand. (E) Fine-member bed underlying the sand bed shown in Fig. 4.8C.  The 
fine member is composed of intermixed very fine-grained sand and silt and contains Planolites burrows, 
although weathering degradation makes exact identification difficult.  Preferential breakage planes suggest 
original planar bedding within the interval.  This weak bedding is thought to be obscured by higher bioturbation 
intensities (BI = 4-5) that was made possible by the less stressed conditions of the low-flow period.   
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 A fine-member interbed may terminate abruptly, or thin gradually until all that is left is a 

distinct zone that has a high concentration of Cylindrichnus burrows, or a layer of brecciated 

mud clasts (similar to Facies 3B clasts) (Fig. 4.9).  These layers of burrows or clasts also thin and 

terminate down dip.    

Facies 5 is not restricted to the basal parts of the IHS-dominated section and can be 

found at higher stratigraphic intervals within the middle McMurray where it truncates 

underlying Facies 6 and 7, and conformably overlies Facies 1B in strike sections.  These upper 

occurrences of Facies 5 are laterally continuous in the strike direction.  In dip sections, beds are 

typically of consistent thickness (1-2 m facies thickness) from the up-dip limits of the IHS-

dominated section (where it passes gradationally into Facies 9), all the way down dip to where 

there is a gradational transition to Facies 1A or Facies 4.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.9.  Facies 5 near the down-dip transition to Facies 1A and Facies 4.  The sand beds are interpreted to 
represent deposition during river floods.  The bases of flood deposits are highlighted by red lines.  These 
surfaces are sharp, and scour into the underlying mud beds, as evidenced by truncation of the underlying mud 
bed (Flood 4, top right corner) and the sporadic presence of clasts immediately above this contact (Floods 2, 3, 
4).  River Flood 1 is interpreted to represent a large-magnitude flood, due to the presence of dune cross-
stratification, indicating unusually fast flow at this location, and the lack of interspersed bioturbation, which 
suggests that the salt wedge was pushed farther seaward.  The deposits of Flood 2 are amalgamated with those 
of Flood 1.  A layer of mud clasts separates the two beds, indicating erosion of a mud layer that was deposited 
during low flow.  Bioturbation near this layer of clasts is interpreted to represent "top down” colonization of the 
original low-flow deposit that extended into the underlying sand layer. Flood 2 is interpreted as a smaller-
magnitude flood, based on the smaller thickness of this sand bed.  Lower current velocities and the retention of 
brackish water during this flood allowed some organisms to persist throughout the flood, though in reduced 
numbers as indicated by the scattered burrowing within the deposit.   During the next low-flow period, 
organisms thrived, and burrowed down into the underlying flood deposits of Flood 2.  Bioturbation activity 
completely reworks the low-flow deposit, so that no continuous layer of mud is documented.  Flood 3 truncates 
the underlying low-flow deposit and contains clasts of brecciated mud and Cylindrichnus burrows.  Abundant 
climbing ripples, lack of bioturbation and a large sand-layer thickness may indicate that Flood 3 was deposited 
during a large-magnitude flood.  Flood 4 is another large-magnitude event, as indicated by the presence of mud 
clasts within ripple sets and centimetre-scale truncation of the underlying low-flow muds.     
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Interpretation 

Facies 5 is interpreted to represent seasonal deposition on a point bar, up-dip of Facies 

1A and Facies 4.  Sands beds (coarse-member beds) represent deposition during river floods, in 

a style similar to that described for Facies 1B (but with a lower flow velocity).   Sand-bed 

thicknesses, the presence of one dominant paleocurrent direction, an erosional base, climbing 

ripples and an overall lack of tidal indicators are consistent with deposition during river floods, 
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when tidal influence was minimal.  The absence of bioturbation in the thicker sand beds 

suggests that the salinity node was pushed seaward of this location during these larger floods, 

although bioturbation would also have been inhibited by high rates of sand deposition, but the 

presence of interspersed bioturbation within thinner rippled beds may represent smaller floods 

that did not completely flush out the salt-water influence.  Lower current velocities and 

brackish (though low salinity) water could allow for organisms to persist during these smaller 

flooding events (Fig. 4.9), though in reduced numbers as reflected in the lower bioturbation 

intensities (see further discussion in Facies 6).   

The fine-grained mud beds of Facies 5 were likely deposited during low-flow stage.  Tidal 

influence and salinity incursion are presumably at their maximum during these periods.  A fine 

grain size (very fine-grained sand to silt) decreases the likelihood of forming easily recognizable 

tidally generated sedimentary structures (herringbone cross-stratification, bi-directional ripples, 

double mud-drapes, etc.) and the resulting low rates of sedimentation during low flow 

generally precludes the formation of tidal rhythmites.  The recessive weathering of the fine-

grained intervals and the high intensities of bioturbation also inhibit the recognition of any tidal 

lamination within the mud beds.  The observed higher bioturbation intensities and the low 

species diversity is a clear indication that the channel was brackish during deposition of the 

mud interbeds.  Flood-related stresses (high sediment concentrations, high flow velocities and 

fresh water) were absent, allowing for organisms to proliferate; however, the monospecific 

ichnological assemblage could suggest that water was relatively low salinity even during these 
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times of low river flow.  Regardless of the relative salinity, low-flow stage within the channel 

would usually persist for extended periods of time (several months to more than half a year) 

permitting the development of the concentrated bioturbation at mud/sand contacts. 

 

Figure 4.10.  A photomosaic (right) and corresponding log (left) of two amalgamated flood deposits consisting of 
Facies 1B.  Flood event 1 has small cross-beds at the base and ripples at the top, indicating a decrease in current 
speed.  Monospecific Skolithos bioturbation occurs within the upper rippled bed.  The base of the second 
flooding event (highlighted in red) is an erosional surface, cutting into the rippled beds below.  The very local 
occurrence of mud-clast intervals (Facies 3B) at this surface suggests the local erosion of mud. Large dune 
heights suggest the presence of high water depth and current velocity at the start of the second flood, which 
decrease as the flood dissipates (reflected in the decrease in the scale of cross-stratification and the increase in 
the abundance of Cylindrichnus bioturbation up-section.  Note that the exposure surface is oblique to the main 
paleocurrent direction, but that all the structures yield a unidirectional paleocurrent direction. 

This style of bioturbation that goes down from the mud-sand interface into underlying sand 

beds, refered to as “top-down” bioturbation, can be interpreted to reflect post-depositional 
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colonization of the previously deposited flood-related sand beds, with burrows extending 

downward into the sand from the level of the immediately overlying mud bed.  This style of 

bioturbation does not indicate the conditions under which the sand bed accumulated, and 

instead reflect conditions during formation of the mud bed.  This is fundamentally different 

than the bioturbation found sporadically distributed within sand beds, which likely implies 

syndepositional bioturbation.  If burrowing occurs syndepositionally, then the conditions (i.e., 

salinity, sedimentation rates, current velocities) under which the sand accumulated must have 

been favorable for biogenic activity, and the burrows can be used for formulating an 

environmental interpretation.  Furthermore, the lack of bioturbation within specific beds 

(namely the thicker sand beds) suggests that, during sand deposition, the environment was 

stressed in some way (i.e., fresh water, high sedimentation rate, high current velocity), thereby 

preventing organisms from colonizing the point-bar surface. 

Thicker sand beds (>1 m bed thickness) may represent amalgamated flood deposits.  

The existence of isolated layers of bioturbation within thick sand beds may reflect this flood-

deposit amalgamation.  Successive scour by younger floods may completely erode a fine-

grained interbed of Facies 5 leaving the layer of bioturbation within the underlying sand as a 

remnant of the "top-down" bioturbation related to the eroded fine member (Fig. 4.7).  

Similarly, thick occurrences of Facies 1B are likely the result of such flood-bed amalgamation 

during the largest flooding events (Fig. 4.10), which have the greatest potential for erosion of 

low-flow deposits (cf. Bridge et al., 1995).  

Lateral and vertical interfingering of Facies 5 with Facies 1A and Facies 4 (Fig. 4.11) 

supports a genetic association between the cross-bedded/rippled sand near the base of the 
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channel succession and the overlying IHS package.  Mud-layer thinning down dip is indicative of 

the gradual increase in flow velocity toward the channel thalweg during low-flow periods, 

which allowed less suspended sediment to be deposited.  Organisms may persist in these 

somewhat higher-energy settings by burrowing into the sand and completely reworking any 

available fine-grained sediment into Cylindrichnus burrows (as observed down dip of thin mud 

beds in Facies 4 and 1A).  Low-flow deposits are also prone to erosion during the subsequent 

flooding event because of their exposed position on the sediment surface and the disruption of 

the mud layer caused by the presence of the burrows.  Down dip on a point-bar slope, a critical 

flow velocity exists where no fine sediment is deposited, or preserved, at any time (flood or 

non-flood).  This location demarcates the down-dip transition from Facies 5 to Facies 1A and 

Facies 4.  Since preservation of deposits is dominantly controlled by flood-stage parameters, 

the contact between Facies 1A and 4 and Facies 5 (the contact between sand-dominated facies 

and IHS facies) can appear to be sharp, marking the physical manifestation of the critical 

velocity of erosion for fine-grained sediment during an average flood.  However, since flood 

magnitude is variable, the location of the critical velocity of erosion should also be variable.  

This explains why there is interfingering of sand-dominated facies and IHS facies as at some 

times the mud is able to extend further down the point-bar surface.   

Conversely, the decimetre relief of the contact between sand-dominated facies and IHS 

facies may also indicate the existence of multiple unit bars around the channel bend (i.e., a 

channel loop environment sensu Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003, Chapter 2; Fig. 2.7).  At riffle 

locations, the zone of high flow velocities crosses the toe of the point bar.  At subsequent pool 

locations, the high flow-velocity core is shifted toward the concave bank (down dip on the 
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point-bar surface).  Therefore, IHS deposition may extend deeper into the channel at positions 

corresponding to pools, whereas, at subsequent riffles, the higher flow velocities may not 

permit fine-grained deposition on the lower part of the point bar, thereby causing the lower 

limit of IHS deposition to be pushed up-dip.     

Intervals of Facies 5 documented at higher stratigraphic positions within strike sections 

(overlying Facies 1B, and truncating Facies 6 and Facies 7) are thought to reflect times of 

frequent, large-scale flooding of the river channel.  This facies stacking pattern will be discussed 

in greater detail in a subsequent chapter (Chapter 5). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.11.  Contact relationships between lower (i.e., channel thalweg) facies of the middle McMurray 
Formation and the overlying IHS deposits. (A) Gradational contact (dashed yellow line) between Facies 1A and 
Facies 2, and Facies 5 at Outcrop 4D.  Outcrop 4D is oriented parallel to the dip of the dipping mud/sand 
contacts of Facies 5.  Up dip (right), multiple mud interbeds are of consistent thickness and laterally continuous.  
Mud layers become thinner and terminate down dip (left) becoming thin layers of brecciated mud clasts   This 
down-dip decrease in mud-layer continuity is thought to represent the increase in current velocities near the 
channel bottom.  The down-dip end of the mud beds marks the upper limit of current speeds capable of mud 
erosion during river flood-stage.  Note that the photo is skewed so that facies to the left are closer to the camera 
then to the right.  This gives the illusion that there is a thickening of facies to the left and a reverse inclination of 
the upper Facies 1A and Facies 5 contact.  This is not the actual case, and there is consistent dip to the left 
throughout the whole area.  (B)  An apparently sharp (solid yellow line) and gradational (dashed yellow line) 
contacts between Facies 1A and 1B and IHS facies (Facies 5, 6 and 7) in Outcrop 3B (strike-parallel section 
relative to the mud/sand contacts).  Throughout most of the section the contact between homogeneous sand 
(undifferentiated Facies 1A and Facies 4), and the overlying IHS (undifferentiated Facies 5, 6 and 7) appears to be 
sharp.  This type of contact is common within strike-parallel sections, and probably marks the upper limit of 
mud erosion during average river-flood discharges.  Stratigraphically higher, Facies 1A (and Facies 1B) is laterally 
gradational with the IHS Facies.  This gradational contact is interpreted to represent differential erosion during 
flooding activity, or may represent the occurrence of multiple pools and riffles associated with meander loops 
(Chapter 2).         
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FACIES 6- MIXED INCLINED HETEROLITHIC STRATIFICATION 

Description 

Like Facies 5, this facies is characterized by interbedding of a coarse and a fine member, 

but is distinguished from Facies 5 by relatively smaller coarse-member thicknesses (10-20 cm 

within Facies 6 vs. 30-150 cm within Facies 5).  Current-ripple cross-lamination (0.5-5 cm set 

thicknesses) is the dominant structure within the coarse member, with local occurrences of 

climbing ripples (5-10° set inclination), horizontal lamination (1-10 mm laminae thickness), and 

dune cross-stratification (10 cm set thickness).  Thin mud drapes are present locally; type (ii) 

drapes are typically more common within thicker sand members.  Ripple migration direction is 

generally conformable to the underlying paleocurrent indicators of previously deposited facies 

(Facies 4 and 5).    

Bioturbation is variable (BI = 0-6), with abundant Cylindrichnus burrows (1-10 cm burrow 

length) and minor amounts of Skolithos (1-8 cm burrow length).  Intense "top down" 

bioturbation of the sand members is common (BI = 4-6) (Figs. 4.13C, 4.14A and 4.14C), though a 

large proportion of sand intervals (40-60%) have burrowing throughout (BI = 1-4) (Figs. 4.14B 

and 4.14C).  Coarse members are laterally continuous, though thickness does vary (10-20 cm 

bed thickness with 5-10 cm variation in thickness).  Beds are typically sharp based. 

Thin (5-20 cm bed thickness) intervals of silt with minor amounts of very fine-grained 

sand and clay characterize the fine members.  These “mud” layers are either flat laminated (1- 4 

mm laminae thickness), rippled (mm-scale in very fine sand) or structureless.  Thicker fine 

members (>15 cm member thickness) locally have interbedding of rippled very fine-grained 

sand (1 cm bed thickness) and laminated silt (5 cm bed thickness) (Fig. 4.12B).   
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High bioturbation intensities (BI = 5-6) are inferred within the structureless sections (Fig. 

4.12C), which are composed of intermixed very fine-grained sand and silt. Planolites (mm-scale 

burrow diameter) and Palaeophycus burrows (0.3-1 cm burrow diameter) are visible on fresh 

surfaces.  Some mud layers are completely reworked into Cylindrichnus burrows so that only a 

layer of closely spaced burrows remains.  Mud intervals are laterally discontinuous with 1-20 

centimetre thickness variations over a lateral distance of 5 metres, and these mud intervals also 

thin and pinch out down dip.  Both sharp and gradational basal contacts with the underlying 

sand bed are observed. 

Mud/sand contacts are inclined (6-24°) with no systematic steepening or shallowing 

trends observed up section.  Facies 6 is sand dominated (60-85% sand within a 2 m section) like 

Facies 5 (85-99% sand in Facies 5); however, as mentioned previously,  Facies 6 has thinner 

sand beds, as well as more consistent mud-bed thickness than Facies 5 (Fig. 4.12A).  Facies 6 is 

0.5-3 metres thick. In strike sections, it conformably and unconformably overlies Facies 1B and 

locally overlies Facies 1A.  Facies 6 also gradationally overlies Facies 5 in strike sections.  These 

two facies represent end members of a continuum with regard to sand content. Facies 5 

represents the sandier end member with: less frequent mud interbeds, lower bioturbation and 

less mud bed continuity, whereas Facies 6 is the muddier end member, with increased overall 

bioturbation, increased mud-bed frequency and greater lateral continuity of mud beds.  In dip 

sections, Facies 6 can be traced from base to top of the IHS-dominated stratigraphy.  Down-dip, 

Facies 6 interfingers with basal sand-dominated facies (Facies 4, 1A) while, up-dip, bioturbation 

and mud-bed frequency increases, so that there is a gradational change to Facies 7.  

Perpendicular to the dipping surfaces (90° to bedding planes) within dip sections, similar 
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bedding relationships seen in strike sections are observed, where Facies 6 is interbedded with 

Facies 5 (and minorly with Facies 1A) at various stratigraphic positions within the middle 

McMurray.  This relationship will be discussed subsequently in a later chapter (Chapter 5).  

Interpretation 

Facies 6 is interpreted to represent seasonal deposition on a point-bar surface, similar to 

Facies 5.  The smaller sand-bed thicknesses and more intense, pervasive bioturbation suggest 

that the coarse members of this facies were deposited during relatively smaller river floods as 

ripples migrated along the entire point-bar surface.  Lower current velocities and smaller 

discharges would have deposited less sand, accounting for the thinner sand beds.  An erosional 

base and climbing ripples within the sand beds do suggest rapid deposition, which would be 

expected as the flood event wanes.  Continuous sand beds from base to top in dip-sections 

supports the interpretation that these flood events affected the entire point bar-surface, and 

interbedding with Facies 5 in strike sections (and perpendicular to dip in dip sections) may 

suggest variations in flood magnitude were common within this point-bar environment.  This 

suggestion of variable flood magnitude will be further discussed in Chapter 5. 

Bioturbation throughout the sand beds may indicate that, during these smaller flood-

stages, the channel remained brackish and relatively lower current velocities (compared to 

conditions during the deposition of Facies 5) allowing for continued colonization by organisms.  

If the channel was still brackish, tidal indicators should also be present (since the tidal node 

occurs up river of the salinity node; Figs. 2.19, 2.20).  Interbedding of very fine-grained sand and 

silt within the fine members of Facies 6 are interpreted as tidal rhythmites associated with 
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increased tidal influence during low-flow periods.  High bioturbation intensities in the mud 

layers also support this tidal interpretation.      

Cylindrichnus burrows within the middle McMurray are characterized by concentric 

laminations in the muddy burrow fill.  A trace maker may create such a burrow by two 

mechanisms: (1) through reworking of previously deposited mud layers, or (2) by actively 

sequestering mud out of suspension as a by-product of filter feeding (M. Nara, 2011, pers. 

comm.).   If organisms created traces via the first mechanism, then it is not possible to have 

burrow generation during a river flood, because the bed is sandy at this time.  Consequently, 

each Cylindrichnus burrow within the sand bed must therefore be related to the previous 

existence of a muddy bed that has been removed, leading to sand-bed amalgamation.  In some 

cases, this appears to be the case (as discussed previously in the context of Facies 5).  Careful 

analysis of thin sand beds within Facies 6 reveals sets of ripples with subtle variations in size, 

angle of climb and grain size, separated by cryptic erosional surfaces (Fig. 4.13B).  Each distinct 

coset of ripples is interpreted to represent deposition during an individual river flood, with the 

Cylindrichnus burrows as the only remnant of the fine member deposited during the 

intervening low-flow periods.   

Cylindrichnus burrows also appear within the middle of sand beds composed of climbing 

ripples, with no apparent variations in ripple characteristics at the level of the trace, which 

leads to the interpretation that the sand bed represents one flooding event (Fig. 4.13C).  Such 

burrows must have been formed via the second process.  During the flooding event, the 

elevated levels of organic detritus and suspended sediment would allow the organism to readily 

attain nutrients through filter feeding.  The fine material within these burrows is, therefore, 
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interpreted to represent material extracted directly from the water column.  Documentation of 

both types of burrows within the sand beds, along with the pervasive “top down” bioturbation 

near the sand/mud contacts, may suggest that the organisms where opportunistic feeders 

(Cadée, 1984).  During times of flooding, any nutrients would be available in the water column, 

whereas, during low-flow periods, food would be concentrated on the point-bar surface as 

detritus settles out of the water column following the flooding event.  At these times, an 

organism might deposit-feed.  This would explain the high bioturbation intensities associated 

with low-flow periods.  During flooding intervals, the organism may become a “part time” 

suspension feeder, surviving off nutrients within the water column (M. Nara, 2011, pers. 

comm.).  The dispersion of nutrients throughout the entire water column at flood stage, 

coupled with the stresses inherent to a flooding event (i.e., elevated current velocities, high 

suspended-sediment concentrations, high sedimentation rates and dramatically lower salinity 

values) may explain why there is a decrease in bioturbation intensities within the sand beds. 

The consistent thicknesses of mud and sand beds within Facie 6 may indicate small 

annual flooding of the river, whereas Facies 5 represents larger-magnitude, infrequent floods.  

Increased current velocities during the large-magnitude floods may transport (and deposit) 

greater quantities of sand, decrease low-flow mud layer preservation and create amalgamated 

sand beds.   Smaller floods might not have the same transport and erosional capacity and, 

consequently, sand beds are thinner and more of the low-flow mud beds remain intact.  These 

smaller events would most likely be more common then large floods (Facies 5 beds). 
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Figure 4.12.  Facies 6. (A)  Interbedding of mud and sand beds within Facies 6.  Throughout the interval, the 
thicknesses of the sand and mud beds are relatively similar.  This is thought to represent average, seasonal 
flooding events (sand beds) with subsequent low-flow periods (muddy intervals).  At each mud/sand contact, 
there is "top down" bioturbation into the underlying sand bed from the overlying mud bed.  (B)  Variations in 
mud-layer character within a single mud interbed (16 cm thick) of Facies 6.  There appears to be periodic 
fluctuations in depositional style from finely interlaminated (mm–scale laminations) very fine-grained sand and 
silt, to interbedded rippled very-fine grained sand and laminated silt.  This alternation is thought to reflect the 
presence of tidal rhythmites within the low-flow deposits.  The interlaminated sand and silt may represent the 
action of tidal currents and subsequent slack-water periods (respectively) during neap tides, while the rippled 
sand and laminated silt might represent spring tides.  This is the only possible indication of tidal activity within 
Facies 6.  The bioturbation throughout the entire interval suggests that the channel was brackish throughout 
deposition.  (C) Close-up of sand/mud interbedding within Facies 6.  Sand bed 1 represents a small flood event.  
The subsequent low-flow period, during which mud bed 1 was deposited, has less stress, and so organisms 
flourished.  These organisms burrow down into the underlying sand bed 1, creating the high concentration of 
Cylindrichnus burrows at the sand/mud contact (dashed yellow line).  The mud bed appears to have faint traces 
of laminations, but dominantly appears to be a mixture of very fine-grained sand and mud as a result of biogenic 
homogenization.  The identification of individual trace fossils within the mud beds is difficult due to the 
weathering, but some probable Planolites burrows have been identified.  Sand bed 2 only has "top down" 
bioturbation from the overlying mud bed (just above the top of the photograph).  The contact between sand 
bed 2 and mud bed 1 (solid yellow line) is a sharp, undulatory contact, which may indicate local erosion of mud 
layer 1.  This would be expected if the currents during the smaller flood did not reach high enough velocities to 
completely remove the underlying mud.    
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Figure 4.13.  Styles of bioturbation within Facies 6.  (A)  Mud/sand interbedding (yellow line marks mud/sand 
contact).  The mud bed appears to be composed of interlaminated fine sand and silt.  This may be rhythmic 
deposition caused by tidal activity during the low-flow period.  In the upper sand bed, bioturbation is present 
within the middle of the sand bed, with no indication of cryptic erosional surfaces.  This indicates that the 
burrows were formed by suspension-feeding organisms that actively sequestered suspended sediment for 
construction of burrows and that the water associated with the deposition of the sand bed was likely brackish, 
since the flood was not able to push the salinity node seaward.  (B) A representative sand bed of Facies 6 
exhibiting sporadic bioturbation throughout the entire sand bed, with no indications of “top down” 
bioturbation.  Slight changes in ripple size (relatively smaller ripples in the lowermost interval) and abundance 
of mud drapes within the sand bed may be indicative of bed amalgamation, forming cryptic erosional surfaces 
(highlighted by dashed red line).  This may suggest that the burrows were formed by reworking by deposit 
feeders within the previously deposited fine-grained sediment which was subsequently removed by erosion.  (C)  
Mud/sand interbedding showing a high concentration of archetypal “top down” bioturbation within the lower 
sand bed, and sporadic, moderate-intensity bioturbation throughout the thicker upper sand bed.  Some of the 
bioturbation within the upper layer may be the distal ends of longer “top down” burrows.  The two 
Cylindrichnus ichnofossils circled in red do not appear to have been erosionally truncated implying that these 
traces originate in the middle of the sand bed.  The sporadic occurrence of burrows with no apparent packaging 
of ripples suggests that these burrows were formed within one flooding event by organisms that were able to 
survive the increased current speeds and lower salinity. 
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FACIES 7- MUD-DOMINATED INCLINED HETEROLITHIC STRATIFICATION 

Description 

Facies 7 is the final type of IHS encountered, and is the “muddiest” IHS facies within 

Outcrops 3 and 4, with the thinnest coarse-member thicknesses (1-15 cm member thickness).  

The pervasive current ripples within this facies are small (8-15 mm set thickness) and planar-

parallel laminations (1-8 mm laminae thickness) occur locally.  Mud laminae (1-3 mm 

thicknesses) locally drape ripple foresets (Fig. 4.14D) and these mud drapes are similar to mud-

drape type (ii) but also occur as isolated drapes within a sand bed.   

Bioturbation (BI = 2-5) occurs throughout the sand beds, and is dominated by 

Cylindrichnus burrows (1-5 cm burrow length), with minor amounts of Skolithos ichnofossils (1-

3 cm burrow length) (Fig. 4.13D).  “Top down” bioturbation occurs locally, but with reduced 

bioturbation intensities (BI = 2-3).  Sand members are laterally discontinuous, (1-5 m lateral 

extent) and sharp based (Fig. 4.14B).  Generally, the thickness of each coarse-member bed 

becomes markedly thinner up section, reaching a minimum near the top of the middle 

McMurray.     

The fine members of Facies 7 are composed of silt and clay, with minor amounts of very 

fine-grained sand.  Mud beds are either structureless or laminated (0.5-2 mm laminae 

thickness) (Fig. 4.13D).  Ripples (0.5-2 cm set thickness) are documented within very fine-

grained beds, with potential double mud drapes on the ripple foresets (Fig. 4.14D).  

Interlamination of very fine-grained sand and silt occurs locally (Fig. 12D).  

 Bioturbation intensities are high (BI = 4-6) in comparison to Facies 5 and 6.  Ichnofossil 

identification is extremely difficult due to degradation of weathered surfaces (Fig. 4.14C), 
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although Planolites burrows have been recognized (mm-scale burrow diameter).  Mud-layer 

thickness ranges from 1-10 centimetres and there does not appear to be an increase in 

thickness up section. Beds are laterally discontinuous (50-200 cm lateral extent) and typically 

have a gradational base with the underlying sand bed, although sharp bases are also observed 

(Fig. 4.14B). 

Though Facies 7 is the “muddiest” type of IHS encountered, it still has a large proportion 

of sand within a 2 metre section (40 – 60 % sand content).  This decrease in sand content 

relative to Facies 5 and 6 is caused by a decrease in sand-bed thickness.  Individual mud beds 

are not thicker, but are more closely spaced. Facies 7 does not show a significant increase or 

decrease in mud/sand contact inclination (5-20°) relative to Facies 5 and 6.  Exposures of Facies 

7 are oxidized and generally have poor exposure due to surface weathering (Figs. 4.15A, 4.15D).  

This restricts detailed analysis of structures and compositional variations.  Facies thickness 

ranges from 0-5 metres.  In most exposures, Facies 7 is absent or thin.  In strike sections, Facies 

7 is restricted to locations near the upper boundary of the IHS-dominated portions of the 

middle McMurray Formation where it overlies Facies 5, 6 and 8 gradationally.   It is also laterally 

associated with Facies 9; in these locations, a transition is observed between distinct mud/sand 

interbedding (Facies 7) and mud/sand intermixing (Facies 9).  In dip sections, Facies 7 occurs 

only in the most up-dip portions of the IHS dominated stratigraphy, where there is an up-dip 

transition from Facies 6 (and minorly of Facies 5) to Facies 7. 

Interpretation    

Like IHS Facies 5 and 6, Facies 7 is interpreted to represent seasonal deposition on the 

point bar.  A decrease in sand-bed thickness and ripple size, higher bioturbation intensities and 
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the stratigraphic position suggests that Facies 7 is indicative of an upper point-bar environment, 

potentially within a low velocity envelope (LVE; cf. Fig. 2.11).  Reduced current velocities during 

low flow within a LVE might allow for the deposition of the silt and clay deposits, the finest 

grain sizes observed within the middle McMurray.  Continued deposition of fines during low 

flow would require that the point-bar top remained inundated during all river stages, which is 

supported by a lack of subaerial indicators (i.e., desiccation cracks and root traces) within Facies 

7.  Bend flow modifications (BFMs; Chapter 2) divert the strongest currents, and the sand 

transported by them, away from this upper point-bar region, accounting for the reduced sand-

bed thickness and smaller ripple size.  Lower velocities would also have less erosional potential, 

thus allowing higher preservation potential for the low-flow deposits.  This may account for the 

abundant mud interbeds, as every low-flow period may be recorded within the LVE, unlike the 

higher-energy areas where Facies 5 and 6 were deposited.  Flood-tidal currents might 

hypothetically be maximized within an LVE, since the strongest river currents would be 

focussed at the concave bank (Chapter 2), so it may be easier for the incoming tide to advance 

up river along the convex bank. Potential double mud drapes and tidal rhythmites (Fig. 4.14D) 

may support the fact that tidal processes are more active within an LVE.   

Pervasive bioturbation throughout Facies 7 might suggest advantageous conditions for 

colonization.  During low flow, stresses would be at a minimum within the LVE.  Flow velocities 

would be relatively low, sediment concentrations would be minimal and water would be 

brackish.  A possible stress of the upper point bar would be subaerial exposure, which does not 

seem to occur within the bars studied here.  During flood stage, the LVE may be a refuge for 

organisms due to less stress relative to other point-bar environments, and bioturbation might 
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continue throughout the flood event.  Reduced concentrations of “top down” bioturbation may 

suggest that the flow conditions between flood and low-flow periods in the LVE are less 

variable.  Lower on the point bar, organism populations are most likely greatly reduced by a 

river flood, due to erosion of the substrate and the burial by new deposits.  “Top down” 

bioturbation is a favoured behaviour within these environments following a flooding event, 

since there is an abundance of organic detritus on the point-bar surface and, initially, reduced 

feeding competition.  Within the LVE, flooding events may not devastate organism populations, 

and deposition of organic matter may occur at all river stages, promoting continued organism 

colonization, instead of episodic, “top down” bioturbation.   

Observations of Facies 7 do not confirm or refute the presence of convex-bank flow 

separation during either the flood or low-flow stages.  Indications of flow separation might 

include up-stream oriented paleocurrents and more extensive deposition of mud.  Reliable 

paleocurrents were not documented within Facies 7 due to poor outcrop quality.  Mud 

deposition is more extensive but it is the amount of mud layers that increases, not their 

thickness.  If flow separation were to have occurred at differing flood stages (i.e., at larger or 

smaller floods) then some of the mud layers might be representative of flow-separation 

deposits, not low-flow periods.   
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Figure 4.14.  Facies 7.  (A)  A weathered exposure of Facies 7 comprised of oxidized sand beds (orange resistant 
layers) and severely degraded mud beds (tan grey, fissile, crumbled sections).  Sand beds have bioturbation 
throughout.  Fissility of the mud beds may be due to high bioturbation intensities (BI = 5-6).  Near the top of the 
photo there is a layer of nodules rich in iron.  Nodule layers appear locally within the upper sections of the 
middle McMurray and are common within the upper McMurray, particularly at Outcrop 4.  (B)  Mud and sand 
interbedding of Facies 7.  The contacts between mud (M1, M2) and sand beds (S1, S2, S3) are quite variable.  
Dashed yellow lines indicate gradational contacts and solid yellow lines indicate sharp contacts.  S1 has a thin 
interbed of mud near its upper contact suggesting a gradational contact between M1 and S1.  S2 has a sharp 
base which also has some local erosional relief.  This is interpreted to reflect minor scour during the flood event 
that deposited S2.  The contact between S2 and M2 is highly variable.  The shape of the top of the sand bed may 
indicate preservation of a ripple bedform.  The draping of mud over this ripple bedform suggests rapid 
deposition of the mud layer or an abrupt halt in sand deposition.  This may occur immediately following a 
flooding event, or, perhaps, if convex-bank flow separation was initiated.  The upper contact of S3 is 
gradational, and upward fining is observed.  This suggests a steady decrease in current velocities following a 
flood.  (C)  Weathered exposure of Facies 7 showing a mottled texture in both sand (darker intervals) and mud 
beds (lighter intervals).  This texture is thought to represent intense bioturbation.  Near the bottom of the 
photo, it is difficult to recognize an actual mud layer due to intense biogenic intermixing of the lithologies.  
Recognition of specific ichnogenera is difficult within Facies 7, due to the weathering-related degradation.  
Potential Cylindrichnus burrows are present near the top of the photo.   (D)  Mud/sand interbedding in a better 
preserved exposure of Facies 7; bitumen saturation within the sand beds has preserved the exposure surface.  In 
the basal mud bed (tannish color), there are potential tidal indicators.  Ripples in the very-fine grained sand 
have potential double mud drapes (indicated by red arrows).  Above these ripples, there is interlamination of 
very-fine grained sand and silt, which may represent tidal rhythmites.  The overlying sand bed has abundant 
mud drapes, beginning with drapes similar to type (ii) drapes, but they become increasingly isolated upward.  
There are isolated Cylindrichnus burrows throughout the entire sand bed.  The sand bed most likely represents 
deposition on the upper point bar during a river flood.  If the flood event was of smaller magnitude, tidal 
currents may persist and be the cause of the mud drapes. Above the sand bed, there is interlamination of mud 
and sand, possibly indicating a gradational transition between the mud and sand.  The sand may also be a 
reworked flood deposit that was transported by tidal currents, which would be strongest on the upper point bar 
(within an LVE).  After a certain amount of time, sand is no longer available for transport, and only laminated 
silts are deposited.  Structureless intervals, which are laterally equivalent to laminated intervals, suggest 
laterally variable bioturbation intensities.  
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FACIES 8- CONVOLUTED-FOLDED MIXED HETEROLITHICS 

Description 

Facies 8 is composed of distinctively warped, folded and faulted deposits (Fig. 4.15) with 

a lense-shaped geometry.  Lithologies within these deposits include a combination of Facies 1B, 

2, 5, 6, and 7 with fine and coarse members containing variable structures and bioturbation 

styles within individual beds.  Primary mud/sand interbedding is observed as lenses of 

concordant material that are discontinuous laterally and vertically (0.2-2 m width, 0.4-3 m 

thickness) (Fig. 4.15A).  Orientations of the bedding planes within these lenses are highly 

variable and do not conform to the dominant dip direction recognized in surrounding facies 

(25-180° dip-direction divergence).  Dips of these sand/mud contacts are highly irregular within 

relatively small intervals (20° dip divergence within 30 cm).  Mud and sand ratios are 

inconsistent vertically and laterally (40-95% sand content), typically with sharp contacts 

between blocks with distinctly different mud/sand ratios.       

Lenses of Facies 8 have limited lateral extent (5-10 m lengths) and variable thickness 

(0.3-2 m thickness variation laterally; 3 m maximum facies thickness) (Figs. 4.16A and 4.17B).  

These lenses occur at various stratigraphic positions within the middle McMurray, but there is a 

concentration of lenses in the upper part of the section at Outcrop 3 (8-10 m from the top of 

the middle McMurray).  Facies 8 is enclosed within IHS facies (Facies 5, 6 and 7) with sharp 

lateral contacts.   Down-dip tracing of this facies was not possible, due to the limited extent (<5 

m) of exposure, and because most occurrences where observed in strike-parallel sections.  

Facies 8 overlies and truncates Facies 1B, 5, 6 and 7 (Fig. 4.15B and Fig. 4.16A).  The basal 

contact is characteristically sharp, typically with severe convolution of bedding and intermixing 
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of lithologies (Fig. 4.15C).  Up section, beds become progressively more regular, and lenses of 

concordant sand/mud interbedding are recognized, although the orientations of bedding are 

often discordant with underlying facies.  IHS facies overlying Facies 8 typically have modified 

orientations (1-10° dip-direction divergence) relative to similar facies below (Fig. 4.16A).  

Overlying facies also appear to have conformable contacts with Facies 8.  

Interpretation 

Facies 8 is interpreted to represent slump deposits resulting from failure of the point bar 

surface (cf. Choi et al., 2004).  The isolated occurrence of this facies indicates that these are 

localized events.  If the strata are internally concordant prior to and during failure, it is called a 

slump (Arnott, 2010) and the deposit should be composed of blocks of previously deposited 

sediment which are displaced down the slope of the point bar.  Basal convolution and the 

intermixing of lithologies may be caused by shearing at the base of the slump, since shear stress 

is at a maximum there.  Truncation of underlying deposits may also be a result of basal 

shearing, or possible frontal shearing as the slump deposit travels down the point-bar surface.  

Various amounts of shearing may soften the bottom of the blocks (cf. Laury, 1971), though the 

remainder may remain intact.  

 
Figure 4.15.  Facies 8.  (A) Relationship between Facies 8 (Block 1 and Block 2) and the surrounding IHS Facies 
(Facies 5 and 6).  Facies 8 is composed of 2 cohesive blocks.  Block 1 truncates underlying IHS deposits, and 
represents the initial deposits of the slope failure.  Block 2 represents subsequent down-slope movement of 
slump blocks, which override the initial slump.   Above Facies 8, there is a return to IHS facies with a different 
dip direction and dip angle relative to the underlying IHS, due to the presence of the local topographic 
irregularity caused by the slump deposit. Scale rod is 1.5 m long.  (B)  Truncation of underlying deposits by Facies 
8, documented in an exposure surface parallel to the strike of the mud/sand contacts.  Facies 8 is composed of 
muddy, heterolithic sediments and overlies a truncation surface that cuts into Facies 5 and Facies 1B.  An 
oblique scour surface and the presence of convoluted mud deposits directly over this contact suggest that this 
represents the basal surface of a slump deposit.  Above the lense of Facies 8, there is a return to regular IHS 
deposition.  (C) Convolute bedding within Facies 8.  Mud/sand interbeds appear to have undergone rotational 
movement to fold and refold the deposits into the complex mixture of sand and mud.  This type of folding may 
represent shear deformation near the base or front of a slope-failure deposit.   
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Figure 4.16.  Facies 8 exposed at Outcrop 3C. (A) Panorama of Facies 8 showing the genetic relationships with 
surrounding facies.  The interpreted slump scar (solid red line) is the physical expression of the down-dip 
movement of the slump deposit as it truncates underlying  point-bar deposits (IHS Set 1).  The slump is a 
composite deposit, composed of multiple slump blocks and slumping events as denoted by the solid red lines.  
Down-dip,  IHS layering appears gradational with the underlying beds.  IHS beds also drape the local topography 
of the slump feature. As deposition continued, the dip of the IHS becomes more conformable to IHS Set 1, 
though it does appear to have a slightly different orientation as a result of the underlying topographic 
irregularity. (B) Close-up of the slump deposit (Facies 8) (Fig. 4.16A).  The geometry of the deposit suggests that 
there were multiple stages of slumping along this plane.  Slump event 1 is comprised of two slump blocks, which 
where sufficiently cohesive to retain their original bedding.  Block 1 and Block 2 are recognized by differing 
bedding orientations and a distinctive surface of truncation (solid red line separating the blocks).  Slump 1 is 
then draped by IHS deposits (healing phase 1), where the dip angle and bedding orientation become 
conformable to the underlying pre-slump IHS as deposition continues.  Slump 2 truncates the underlying block 2 
and healing phase 1 deposits slightly, but also travels up and over this topographic high.   Above slump 2, there 
is draping of IHS beds, as the point bar heals itself (healing phase 2).  Upsection, the dip angle and orientation 
becomes increasingly conformable with the pre-slump deposits. 
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Down-slope displacement, shearing and possible rotation during transport can cause 

reorientation of the bedding planes and the included paleocurrent indicators.  These blocks are 

represented by the lenses of concordant interbedded mud and sand within Facies 8, which 

appear to have dissimilar paleocurrent and bedding-plane orientations between lenses (Fig. 

4.15A).   

Chaotic mixtures of sand and mud (Fig. 4.15C) and convolute-folded mud and sand 

interbeds suggest that some slumps may have become remoulded and liquefied, forming a 

debris flow instead of cohesive slump blocks (Arnott, 2010).  If the failure deposit has no 

cohesion and occurs during a river flood,  then sand-rich deposits might be created as the 

deposit travels down the point-bar surface since any fine sediment will be winnowed, leaving a 

relatively sand-rich core with no preservation of original bedding or structures (essentially a 

high-density turbidite; Arnott, 2010) .  Channel flow velocities will control the distribution of 

this sand body, creating a sheet deposit during high velocities (Facies 2) or a lense-shaped 

deposit during lower flow velocities (Facies 8).  Facies 2 is likely more common within the lower 

point-bar and thalweg environments because of this dependence on fluvial velocity, since 

downslope velocity would have increased as the sediment mass incorporated water and 

became more fluid.     

Regardless of the flow behaviour that occurs, a slump reshapes the point-bar surface.  A 

slump deposit becomes a local topographic high, and the corresponding up-dip slump scar 

becomes a topographic depression (Fig. 4.16A).  These features may affect the local flow 

conditions on the point bar.  Flow perturbations may cause local heterogeneities in sediment 

deposition, the structures present, paleocurrent orientations and bedding-plane orientations.  
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As normal seasonal deposition within the channel resumes, the slump deposit and slump scar 

are “healed” progressively (Fig. 4.16B).  Sediment infills the scar and drapes the topographic 

high.  As the slump deposit is subsequently buried, the point-bar surface gradually becomes 

concordant with the slope of the surrounding areas.  The interval where the slope is readjusting 

can be thought of as the healing phase within a point bar, and may account for the slightly 

discordant bedding-plane dips with the IHS facies immediately above an occurrence of Facies 8.  

If a substantial portion of a point bar is destabilized, then the overlying orientation of the point-

bar surface may be permanently shifted and a new equilibrium slope may be attained.  

Point-bar slumping can occur at any river stage, but may preferentially occur during or 

immediately following flood stage.  During a flooding event, flow turbulence and flow velocities 

are maximized and, as a result, the erosive potential is high (Zhong et al., 2002). Rapid 

deposition on the higher part of the point bar may cause local oversteepening of the point-bar 

surface, initiating slope failure.  Enhanced turbulence, increased water depths and elevated 

water tables during the flood may also increase pore water pressure within the point-bar 

sediments (Laury, 1971). This decreases the shear strength of the deposits and makes them 

more susceptible to failure along the muddy layers that dip toward the channel (Barwis, 1978; 

Choi et al., 2004; Pearson and Gingras, 2006).  Observed clustering of Facies 8 lenses at one 

stratigraphic level (within the upper 10 m of the middle McMurray) may suggest that the point 

bar was more prone to slumping during that period.  This concentration of slump deposits is 

laterally associated with Facies 1B and Facies 5 deposits, which are interpreted to be the 

deposits of larger magnitude floods.   This lateral association implies that most slumps occurred 

during the larger magnitude floods (as discussed above). 
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FACIES 9- FLASER, WAVY AND LENTICULARLY BEDDED HETEROLITHICS 

Description 

This facies is composed of heterolithics, much the same as those comprising the IHS 

facies (Facies 5, 6 and 7), but the sand and mud members of Facies 9 are more intimately 

interbedded, and not as regularly interbedded as in the various IHS facies.  Bedding is also 

highly discontinuous.  The sand fraction is lower medium- to lower very fine-grained, well-

sorted, quartzose sand.   The mud fraction is clay with local occurrences of silt-sized grains.  

Sand content is variable but typically decreases up section (60-30 % sand content over a 2 m 

section). Facies 9 is characterized by flaser, wavy and lenticular bedding (Fig. 4.17). Flaser and 

wavy bedding are more common near the base of the facies, and grades into lenticular bedding 

near the top.  The sand fraction is rippled (1-5 mm set thicknesses) to laminated (1-3 mm 

laminae thickness), occurring as discontinuous lenses (0.25-1.5 m wide).    There is interbedding 

and gradational transitions between the three bedding styles (10-30 cm bed thicknesses).  Beds 

(1-20 cm thick) of laminated mud (0.5-2 mm laminae thickness) are present locally, interbedded 

with the wavy- and flaser-bedded intervals (Fig. 4.17A).  Potential desiccation cracks are also 

documented (Fig. 4.17C).   

Bioturbation is not easily recognized within most sections due to extensive modern 

weathering of Facies 9.  Fresh surfaces showing flaser, wavy and lenticular-bedded sediment 

reveal a moderate to high bioturbation intensity (BI = 3-6) that is dominated by Planolites (mm-

scale burrow diameter) with minor amounts of Cylindrichnus (0.5-7 cm burrow lengths) and 

Skolithos burrows (1-5 cm burrow lengths) (Fig. 4.17B).    Facies 9 is intensely oxidized and 
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appears to be pedogenically altered making detailed paleocurrent analysis difficult (Fig. 4.17D).  

This facies is laterally discontinuous (1-10 m lateral extent), thin (1-3 m thickness) and occurs 

only near the top of the middle McMurray.  It is laterally associated with Facies 7, which has 

greater continuity of the mud beds.  Facies 9 also gradationally overlies Facies 7 and Facies 6. 

Interpretation 

Based on its stratigraphic position, Facies 9 most likely represents deposition on the 

upper part of the point bar.   Like Facies 7, this facies would most likely occur within an LVE and 

might have a relatively strong tidal influence, compared to lower on the point bar.  During the 

low-flow periods, this area would possibly be intertidal which is supported by the presence of 

the potential desiccation cracks.  The interbedding and gradational stacking between flaser, 

wavy and lenticular beds may suggest variations in flow energy within the LVE, as river floods 

wax and wane.  During larger magnitude flooding events, the upper point bar would have 

depositional conditions similar to a lower intertidal zone or subtidal zone, and flaser bedding 

would be favoured (cf. Reineck and Singh, 1980).  Lenticular bedding would occur during lower-

energy conditions (low flow and smaller flooding events) when the upper point bar would be an 

upper intertidal zone.  Water would be brackish within this intertidal area and stresses 

associated with fluvial energy would be minimal compared to other areas within the river 

channel, allowing for the high bioturbation intensities within the flaser, wavy and lenticularly  

Figure 4.17. Facies 9.  (A) Fresh surface of interbedded wavy bedding (bottom) and flaser bedding (middle).  The 
contact between the two styles of bedding is gradational (dashed yellow line).  Above the flaser-bedded portion, 
there is a lense of laminated clay with a relatively flat basal contact (solid yellow line).  The white rectangle 
denotes the location of Fig. 4.17B.  (B) Close-up of a fresh surface of the flaser-bedded interval (Fig. 4.17A).  
There is a moderate level of bioturbation consisting of Planolites, Skolithos, and Gyrolithes, which disturb the 
ripple sets and original lenses of mud.  (C)  Plan view of potential desiccation cracks which are oxidized.  The 
occurrence of desiccation cracks suggests that this area was subaerially exposed at times.  (D)  Weathered 
surface of Facies 9, showing pedogenic alteration and the gradational contact between lenticular bedding and 
wavy bedding.  Black to dark grey sections are sandy, while the light grey and oxidized lenses are muddy.   
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bedded intervals.  Low species diversity is likely due to the stress of periodic subaerial exposure, 

coupled with low-salinity values (cf. Pearson and Gingras, 2003).  The wide potential desiccation 

cracks (Fig. 4.17C) are unlikely to have formed within 1 tidal cycle (Plummer and Gostin, 1981).  

However, in the upper intertidal zone, they may occur because of variations in water level over 

a neap-spring cycle that can cause exposure times of many days.  This limited window of 

formation may explain why these potential desiccation cracks are only locally documented.  

During river flood stage, the upper point bar is likely fully inundated but may still have a tidal 

influence, allowing for the continued formation of wavy and flaser bedding.  Larger flooding 

events may retard the effects of tides and lead to the deposition of thin lenses of rippled sand 

and laminated mud.  

ENVIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION (FACIES SUMMARY) 
 

Facies of the middle McMurray encountered at Steepbank Outcrops 3 and 4 are 

interpreted to represent deposition within a large-scale channel and point-bar system, in a 

fluvially dominated, periodically tidally influenced, inner part of the fluvial-tidal transition zone.   

Evidence for this inland location occurs throughout the stratigraphy, from channel base to 

upper point bar.  In the channel base (sand-dominated facies; Facies 1A, 2, 3A, 3B and 4), there 

is an absence of mud deposition, and of fluid-mud candidates, which suggests that deposition 

did not occur within the turbidity maximum (cf. Ichaso and Dalrymple, 2009).  Thus, deposition 

could have occurred either landward or seaward of the turbidity maximum.  Seaward, tidal 

energy increases with relatively strong ebb and flood tides; thus, tidal indicators such as tidal 

bundles, tidal rhythmites, herringbone cross-stratification, reactivation surfaces and 

bidirectional paleocurrent orientations within different areas of the channel may be expected 
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(Pemberton et al., 2001; Dalrymple, 2010; Martinius and Van den Berg, 2011).  However, these 

structures are absent/rare within the channel-bottom location exposed along the Steepbank 

River, and the sand-dominated facies present appear to contain only unidirectional 

sedimentary structures and paleocurrents.  This is not to say that tides are not periodically 

active within the channel bottom (cf. Martinius and Gowland, 2011), but within the landward 

reaches of a fluvial-tidal transition (landward of the turbidity maximum) the channel is typically 

ebb-dominated due to presence of fluvial flow (Allen, 1997; Dalrymple and Choi, 2007).  

Periodic tidal influence (ebb-dominated) would explain the bioturbation within these facies as 

the currents associated with flood tides (though weak within this inland area) may introduce 

marine waters to the fresh fluvial currents causing brackish-water conditions. Low species 

diversity and bioturbation intensity indicate that organisms are stressed within the Facies 1A 

environment.  High current velocity is the best candidate for the limiting stress, explaining why 

the greatest concentration of bioturbation occurs within the comparatively calm dune troughs 

(cross-stratification toesets), although salinity is also a limiting factor.  It is important to keep in 

mind that evidence of tidal activity is limited and the channel bottom should be considered to 

be a fluvially dominated region of deposition.   

Higher on the point bar within the IHS facies, fluvially dominated sand deposition, 

interbedded with mud deposition with a brackish-bioturbation signature, is interpreted to 

represent annual variations in fluvially discharge within the channel and is consistent with an 

inland location.  Ripple migration would occur primarily during flood stage when fluvial currents 

were of sufficient strength to move large quantities of sediment.  Fluvial processes dominate 

the channel during this time, restricting the influence of tides, accounting for the scarcity of 
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tidal indicators within the coarse members.  Subsequent non-flood (low flow-stage) periods 

would have had weaker fluvial currents, which would have allowed for the presence of some 

tidal influence and the penetration of brackish-water conditions.  It is during this time that 

bioturbation (including “top-down” penetration of sand beds) and most deposition of the 

muddy fine members (with their rare evidence of tidal activity) occurs within Facies 5 and 6.  

Using these interpretations of fluvial dominance (flood-stage) and tidal influence (low-flow 

stage) it is possible to determine the position of the study area relative to the locations of the 

tidal and salinity nodes during river-flood and low-flow stages (Fig. 4.18).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.18.  Theoretical hydrology of the middle McMurray river channel associated with deposition of Steepbank 
Outcrops 3 and 4.  The location of the study area relative to the tidal and salinity nodes is deduced from the 
nature of the facies encountered.  There appears to be alternating times of fluvial dominance and fresh water 
(seaward location of tidal and salinity nodes), and times with some tidal influence and brackish water (landward 
location of tidal and salinity nodes).  Since these two times of deposition appear to alternate, it is likely that the 
studied outcrops occur between the maximum landward and seaward nodal locations.  However, the position of 
the flood-stage tidal node and the low-flow-stage salinity node further restrict the probable depositional 
location.  This diagram only displays the location of the Steepbank River outcrops relative to the tidal and 
salinity nodes and does not suggest an actual proximity to the shore (as indicated by the unitless x-axis).  The 
right side of the graph represents the most landward locations, while the left side is located at the river mouth.  
This theoretical hydrological graph differs from the Irrawaddy River (Fig 2.19) in the fact that there must have 
been overlap of the salinity and tidal nodes within the middle McMurray channels, whereas, in the Irrawaddy, 
both the low-flow and flood-stage salinity nodes occur seaward of the flood-stage tidal node.         
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CHAPTER 5- INTERNAL ARCHITECTURE OF THE INCLINED HETEROLITHIC STRATIFICATION  

DESCRIPTION 

The IHS of the middle McMurray Formation within the project area exhibits repeatable 

packages which are composed of sandier intervals alternating with muddy intervals on a metre 

scale (0.50 m and 3.5 m  minimum and maximum thicknesses; average package thickness of 

1.30 m) that form metre-scale cycles (MSCs).  Individual MSCs can be distinguished based on 3 

main features exhibited in a single package which will be expanded on below: (1) an upward 

decrease in sand-bed thickness, (2) an upward increase in mud-bed frequency, and (3) an 

upward increase in bioturbation intensity.   These metre-scale cycles first appear at the basal 

occurrence of recognized IHS facies (transition from sand-dominated facies of the channel base-

lower point bar to IHS facies up-dip on the point bar) and the packages are persistent to the 

upper point bar (transition to Facies 7 and 9) (Fig. 5.1).  Individual packages can be correlated 

between outcrops much more readily than specific occurrences of facies and are more 

mappable as stratigraphic units than the thinner sets of facies of which they are composed. 

Sedimentology and Stratigraphy of a Single MSC 

At its base, a single MSC is primarily composed of Facies 5, while thicker MSCs have 

basal occurrences of Facies 1B and/or 4 (Figs. 5.2, 5.3A), with local occurrences of Facies 3B.  

Prominent trough cross-stratification (5-15 cm set thickness) and current-ripple cross-

lamination (1-15 cm set thickness) dominate the sand beds (coarse members of Facies 5 or 

Facies 1B), decrease in set thickness up-section (normal to bedding planes) and locally climb (1-

10° set boundary inclination) (Fig 5.3C).  Bioturbation intensity is at a minimum near the base of  
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Figure 5.1. Stacked metre-scale cycles (MSCs) at Outcrop 3C (Concert Bowl West).  Packages are readily 
distinguished and correlative throughout the outcrop, defined by the solid yellow lines, which represent the 
base of the MSCs.  Each cycle is characterized by an abrupt start of sand dominance with thicker sand beds at 
the base with varying amounts of truncation of underlying deposits, and an upward decrease in sand-bed 
thickness.  Closer inspection of the deposits also reveals an upward increase in bioturbation.  MSCs overlie the 
basal sand facies (Facies 1A, 2 and 4) and occur throughout most of the IHS interval, until the upper portions of 
the middle McMurray, where there is a gradational transition to Facies 7 (dashed yellow line).  Each scale bar is 
1 m long, revealing that the thickness of packages varies between 0.5-3 m, with an average of roughly 1.25 m.  
An unannotated version of Fig. 5.1 is available in Appendix 2 (Fig. A.2.5).   
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an MSC (BI=0-2) and consists of sporadically distributed Cylindrichnus burrows (1-5 cm burrow 

lengths) (Fig. 5.3B).  Sand-bed thickness is at a maximum near the base (1 m maximum bed 

thickness of Facies 1B in thicker packages; 20-70 cm sand-bed thickness of Facies 5 in average 

packages) (Fig 5.3A).  Interbedded fine-member intervals (Facies 5 fine members) are typically 

laminated (mm-scale lamination), show minimal bioturbation intensities (BI = 0-1), and, where 

present, burrows consist of diminutive, isolated Planolites (mm-scale burrow diameter).  Mud-

bed thickness is variable but is typically thicker near the base of an MSC (3-15 cm bed 

thickness).  The transition from sand to mud is characteristically gradational (1-10 mm 

transition of grain size), but in some locations, this contact appears abrupt.  Conversely, the 

mud to sand contact is invariably abrupt in appearance and is a distinct lithological break.     

Up-section, normal to bedding planes within a sand bed, sedimentary-structure size 

decreases (0.5-5 cm current-ripple cross-lamination set thickness), whereas bioturbation 

intensity increases (BI = 2-5) (Fig 5.3B, 5.3C).  “Top down” bioturbation (Chapter 4) becomes a 

prominent feature and bioturbation within sand beds becomes more common, consisting of 

Cylindrichnus (1-7 cm burrow length) and Skolithos burrows (1-5 cm burrow length).  Sand-bed 

thickness also decreases upward through an MSC (10-30 cm sand-bed thickness).  Mud-bed 

thickness (1 – 10 cm bed thickness) and lateral continuity (5-20m lateral continuity) are variable 

up-section and these mud intervals are either laminated (mm-scale laminations) or 

structureless.  Bioturbation intensities increase within the fine member (BI = 1-4) and consist of 

Planolites (1-5 mm burrow diameter), Palaeophycus (5-10 mm burrow diameter) and 

unidentified horizontal burrows.  This up-section change in bed character reflects a gradational 

transition from Facies 5 (and Facies 1B) to Facies 6 vertically within an MSC.   
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Figure 5.2.  A typical metre-scale cycle (MSC).  Near the base, evidence of local erosion is given by the sporadic occurrence of Facies 3B-type mud clasts.  
Sand beds near the base of a package are thickest and sand-bed thickness decreases abruptly up section.  There is a transition from Facies 5 to Facies 6 
(dashed yellow line) marked by the decrease in sand-bed thickness, increased occurrence of structureless beds, and a marked increase in bioturbation 
intensity.  This cycle is roughly 1.25 m thick, an average thickness of an MSC. 
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Figure 5.3. MSC expression. (A) Stacking of MSCs (defined by solid yellow lines) with facies differentiation (indicated by dashed yellow lines).  Most MSCs 
appear to contain gradational transitions from thicker Facies 5 to thinner packages of Facies 6.  Thicker cycles have Facies 1B at the bottom (uppermost MSC 
in photo).  (B) Contact between two MSCs (defined by solid yellow line).  The lower package is easily distinguished due to the more intense top-down (post-
depositional) bioturbation (BI=5) and bioturbation throughout sand beds (syndepositional) (BI=3) compared to the low intensity of bioturbation (BI=1) in 
the upper cycle.  Ripples are also clearly recognized within the upper MSC.  The contact has centimetre-scale relief, and the upper MSC appears to truncate 
both sand and mud layers of the underlying package.  (C) Close-up of a contact separating two MSCs (solid yellow line).  This contact is cryptic in nature, 
separating two sand beds.  The lower sand bed is bioturbated throughout and there are no obvious ripples.  The upper sand bed has no bioturbation, and is 
characterized by pervasive ripple cross-lamination (climbing) and cross-stratification.  This example shows how successive cycles can scour through low-
flow muds into underlying sand beds of previous MSCs, creating flood-bed amalgamation.      
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Near the top of an MSC, sedimentary-structure size within the sand beds is further 

reduced (0.5-3 cm current-ripple cross-lamination set thickness) or the beds are structureless.  

Sand beds are also thin near the top of an MSC (1-10 cm bed thickness).     Bioturbation 

intensities within the sand beds are highest within the upper portions of an MSC (BI = 4-6) and 

are comprised dominantly of Cylindrichnus (1-10 cm burrow length), with minor Skolithos 

burrows (1-8 cm burrow length).  Consequently, these upper intervals have the largest burrows 

of any part of an MSC.  Both ichnogenera occur dispersed throughout sand beds and are 

concentrated near the sand-mud contacts as “top down” bioturbation.  These high intensities 

of bioturbation often obscure primary sedimentary structures, giving sand beds a structureless 

appearance.  Upper occurrences of fine-member beds within an MSC are commonly 

structureless and are highly bioturbated (BI = 5-6) with abundant Planolites (1-5 mm burrow 

diameter), minor Palaeophycus (5-10 mm burrow diameter) and abundant unidentified 

horizontal burrows.  Mud-bed thickness is generally variable in the upper part of an MSC (1-10 

cm bed thickness).  Sand-grain size does not decrease up section as upper fine- to lower 

medium-grained sand beds and lower very fine-grained sand to silt mud beds occur at all 

stratigraphic intervals within an MSC. However, the frequency of mud interbeds increases up-

section due to a thinning of the sand beds.  An MSC therefore does not fine upwards but 

becomes “muddier” up-section.  This change in lithology and bioturbation intensity from base 

to top suggests that MSCs are asymmetric depositional units. 

Vertical Variations Between Stacked MSCs 

The contacts between MSCs are typically sharp (Fig. 5.3) and it is this sharp change in 

character across this contact which allows for identification of individual MSCs.  Local 
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truncation (cm to dm-scale relief) of underlying MSCs is observed between packages but the 

amount of truncation is typically limited laterally and vertically (Fig 5.1).  Orientation and 

inclination of sand/mud contacts also varies locally between cycles (1°-10° dip-direction change 

and 1°-8° dip-inclination variation of sand/mud contacts).   Mud clasts are not common, but any 

that do occur are Facies 3B-type clasts, concentrated near the base of an MSC.     

Twelve MSCs were recognized within the middle McMurray exposures of Outcrop 3.  A 

detailed analysis was undertaken at Outcrop 3B (Section 6) to characterize each package with 

centimetre-scale attention to bed thickness, bioturbation intensity, bioturbation diversity and 

grain-size distribution (Appendix 5).  Comparing these cycles up-section within this strike 

section, normal to bedding, some general observations can be summarized.  (I) There does not 

appear to be any vertical trend in MSC thicknesses and thicker MSCs are sporadically 

distributed throughout the section (Fig. 5.4B).   (II) Though individual cycles become muddier 

upward, each package is sand-dominated and the amount of sand and mud does not differ 

much between MSCs (typically 80% sand, 20% mud) (Fig. 5.4C).  (III)  Overprinting the upward 

increase in bioturbation intensities within each package, there is a slight increase in 

bioturbation intensity up-section.  (IV) The MSC-dominated IHS at Outcrop 3 appears to be 

overlain by a section of Facies 7 so that the uppermost exposed MSC (correlated laterally across 

strike sections) appears to be overlain by Facies 7.  This facies transition is easily recognized due 

to the contrast in uniformity of sand-bed thickness as MSCs have variable (but relatively 

thicker) sand beds, whereas Facies 7 has thin, uniform sand-bed thicknesses.  In outcrop, this 

boundary is typically marked by a pronounced degradation in exposure quality moving up-

section from the MSC-dominated IHS into Facies 7.      
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Figure 5.4. (A) Graphical log of MSC 9 (C9), an archetypal MSC exposed at Section 6, Outcrop 3B.  It exhibits an 
upward decrease in sand-bed thickness, an upward increase in bioturbation and an upward increase in mud-bed 
abundance.  The evidence of bioturbation throughout the thicker sand beds may be indicative of flood-deposit 
amalgamation.  Bounding surfaces of C9 with underlying (C8) and overlying (C10) MSCs are easily identifiable 
due to the abrupt transitions in bed thickness, mud-bed abundance and bioturbation intensity.  (B)  Bar graph 
displaying the thickness of each MSC recognized at Section 6.  The MSCs numbered (C1, C2, C3, etc.) from the 
bottom up.  There does not appear to be any thickening or thinning trend up section, with the thickest package 
occurring near the middle of the section (C7).  Cycle thickness averages 138 centimetres.  Cycle 12 is omitted due 
to surficial weathering and modern slumping that prevent accurate measurements.    (C)  Bar graph comparing 
sand and mud percentages in each MSC.  The percentages within each cycle are fairly consistent between 
packages, with an average of approximately 78% sand.  This value suggests that the identified MSCs are sand-
dominated, even though within a single package there is an upward decrease in mud-bed abundance.    (D)  Bar 
graph presenting the number of recognizable sand-mud couplets per MSC.   The number of couplets within a 
cycle serves as an estimation of the minimum amount of time it takes for cycle formation (see text for 
discussion).  There is an average of 7 couplets per cycle, which may suggest a possible cycle periodicity of 7 
years. 
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Lateral Variation in MSCs 

MSCs can be recognized at all exposures of Outcrop 3.  However, the expression of the 

cycles varies laterally within and between outcrops.  MSCs are most clearly developed at the 

eastern edge of Outcrop 3C.  Lateral thickness variations are observed locally within individual 

MSCs (±20 cm thickness variations within a 1 m length) and the thickness of sand beds is 

particularly inconsistent in the upper portions of a cycle so that the beds appear to be laterally 

discontinuous (pinch and swell morphology). Basal sand beds often appear more consistent in 

thickness and act as marker beds for lateral correlation of separate cycles.  However, these 

beds have larger lateral variations in thickness (±50 cm thickness variations within a 10 m 

length) that is less apparent due to the larger wavelength of the thickness variation.  Thickness 

variations of basal beds appears to be mostly due to fluctuating depth of incision into 

underlying deposits, while the upper surface of these sand beds remains fairly uniform and 

consistently flat (Fig. 5.1).  Correlating across outcrop 3C, it becomes apparent that 

stratigraphically lower MSCs interfinger downward into Facies 1A (Fig. 4.8B).   

Small lateral heterogeneities in sand-bed thickness and lack of mud-bed lateral 

continuity make precise correlation of each cycle between outcrops (Outcrops 3A, 3B, 3C) 

challenging.   MSCs with the thickest basal sand bodies (typically composed of Facies 1B) 

become reference intervals, establishing timelines and allowing extrapolation/comparison of 

overlying and underlying cycles between outcrops (Fig. 5.5).   Along a single MSC, there is no 

pronounced variation in the orientation of sand/mud contacts (±10-30° variation in dip 

direction) and, throughout the entire project area, the surfaces dip broadly in the same 

direction (350 - 20° dip direction).   
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Figure 5.5.  Strike section correlation of MSCs at Outcrop 3A with 3C (Concert Bowl West) which is approximately 250 m to the east (upstream).  Thicker 
MSCs (bases highlighted with solid pink lines) are easily correlated, despite the distance between the outcrops.  The identification of these marker units 
allows for an accurate tracing of the smaller, less obvious MSCs (bases highlighted with solid yellow lines).  Lower MSCs, particularly in Outcrop 3A, are 
difficult to correlate (denoted by question marks) because of poor exposure, with modern-day slumping as well as evidence of original (ancient) slumping 
on the point-bar surface.  Unannotated versions of Outcrops 3A and 3C are available in Appendix 2 (Figs. A.2.3 and A.2.5).   
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INTERPRETATION 

The basal beds of an MSC are interpreted to represent deposition during river-flood 

events of the highest magnitude, as evidenced by an erosional base with truncation of 

underlying units, thicker sand beds, larger sedimentary structures, less frequent mud beds and 

reduced bioturbation intensities and diversities.  Flow velocities would have been high, 

sediment concentrations (bedload and suspended load) would have been elevated and water 

salinity may have been minimal during these high-discharge events.  Higher in the stratigraphy 

of a single cycle, the decrease in sand-bed thickness is interpreted to represent decreased 

bedload transport/sedimentation rates and less sand-bed amalgamation due to a relative 

decrease in flood-stage flow velocities during smaller flood-stage intervals.  An increase in mud-

bed abundance may suggest less erosion and increased preservation of low-flow muds within 

the channel, associated with less scour during smaller flooding events.  Increased bioturbation 

intensities and a slight increase in species diversity may imply lower flow velocities, lower 

sediment concentrations and continued brackish-water conditions throughout the smaller 

floods.  A single MSC, therefore, represents a fluctuation in the magnitude of flooding events, 

with larger flooding events near the base passing upward to the deposits of increasingly smaller 

floods.   

Variations in lateral thickness of sand beds within a package are interpreted to 

represent differences in discharge, flow velocity and erosive potential (more important for 

basal sand beds) within the channel, associated with flooding events.  Larger floods have 

increased erosive potential, causing scour of the channel bed, likely creating the sharp, lower 

contact of MSC packages (Fig. 5.6A).  Enhanced turbulence associated with these large floods 
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might also cause local variation in the depth of incision into underlying deposits and, as flow 

velocities decrease (below a critical velocity of wholesale bed erosion known as VCWE; Fig. 5.6A), 

deposition within these local scour pits causes the lateral variations in sand-bed thickness 

(Salter, 1993; Wohl, 2000).  When the flood eventually wanes, flow velocities decrease until a 

critical velocity of sand transport (VCBT= critical velocity of bedload transport; Fig. 5.6A) is 

achieved, after which there is no longer sand movement (Baker, 1977).  This likely accounts for 

the relatively flat-lying upper contact of these basal sand beds, as well as the abrupt sand/mud 

contact for all IHS beds.  

Smaller floods (interpreted to be representative of upper sand beds within MSCs) may 

have relatively lower flow velocities, causing relatively minimal bed erosion (speeds are always 

below VCWE) and relatively brief periods of sand transport/deposition, potentially producing 

thin, discontinuous sand beds (Fig. 5.6B).  The abruptness of transport/deposition initiation and 

cessation, as well as the intensity of bed erosion is largely controlled by the shape of the flood 

hydrograph (flood discharge with time) and the absolute value achieved during the flood peak 

(Rodda, 1969) (Fig. 5.6).  The height of the peak discharge gives some indication of whether the 

critical thresholds (VCWE and VCBT) are attained, while steepness of the limbs indicates whether 

there will be prolonged (gradual limbs) vs. short (steep limbs) periods of erosion and 

deposition.  
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Figure 5.6. Theoretical flood hydrographs showing the variation in discharge throughout a flood.  (A) A relatively 
large flood, interpreted to be more representative of conditions during the formation of basal beds of MSCs. As 
discharge increases, flow velocity also increases though this fluctuation is dampened by the increase in cross-
sectional area of the channel during the flood. The hydrograph shows a relatively steep “rising limb” and a more 
gradual “falling limb”, although it is theoretically possible to get a gradational “rising limb” as is the case for 
many large fluvial basins (Rodda, 1969).     As the discharge increases within the rising limb following initial 
rainfall (T1), a critical flow velocity (VCBT= critical velocity of bedload transport) is reached where there is the 
initiation of appreciable bed-load transport (T2) (flood-related bedload transport). As the rain stops, there is a 
time lag (basin lag) between the end of the rain and peak discharge.  Subsequently as discharge approaches its 
peak, a second threshold (VCWE= critical velocity of wholesale bank erosion) is reached above which there is no 
longer any deposition and the entire channel is likely scoured (T3).  It is during this time that the basal surface of 
an MSC, as well as each sand bed within it forms.  Any sediment previously deposited during the rising limb is 
likely reworked during this time.  As the flood wanes, the discharge decreases past the scour threshold, so that 
flood-derived deposition can resume, forming a sand bed within an MSC (T4).  A continued decrease in discharge 
and flow velocity results in cessation of flood-derived bedload deposition (second dashed yellow line) forming 
the abrupt upper contact of the sand beds within MSCs.  As conditions return to low-flow (base flow) fine 
grained-sediments may settle out of suspension, and low-flow deposition begins again (fine members of MSCs).  
(B)  A relatively smaller flood interpreted to be representative of conditions during the formation of upper beds 
within an MSC.  The hydrograph exhibits a more gradual “rising limb”, decreased initial rainfall quantity and 
intensity, and overall smaller peak discharge.  In this hypothetical case, the base flow begins at a lower value, 
possibly suggesting that there is relatively less low-flow discharge then in 5.6A (i.e., a dryer year).  The smaller 
discharge has a smaller corresponding flow velocity, so that VCWE is never reached and erosion of underlying 
deposits is minimal.  The flood only goes above VCBT for a relatively short time (T2), so that transport and 
deposition of flood-derived sand is limited.  This might potentially explain why beds within the upper portions of 
MSCs are thinner and more discontinuous.  Staying below this critical threshold of bed erosion might also 
explain why there is a persistence of bioturbation throughout sand beds, as organism populations are not 
completely removed from the system during these smaller scale floods.  A is modified from Rodda (1969).     
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            An alternative interpretation of an MSC might be that individual packages represent 

separate, metre-scale, upward-fining point bars associated with smaller tidal-fluvial channels or 

tidal creeks (cf. Ranger and Gingras, 2003; Lettley, 2004).  In this interpretation, the thicker, 

basal sand beds would represent deposition within the lowest part of a small (likely 1 – 3 m 

deep) channel.  The upward decrease in sand-bed thickness would therefore reflect 

progressively up-slope positions on these small point bars where lower flow velocities would 

allow for greater bioturbation intensities, less sediment transport and improved preservation of 

annual low-flow mud.  Although smaller channels and point bars might be common to certain 

areas of the middle McMurray fluvial-marine transition (seaward proximal/tide-dominated 

locations, flanking tidal-flat environments and the intertidal portion of large tidal-fluvial point 

bars), they are not believed to be the origin of the MSCs.   

Widespread lateral continuity of the packages is not consistent with the interpretation 

as small, stacked channels.  Individual MSCs can be correlated over distances of 400 metres 

(Fig. 5.5), maintaining a constant thickness of less than 3 metres (±50 cm lateral variation), 

yielding a sheet-like morphology.  The deposits of small channels would not be as laterally 

continuous in strike sections, and individual channel deposits are more likely to be isolated 

from each other and truncated by subsequent channels.  MSCs do show lateral thickness 

variations, which might be interpreted as individual channel growth and migration, but when 

correlated across the outcrops, these thicker intervals thin laterally and do not overlie 

important stratigraphic boundaries, as would be expected within separate stacked channels 

(Fig.  5.1). Within dip sections, these sheet-like MSCs can be traced from the top of the point 

bar to the lower point bar, where they interfinger with sand-dominated facies.  This geometry is 
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unequivocal proof that MSCs are not individual channels, since stacked channels could not 

possibly dip in this manner.   

Surfaces between individual MSCs do not reflect major channel-cutting erosion.  

Truncation of underlying units is minimal (1-50 cm relief) and there are no definitive channel-

lag deposits near the bases.  Existing mud clasts (generally Facies 3B-type clasts) are interpreted 

to indicate local erosion of underlying mud units but do not appear to represent major erosion 

associated with incision of separate channels which would likely be associated with Facies 3A-

type clasts (channel-bottom/lag-type clasts).  If they were separate channels, then it might be 

expected that bedding planes within the MSCs should be inclined relative to the base of each 

package (i.e., exhibit lateral accretion).  Instead, bedding planes within an MSC are conformable 

to the bounding surfaces of each package (Figs. 5.1, 5.3A).  A small tidal-fluvial channel would 

also probably have a smaller meander wavelength than a larger tidal-fluvial channel and large 

variations in orientation (± 180° variation in dip direction) along a single channel and between 

separate channels might be expected.   

Consequently, these stacked packages (at least 12 as recognized in Outcrop 3C) do not 

represent separate channel systems, but suggest cyclic fluctuations in flood-stage magnitude 

throughout deposition, within a larger-scale, genetically related environment. Within a cycle, 

individual sand/mud couplets characterize annual sedimentation on a point-bar surface since 

each sand- mud couplet is interpreted to represent seasonal deposition of flood-stage and low-

flow periods respectively.  The number of sand and mud couplets may, therefore, temporally 

constrain the length of cycle development: for the MSCs in Section 6, an arithmetic mean 

suggests an average cycle length of 7 years with a maximum of 20 years and a minimum of 2 
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years (Fig. 5.3D).  Sand-bed amalgamation during MSC formation, a potentially extensive 

process within the thicker sand beds, may cause them to represent multiple years of deposition 

which have been amalgamated by subsequent flooding events, such that the number of 

sand/mud couplets represents a minimum approximation of cycle length.  Conversely, if 

flooding occurs at a higher frequency (multiple flooding events per year) cycle length may be 

overestimated, although the likelihood of this is small in large, integrated drainage systems 

such as that which is believed to have formed the middle McMurray IHS units (Mossop and 

Flach, 1983; Smith et al., 2009; Hubbard et al., 2011; Musial et al., 2011). 

There is mounting evidence that indicates that multiple orders of interacting climate 

cyclicity exist, including: interannual/annual/interdecadal variations caused by ocean dynamics 

such as El Nino Southern Oscillations (ENSO) (Ropelewski and Halpert, 1986; 1987; Torrence 

and Webster, 1999) and  North Atlantic Oscillations (NAO) (Hurrell 1995; Grotzner et al., 1998; 

Rimbu et al., 2002; Hubeny et al., 2006); decadal to multidecadal variations related to  solar 

variability/sunspot frequency (Rind and Overpeck, 1993; Mauas et al., 2008; Hajian and Sadegh 

Movahed, 2010) and sea-surface-temperature cyclicity (Venzke et al., 1999; Barlow et al., 

2001)); and millennial-scale fluctuations related to Milankovitch cycles (de Boer and Smith, 

1994), Bond cycles (Bond et al., 1997; Billeaud et, al., 2009) and “storminess” cycles (Sorrel et 

al., 2009)).  These interacting climate cycles are believed to be reflected in the discharge 

records of modern rivers (Huntington, 2006; Wasson and Bayliss, 2007; Dai et al., 2009) (Figs. 

5.7, 5.8) and likely were present in the ancient (de Boer and Smith, 1994; Labreque et al., 

2011b).   Metre-scale thicknesses (and potentially the interpreted range of formation of 2-20 

years from Section 6) might suggest that MSC formation was dominated by an interaction of 
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interannual and decadal variations in climate (fluctuations in ocean dynamics and solar 

variations/sunspot frequency, respectively).    

The direct consequence of each process, regardless of temporal order, appears to be 

alternating periods of relatively warmer, wet times and subsequent cooler, drier intervals (Rind 

and Overpeck, 1993; Barlow et al., 2001; Mauas et al., 2008; Labreque et al., 2011b).  Wet 

periods would likely exhibit maximum riverine dominance with an increase in flooding 

frequency, higher flood-stage discharges (Fig. 5.8), greater sediment transport (enhanced flow 

velocity and flow capacity) and a seaward-directed displacement of the tidal and salinity nodes 

during all flow stages (an overall increase in river influence) (Fig. 5.9).  It is during such intervals 

of wet-year abundance that the basal sand beds of MSCs were presumably deposited.   

Subsequent dry years would probably experience a relative minimum in river dominance and a 

maximum of tidal influence with a decrease in flood frequency, smaller flood-stage discharges 

(Fig. 5.8), decreased sediment deposition, persistent brackish-water conditions throughout 

flooding events and a landward-directed incursion of the tidal and salinity nodes (Fig. 5.9).  

Thinner, intensely bioturbated beds of the upper intervals of MSCs are most likely the 

depositional expression of these dry years. 

 

 
 
Figure 5.7.  Time series of annual discharge (km

3
/yr) for the world’s 24 largest rivers from 1948-2004.  

Measurements were typically taken at the most downstream/coast-proximal gauging station (in parentheses).  
It appears from the plots that most of these rivers have some degree of decadal and interannual variation in 
discharge, likely due to climactic cycles.  The fact that each river appears to have a unique plot is likely due to 
interference of extraterrestrial cycles (i.e., sunspot variations, Milankovitch cycles, Bond cycles) with terrestrial 
cycles (i.e., ocean-dynamic cycles and sea-surface temperature cycles) which are location dependent (Dai and 
Trenberth, 2002).  It is interesting to note that even large rivers such as the Amazon, which has an extensive 
drainage basin with many tributaries, appears to show decadal variations in river discharge.  Modified from Dai 
et al. (2009).   
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Figure 5.8. Time series of annual discharge for selected rivers measured near (<50 km) the river mouth.  (A) 
Annual discharge variation measured from 1950-2002 for the Haughton and Burdekin Rivers, northeastern 
Australian examples of rivers with semihumid and humid climates, respectively.  Data were collected from 
October to October to record a complete wet season for each river system.  The Burdekin River clearly shows 
decadal (and interannual) variations in discharge (dashed blue line), with alternating periods of low discharge 
(interpreted to be an arid periods) and high discharge (interpreted to be a humid periods).  The Haughton River 
also displays similar fluctuations in discharge, but they are of lesser magnitude because it is a smaller fluvial 
system.  Modified from Alexander and Fielding (2006).  (B) Annual discharge variations measured from 1930-
1995 for the Eel River, northern California, a semihumid to humid river dominated by seasonal runoff.  The Eel 
River also appears to display decadal fluctuations in river discharge (dashed blue line), likely due to interacting 
climate cycles.  Modified from Syvitiski and Morehead (1999).                 
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Cyclic deposition of similar scale has been recognized in ancient fluvial deposits 

(Puigdefabregas and Van Vleit, 1978, Bridge et al., 1995), as well as being identified in other 

middle McMurray deposits.  In a detailed subsurface study of a single middle McMurray point 

bar, Labreque et al. (2011 a;b) observed metre-scale fining upward cycles composed of cross-

stratified, fine-grained sandstone with silt interbeds which abruptly transition into thick beds of 

organic-rich, plane laminated to structureless siltstone which presumably are analogues of the 

Steepbank MSCs.   

 

 
Figure 5.9 Theoretical displacement of the salinity and tidal nodes as a function of the variations in river 
discharge both seasonally and over decadal climate cycles.  During wet periods, nodes (both low-flow and flood-
stage) are pushed seaward, while during dry periods there is a landward incursion of the nodes.  The 
displacement in location of the seasonal nodes is thought to be more pronounced during dry periods, when river 
discharge is lower.  Depending on the size of the river, the displacement of the nodes could be 10’s to 100’s of 
kilometres (Kravtsova et al., 2009; Purnachandra Roa et al., 2011).   The positions of the nodes are relative and 
represent the most extreme conditions.  Hypothetically, there is a continuum of node locations that continually 
change.   
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   Quantitative analysis of wire-line logs (i.e., autocorrelation analysis, Fourier transform 

analysis and wavelet transform analysis), integrated with core data, produced cyclicity 

wavelengths of 2 metres, 4 metres, 6 metres and 10 metres, which were interpreted to  

correspond to cycle lengths of 3.3-10 years, 6.6-20 years, 10-40 years and 16.6–50 years, 

respectively  (Labreque et al., 2011b).  The shorter-wavelength cycles (2 m and 4 m) appear to 

have comparable thicknesses to the Steepbank MSCs and lend credibility to the observations 

and interpretations of decadal climate cycles affecting deposition during accumulation of the 

middle McMurray.     
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CHAPTER 6- PALEOCURRENT ANALYSIS OF OUTCROP 3 

PLANFORM GEOMETRIC ANALYSIS 

Thus far, it has been inferred that deposition of the middle McMurray occurred within a 

point-bar environment.  It is plausible that counterpoint-bar deposits also exist within the 

middle McMurray stratigraphy (cf. Smith et al., 2009).  In outcrop, these two features may 

appear similar lithologically, depending on the location within the geometrical morphology (a 

mud-dominated downstream portion of a point bar may have comparable grain sizes and 

bedforms to a counterpoint bar).   However, the planform of each deposit is fundamentally 

different as a counterpoint bar has a concave geometry relative to the dip of the accretion 

surfaces, whereas a point bar is convex in form (Chapter 2; Fig. 2.5).  The spatial distribution of 

form lines derived from the strikes of the IHS bedding planes should theoretically define the 

planform shape of the deposits.  Examination of these form lines at Outcrop 3 (Fig. 6.1A) using 

IHS bedding-plane measurements input to Google SketchUp© (GSU) suggests a convex down-

dip form, confirming the original deduction that the deposits represent a point-bar 

environment.  These form lines also allow the average curvature of the bend to be determined 

by comparing the lateral changes in curvature from one side of the outcrop (Outcrop 3A) to the 

other (Outcrop 3C- Back Stage) (Fig 6.1B).   

Having a relatively consistent curvature throughout the project area might also be 

indicative of the existence of a single point bar and not several smaller stacked point bars since 

small channels would likely have a smaller radius of curvature (Barwis, 1978) and inconsistent 

orientations between channels within a smaller area.  The model reveals that there are no large 

discrepancies (i.e., ±180° dip direction variations which might be expected if relatively small 
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point bars exist) in measurements of the deposit, other than within known slump deposits and 

their associated healing-phase deposits, which suggests that the majority of the deposits at 

Outcrop 3 represent a single, large-scale point bar (see further discussion in Chapter 7).   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1.  Google SketchUp

© 
(GSU) snapshots displaying results of the planform analysis.  (A)  A “striped” (map 

removed) top-down snapshot of Outcrop 3 showing the general form orientations throughout the outcrop.  The 
geometry of these form lines (strike lines of the IHS bedding planes) indicate that the planform is convex down 
dip, therefore indicating a point bar and not a counterpoint bar.  Each form orientation (small purple bars) is 
calculated by taking a measurement that is directly perpendicular to the dip direction of each IHS bedding plane 
measurement (the strike of the measurement).  The yellow line approximates a summation of the form lines 
and confirms the convex down-dip orientation.  The red box indicates the location of divergent form lines, 
caused by measurements taken within a slump deposit and its subsequent healing phase.  Other local 
irregularities in form lines are most likely due to small heterogeneities in dips, relative to differential erosion 
during floods, slumping, and slight measurement errors along difficult exposures (i.e., oblique sections).  (B)  
GSU snapshot displaying the average summation of form sets of IHS bedding planes, providing a recreation of 
the average curvature of the point bar, in relation to the extent of Outcrop 3.  The cross-stream width is 
hypothetical, with the actual width of the channel likely being much larger.   
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CUMULATIVE PALEOCURRENT ANALYSIS 

Mossop and Flach’s (1983) original outcrop measurements in the Steepbank River area 

(Steepbank Outcrops 1-10) indicate a strong unidirectional paleoflow (toward the northeast); 

however, these measurements do not show the typical perpendicular relationship between 

paleocurrents and the dip of the point-bar surface that is commonly assumed for lateral 

accretion in point-bar environments (Miall, 2010).  Most paleocurrent measurements appeared 

to travel obliquely up or obliquely down relative to the slope of the point bar/lateral-accretion 

surfaces represented by the dip of the IHS bedding planes (Fig. 6.2A) and were attributed to the 

influence of secondary (helical) flow within a meander bend.  While the processes associated 

with secondary flow may be sufficient to explain measurements that are obliquely up the point-

bar surface within certain parts of the bend (i.e., the lower point bar at the bend apex and the 

middle point bar downstream of the bend apex), they do not adequately explain measurements 

trending in other directions relative to the slope (along strike, obliquely down dip, and directly 

down dip).  These variations in orientation may be due to bedform sinuosity (ripples and 

dunes), which may cause a spread in paleocurrent measurements (Miall, 1974).  Alternatively, a 

range of orientations is also likely due to the full suite of bend flow modifications (BFMs) acting 

within the meander bend during deposition of the middle McMurray (Chapter 2) (Fig. 6.3).   

Cumulative analysis of paleocurrent and IHS bedding-plane measurements is, therefore, 

not able to characterize the architecture of the middle McMurray in detail. Three dimensional 

analysis of the distribution of measurements, maintaining the spatial location of individual data 

points relative to the paleo-river bend, provides a more detailed examination of flow 

distribution around the point bar. If a single point bar is recognized, then three-dimensional 
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analysis might allow for an interpretation of the relative position of the deposits within a 

meander bend, using limited outcrop exposure since the direction and magnitude of BFM 

deflection is dependent on the location within a bend (Fig. 6.3).   

 

 

Figure 6.2.  Cumulative rose diagrams showing paleocurrent measurements relative to a cumulative average 
orientation of the IHS bedding-plane measurements. (A)  Rose diagram of Mossop and Flach (1983) displaying 
measurements taken throughout the Steepbank area (presumably Outcrop 1-10, though the specific sites are 
not mentioned).  A strong unidirectional flow is suggested, with flow dominantly traveling obliquely the IHS 
bedding planes.  There are, however, multiple flow directions, including down-dip and a minor upstream 
component.  The presence of multiple flow directions would suggest that there are multiple BFMs influencing 
the orientation of flow.  Data were derived from measurements of cross-stratification foresets within the sand-
dominated facies and current-ripple cross-lamination within IHS facies (N = 68).  (B)  Rose diagram displaying 
measurements taken specifically at Outcrop 3 in this study.  Again a strong unidirectional flow direction is 
inferred, but with flow traveling dominantly in a obliquely down-dip orientation relative to the point-bar 
surface, but with some flow travelling down dip, parallel to the strike and obliquely up dip.  A range of 
paleocurrents again suggests that BFMs serve to redistribute the downstream flow around a point bar.  The 
average for the IHS dip was calculated by taking an arithmetic mean of a total of 121 IHS bedding-plane 
measurements, yielding an average dip direction of 3.7° (north).  The paleocurrent measurements were taken 
from cross-stratification within the basal sand-dominated facies and from current-ripple cross lamination within 
the IHS facies and suggest an arithmetic average transport direction of 314.4° (N = 156). The differences 
between Mossop and Flach’s (1983) analysis and the current study show the difference of scale, as (B) focuses 
on one specific outcrop, within one bend, while (A) encompasses multiple outcrops with potentially multiple 
locations sampled on one or more  point bars (i.e., upstream of a bend apex, at a bend apex, downstream of a 
bend apex).  
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Figure 6.3.  Complete flow field around a simple meander bend highlighting the redistribution of downstream flow by bend flow modifications (BFMs) 
(Chapter 2).
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RELATIVE PALEOCURRENT VECTOR ANALYSIS 

Previous studies within the McMurray Formation have shown the merit of three-

dimensional paleocurrent mapping, with positive results in delineating bitumen grade within 

point bars and abandoned channel fills (Fustic, 2007).  However, analysis of three-dimensional 

paleocurrent distribution using the concepts of BFMs allows for further refinement of where 

deposition occurred on a point bar. 

Each area within a bend (upstream of the bend apex, at the bend apex, downstream of 

the bend apex; Fig. 6.3) will have specific orientations of flow relative to the slope of the point-

bar surface, and will also change in a cross-stream direction (i.e., up and down the point-bar 

surface; Chapter 2) so that the orientations of the local paleocurrents, relative to the dip of the 

IHS, will change as the river migrates and sediment agrades on the point bar (Fig. 6.4).  This 

theoretical evolution pertains exclusively to the effects of fluvial BFMs and does not consider 

the influence of tidal flow.  However, since sand beds of the middle McMurray at Outcrop 3 are 

interpreted to be deposited during seasonal river floods with fluvial dominance (Chapter 4), it is 

reasonable to assume that tidal modulation of bend flow is negligible. 

Integration of over 300 paleocurrent and IHS bed-orientation measurements into the 

GSU model for Outcrop 3 (with Outcrop X and Outcrop 4A as a comparison) generates a 

qualitative, pseudo-3D model of flow around the bend (Fig. 6.5), that allows for an analysis of 

the spatial distribution of paleocurrent and IHS bedding plane data (Appendix 8).   
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Figure 6.4. Theoretical spatial paleocurrent patterns in terms of divergence from the 
local dip direction of the IHS bedding planes.  Each area of the channel will be 
affected by BFMs, which cause a divergence of the flow from parallelism with the 
strike of IHS bedding planes.    Upstream-directed paleocurrent at the convex bank 
at the bend apex is present only in bends with convex-bank flow separation.  The 
flow patterns are representative of the dominant flow within the area and thus are 
similar to a time-averaged direction of net transport.  It is theoretically possible 
that, at a given instant, flow could be traveling in any direction due to the turbulent 
nature associated with fluvial flow.  Arrows displayed within this figure are relative 
and correspond to a point bar in a similar orientation to the bend shown in Figure 
6.2.     

 
 

If a single meander bend is assumed, then it should be possible to predict the spatial 

location of Outcrop 3 within the larger point bar based on the theoretical change of 

paleocurrents relative to the lateral accretion surfaces (Fig. 6.4).  This is achieved by comparing 

the divergence between closely spaced paleocurrent and IHS bedding planes, assigning each 

paleocurrent a vector (i.e., oblique up-dip, along strike, oblique down-dip, etc.) relative to the 

point-bar surface at that location, and tabulating the results for all positions within Outcrop 3 

(Outcrop 3A, 3B etc.). 
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Figure 6.5.  Google SketchUp

© 
(GSU) snapshots of the pseudo-3D model of Steepbank Outcrops 3 and 4.  (A)  An 

oblique snapshot (relative to the ground surface) facing north, showing the entire project area with correct 
orientations of outcrop photomosaics using satellite imagery and GPS referencing.  The scale of each 
photomosaic has been corrected for the actual height, using section data, to allow for correlation between 
exposure surfaces.  The black rectangle highlights the location of Fig. 6.4B.  (B)  A slightly oblique snapshot, 
facing northeast, displaying a closer image of the model.  By placing each outcrop in its correct spatial location 
and orientation, it becomes easier to predict which surfaces correlate, something that is particularly important 
when attempting to correlate MSCs.  The orange-beige planes represent areas where no good photo data were 
available due to tree cover.  The red rectangle highlights the location of Fig. 6.4C.  (C)  A top view (slightly 
oblique) exhibiting the spatial distribution of measurements within Outcrop 3C. The top of the snapshot is 
oriented to the northeast.  Each arrow (or bar) represents a discrete measurement which has been 
georeferenced using logged-section information, satellite imagery, photomosaics and GPS data.  The dip 
direction and inclination of each measurement is then imported into the model, to visualize the architecture of 
that specific area better.  Measurements are color coded: red arrows are ripples; green arrows/bars are IHS 
bedding planes; yellow arrows are dune cross-beds; light blue bars are master bedding surfaces within the cross-
stratified sands; dark blue bars are upper McMurray bedding planes; dark green arrows are upper channel IHS 
bedding planes; and dark red arrows are ripples within the Upper McMurray.  The yellow rectangle indicates the 
location of Fig. 6.4D.  (D)  An oblique northeast view of Outcrop 3-C, Concert Bowl west and its adjacent outcrop, 
for which there are no photo data.  The GSU model not only allows for a comparison of measurements laterally 
between exposures, but also vertically so that the evolution of the point-bar surface and its corresponding 
bedforms can be tracked through time. 
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To compare these relative vectors for a given interval, the outcrop must be divided into 

equivalent ages (i.e. time slices).  Within the relatively 2-dimensional strike-parallel exposures 

of Outcrop 3, an elevation (i.e., a structural datum) might approximate this time slice.  

However, in dip sections, deposition occurs along the sloped surface of a point bar (i.e. an equal 

time surface extends from the base of the deposit up dip to the top of the section) and thus a 

constant elevation does not represent a time slice in these sections.   

However, correlative MSCs within Outcrop 3 are “time slices” which allow for the 

examination of the actual paleocurrent evolution both spatially and temporally (Fig. 6.6).  Once 

individual MSCs are identified in strike sections, these packages can be correlated into dip 

sections where the MSCs continue from lower point bar to upper point bar. Results of the 

paleocurrent analysis (Fig. 6.6) show a complex distribution of relative vectors when compared 

to the simple hypothetical model for paleocurrent transformation (Fig. 6.4).  This is caused by 

the abundance of vectors, at least some of which reflect temporal variations in flow direction 

(flood vs. non-flood times) and/or are influenced by scatter caused by bedform sinuosity (Miall, 

1974) and measurement errors,  which all likely contribute to the complexity.   

The paleocurrent vectors do, however, provide insight into the spatial location of 

Outcrop 3 within the point bar.  Measurements taken higher on the point bar (position IV on 

Fig. 6.5), are interpreted to be closest to the convex bank and exhibit dominant migration 

obliquely down the lateral-accretion surfaces, with minor vectors positioned along the strike of 

the point-bar slope.  The next highest elevation (position III on Fig. 6.5) indicates flow that is 

generally trending along strike or obliquely down the slope.   
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Figure 6.6.  Spatial paleocurrent pattern in terms of divergence from the local dip direction of the lateral-
accretion surfaces for Outcrop 3.  The inset diagram shows the location of the measurements within a 
hypothetical channel, with a hypothetical water-surface elevation (wavy surface).  Each position was calculated 
by taking a time slice along a point-bar surface represented by subsequent MSC packages in strike sections and 
then correlating each MSC into the dipping strata exposed in dip sections.  Each MSC should have a roughly 
similar point-bar surface during deposition (in strike sections), so that different spatial areas can be compared.  
Position I represents measurements from the basal sand-dominated facies (upper 3 m only; subsequently 
discussed in Chapter 7), which are interpreted to have formed in the channel base/thalweg.  Up-dip positions (II, 
III, IV) were taken within successively higher elevations within the middle McMurray.  No accurate data was 
available for the upper position (V) since these deposits were mainly fine grained and weathered.  The vectors 
were derived by comparing paleocurrent data with the nearest adjacent IHS bedding planes and assigning a 
value of up dip, oblique to strike, etc. By comparing these data with the theoretical divergence diagram (Fig. 
6.4), it becomes apparent that the vectors are most similar to those found in the bend apex in the relatively 
downstream locations (outcrops 3A and 3B), with vectors obliquely up-dip in the most down-dip areas, along 
strike and obliquely down dip in the mid channel to convex-bank area.  In the relatively upstream locations 
(Outcrop 3C), the mostly obliquely down-dip vectors suggest a location upstream of the bend apex.  The 
boundaries of the channel are hypothetical, with the possibility that each time slice does not equal a similar 
length of time.  The sides of the channel are also theoretical and are shown only to give a position for each time 
slice relative to neighbouring slices.  The curvature of the meander bend suggested by the diagram was 
determined using an average curvature derived by tracing the IHS bedding-plane strike lines as described in the 
text (Fig. 6.1).  The position of each cross-sectional band of vectors (outcrop positions; i.e., 3AW, 3AE etc.) are 
locations relative to other outcrops, thus exhibiting the actual distribution of vectors along the meander bend.  
Outcrop 4A vectors are included in the analysis in order to compare the similarities (or differences) in 
orientation between Outcrops 3 and 4.  The correlation potential between outcrops 3 and 4 is described below 
(Chapter 7).  The location of 4A was determined by extrapolating the dip of the bedding planes into the same 
plane as Outcrop 3.   Outcrop abbreviations: 3AW= west side of Outcrop 3A; 3AE= east side of Outcrop 3A; 3AB= 
beside Outcrop 3A; 3BW= west side of Outcrop 3B; 3BE= east side of Outcrop BA; 3BB= beside Outcrop BA; 4A?= 
extrapolated position of Outcrop 4A (discussed in Chapter 7); 3CCBWB= beside Outcrop 3C- Concert Bowl West; 
3CCBS1= Outcrop 3C-Concert Bowl South position 1; 3CCBS2= Outcrop 3C-Concert Bowl South position 2; 3CSS1= 
Outcrop 3C- Side Stage position 1; 3CSS2= Outcrop 3C- Side Stage position 2; 3CBS1 = Outcrop 3C- Backstage 
position 1; and 3CBS2 = Outcrop 3C- Backstage position 2. 
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Continuing outwards towards the concave bank (position II on Fig. 6.5), a new vector becomes 

prominent, indicating flow that is traveling obliquely up the lateral-accretion surfaces, along 

with having paleocurrents which suggest flow obliquely down dip and along strike.  

Since Outcrop 3 is probably part of a large-scale point bar (Chapter 4), it is possible to 

assume that the entire outcrop represents a specific area of the point bar, either upstream of 

the bend apex, at the bend apex, or downstream of the bend apex.  Comparing the actual data 

(Fig. 6.6) to the model (Fig. 6.4) indicates that deposition most likely occurred just upstream of, 

and at, the bend apex, in an area where topographic steering of the flow away from the convex 

bank is the predominant BFM.  The presence of flow vectors travelling up the lateral-accretion 

surfaces should be expected as a result of secondary flow within the mid- to lower point bar at 

the bend apex.    Areas downstream of the bend apex should be characterized by flow that is 

obliquely up the point-bar surface in the lower half of the bar, patterns that are not present in 

the study area. Thus, it is unlikely that Outcrop 3 is representative of an area downstream of 

the bend apex.    

A location “completely” upstream of the bend apex should be most influenced by strong 

topographic steering in all areas, so that the vectors should be characterized by dominant flow 

obliquely down the dip of the point-bar surface.  If up-flow areas (eastern outcrops; i.e., 3CBS2 

of Fig. 6.6) of the studied area are compared to the down-flow areas (the rest of outcrop 3; i.e., 

3BE, 3AB, etc. of Fig. 6.6) there appears to be a change in dominance from obliquely down-dip 

in most locations (I-IV) to a range of vectors (obliquely up-dip, along strike, and obliquely down-

dip).  This change in vector dominance represents the transition from upstream of the bend 

apex (with strong topographic steering) to a bend-apex location (full suite of BFMs).   
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Paleocurrent data taken from within the sand-dominated facies (position I on Fig. 6.5) 

are the deepest deposits within the channel.  Vectors within this area are traveling along the 

strike of the point bar, or are traveling obliquely down the surface and do not appear to adhere 

to the predicted model for flow vectors (flow obliquely up dip and obliquely down dip; due to 

the interaction of topographic steering and secondary flow).  Since master-bedding surfaces are 

often not readily measurable within the sand dominated facies, the vectors were compared to 

IHS bedding surfaces in the immediately overlying deposits; this lack of close proximity may 

have caused an error in the vector calculation. Discrepancy from the model may also be 

attributed to the inherent randomness of turbulence (Bridge, 2003), an effect that might be 

amplified during floods and within the energetic lower point bar/channel bottom.  Three 

dimensionality of bedforms (Miall, 1974) and measurement errors (from oblique exposure 

surfaces) also contribute to vector discrepancy within the sand-dominated facies.       
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CHAPTER 7 – CHANNEL STACKING 

DESCRIPTION 

Previous Steepbank studies have suggested that Outcrop 4 exhibits multiple large-scale 

(25-35 m package thickness) channels, identified by major (±180°) changes in IHS bedding-plane 

orientations (Flach, 1977; Langenberg et al., 2002; Musial et al., 2011).  Careful analysis of this 

outcrop reveals 3 channel successions within Outcrop 4, which are all erosionally juxtaposed 

(Fig. 7.1) and stacked at a  larger scale than the MSCs (1-2 m thickness), which are present 

within these larger channel successions.  The multiple channels at Outcrop 4 are only separated 

from the single channel of Outcrop 3 (Chapter 6 and discussed below) by 400 metres, 

illustrating the presence of great stratigraphic complexity within the middle McMurray.  

Although each channel succession contains the same suite of facies (Chapter 4), there appears 

to be differences in the proportion and distribution of facies (including differences in 

bioturbation intensities and sand content) between channels. 

Channel 1 (CH1) 

The basal channel exposed in the northern-most portion of Outcrop 4 (Outcrop 4A) 

appears to sit directly on the lower McMurray, although the contact is obscured by scree.  The 

base of the channel is comprised of a thick (15 m) succession of sand-dominated facies 

(alternating occurrences of Facies 1A, 2, 3A and 4) with variable paleocurrent orientations 

(320°±50° paleocurrent directions) that become less variable near the top: the upper 3 m of the 

sand-dominated facies have a consistent direction toward the NW (~330-350°).  These upper 

paleocurrent orientations also appear consistent with paleocurrent orientations obtained 

within the same stratigraphic position of similar sand-dominated facies at Outcrop 3.  IHS facies 
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conformably overlie these sand-dominated facies, with interfingering of the two facies (Fig. 7.1 

right side). The IHS contains typical MSCs, each of which shows metre-scale alternation of 

Facies 5 and 6, an upward increase in bioturbation, an upward decrease in sand bed thickness 

and an upward increase in mud bed frequency (Fig 7.2), indentical to what is seen in Outcrop 3.  

Poor outcrop exposure (abundant present-day slumping) and truncation by overlying deposits 

limits documentation of the lateral variation of the MSCs in CH1 and inhibits the recognition 

and correlation of distinct packages over long distances (>10 m).  IHS bedding surfaces (when 

measurable) exhibit similar orientations to IHS planes encountered at Outcrop 3, with dips 

generally to the north-northeast (~25-40°).   

Channel 2 (CH2) 

The second channel (CH2) truncates CH1, incising into the IHS facies of CH1 in Outcrop 

4A (Fig. 7.1 right ride; Fig. 7.2) and even into the sand-dominated facies of CH1 in Outcrop 4B) 

(Fig. 7.1 left side).  Basal deposits of CH2 are primarily composed of a package of sand-

dominated facies (5-9 m total thickness) that is noticeably thinner than the sand-dominated 

part of CH1, except where CH2 incises into sand-dominated facies of CH1, forming a composite 

sand body with a thickness of 15-20 metres.  In this area of amalgamation of sand-dominated 

facies, it is difficult to separate deposits of the individual channels.  Paleocurrent measurements 

obtained within the composite sand body display scattered orientations near the base 

(335°±40°) but become more consistent (only ±10° variation in dip direction) in the upper 3 

metres of the sand-dominated package.  
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Figure 7.1. Photomosaic of Outcrops 4A and 4B (continued on the next page) displaying middle McMurray large-
scale channels that are vertically and laterally juxtaposed.  Three distinct channels are recognized based on 
changes in IHS-bed orientation and facies stacking patterns. Channel bases are highlighted in red, while 
representative IHS bed dips are traced in black.  The contact between IHS facies and sand-dominated facies 
within each channel is highlighted by the dashed yellow line and displays interfingering of the facies.  At the 
bottom left of the photo, sand-dominated facies of several channels are amalgamated to produce an 
anomalously thick sand body.  The entire outcrop is roughly 80 m high from the base to the top of the cliffs. 
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Figure 7.1 continued. 

 

Paleocurrent measurements within the upper 3 metres are comparable to values from 

CH1 and Outcrop 3 (northwest paleoflow direction; ~320-340°), and are consistent with the 

paleocurrent directions (ripple orientations) found within the overlying IHS sand beds.  This 

package of IHS facies is observed to interfinger with the underlying sand-dominated facies.  

(Fig. 7.1 left side).   

The facies distribution within IHS of CH2 is not the same as the IHS of CH1, as there are 

no obvious MSCs (Fig. 7.3). Instead, two distinct styles of IHS deposition are observed.  Near the 

base of the IHS facies (lower 4 m of IHS facies CH2), there appears to be indistinct MSC 

development, with repeated increases and decreases in sand-bed thickness and bioturbation 
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intensity (Fig. 7.3).  Overall, the variation in sand-bed thickness within a single MSC (from base 

to top of each package) of CH2 is less than the MSCs encountered at Outcrop 3 (15-30% 

reduction in sand-bed thickness within the MSCs of CH2 vs. 50-75% sand-bed thickness 

reduction at Outcrop 3).   

The upper 3-4 metres of the IHS interval in CH2 appears to be dominated by Facies 6 

with abundant Cylindrichnus burrows and high concentrations of “top-down” (post-

depostional) bioturbation.  This comparatively thin-bedded and mud-dominated section also 

appears to have cycles of thickness variations (10-20% reduction in sand-bed thickness within a 

1-2 m cycle) but the bioturbation intensity does not appear to increase upward within these 

cycles. There is no marked increase in mud-bed abundance upward in a cycle.  Both styles of 

IHS within CH2 can be correlated over considerable distances (100 m down dip) and there 

appears to be little variation down dip within each interval as both the lower weakly developed 

MSCs and the upper Facies 6-dominated packages continue down dip until the contact with 

underlying sand-dominated portion of CH2. Both types of IHS also exhibit an almost 180° 

divergence in IHS bedding-plane orientation relative to CH1: CH2 bedding planes dip to the 

southwest (~240-260°), whereas CH1 bedding dips to the north-northwest (Fig. 7.1). 

  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.2.  Stratigraphic log at Outcrop 4A displaying stacked channels and the primary facies organization of 
CH1 and the lower part of CH2 (facies: F1A= Facies 1A, F2= Facies 2, etc.).  CH1 can be divided into a lower 
portion with sand-dominated facies which grades upward into IHS facies that contain MSCs (cyclic upward 
decrease in sand bed thickness, upward increase in bioturbation, and upward increase in mud-bed frequency).  
These MSCs cannot be correlated any distance due to modern slumping. CH2 truncates the IHS facies of CH1 
(contact between channels is highlighted in red); its lower part is composed of sand-dominated facies.  There is 
a high concentration of type 3A mud clasts and soft-sediment deformation near the contact between the two 
channels, suggesting significant erosion during incision and increased flow velocities within the thalweg of CH2. 
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Channel 3 (CH3) 

The third channel (CH3) incises the IHS facies of CH2 at Outcrop 4B) (Fig. 7.1) and sand-

dominated facies of CH2 at the southerly edge of Outcrop 4B and at outcrops 4C and 4D) (Fig. 

7.1 and 7.4).  Outcrop 4B has a reduced thickness of sand-dominated facies (3-7 m), whereas at 

Outcrops 4C and 4D, truncation of underlying sand-dominated facies creates an amalgamation 

of sandy deposits, so that at there is a combined thickness of sand-dominated facies from CH1, 

CH2 and CH3 that reaches 26 m, the thickest seen in the project area.   Like CH1 and CH2, 

paleocurrent measurements become more consistent up section (±50° dip-direction variation 

near base of section, but only ±10° variation in the upper 2-4 m of the sand-dominated section) 

relative to paleocurrent measurements taken within the overlying IHS and suggest a northwest 

direction of paleoflow (~320-330°) (Fig 7.4). 

IHS facies overlie the sand-dominated facies.  Ch3 (specifically at Outcrops 4C and 4D) 

exhibits the best evidence to suggest a gradational contact between the lower sands and upper 

IHS intervals.  In this predominantly dip-parallel exposure, fine-member intervals of the IHS are 

observed to thin down dip, and grade into sand-dominated facies.   

 

 

Figure 7.3.  Facies stacking and correlation within CH2 of Outcrop 4.  Section 13 is located ~75 m to the south of 
Section 12, in a down-dip direction, where the average dip angle is 12-15° toward ~250-270°.  Within the middle 
McMurray section, there appears to be two sections, a lower portion with MSCs and an upper section 
dominated by Facies 6.  The upper section of the IHS appears to have repeatable changes in thickness of sand-
beds, but the bioturbation intensity is consistent throughout the entire section such that MSCs are not evident.  
This is different from what is seen at Outcrop 3, where MSCs can be laterally and vertically traced from base to 
top of the IHS-dominated section. Through outcrop correlations, it becomes apparent that within CH2, the upper 
deposits grade into the lower deposits in a down-dip direction.  Above the middle McMurray, there is a roughly 
horizontal section of upper McMurray deposits that are composed of tabular, laterally extensive units that have 
been labeled UM1, UM2 and UM3.     
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In down-dip locations, a mud bed passes down-dip into a thin layer of type 3B-like mud 

clasts or a discontinuous layer of Cylindrichnus burrows (often appearing as reworked clasts).  

Termination of mud beds appears to occur at different elevations laterally across the outcrop.   

IHS facies in CH3 is composed of stacked MSCs similar to those encountered at Outcrop 

3 and CH1 (Fig. 7.5).  The MSCs present within CH3 have more bioturbation (Cylindrichnus 

burrows) throughout the sand beds, but, in general, bioturbation intensities are less throughout 

the entire section (maximum BI=5) than in CH1.  Unlike Outcrop 3 MSCs, sand beds become 

collectively thinner up section (perpendicular to the IHS bedding plane dips) so that entire IHS 

set of CH3 becomes “muddier” with time (average sand bed thickness of 50 cm in “older” MSCs 

vs. an average of 15 cm in “younger” MSCs) .  Measurements on the dips of mud-sand contacts 

within the IHS (Fig. 7.4) also suggest an evolution in dip of the point bar throughout the life of 

the channel.  In the most northerly sections (Outcrop 4B), beds dip broadly to the northwest 

(~280-290o), whereas, 50 metres to the south (Outcrop 4C-down dip and “later” in the 

evolution of the point bar), the point-bar orientation changes and the average dip direction is 

to the southwest (~240-250°), giving a dip rotation of ~40 o.    
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Figure 7.4. Photomosaic of Outcrops 4-D and 4-C displaying multiple channel successions and selected 
paleocurrent measurements.  At the base of the outcrop, the lower McMurray is exposed, with a prominent 
northerly directed paleoflow.  Unconformably above lower McMurray there is an abnormally thick succession of 
sand-dominated facies.  Within these facies, there appears to be a change in paleocurrent directions upward.  
Near the base of the sands, paleoflow is toward the east, whereas higher within the stratigraphy, paleocurrents 
are toward northeast, a direction that is consistent across Outcrop 4-D and with ripple orientations obtained in 
the overlying IHS of CH3.    The change in paleocurrent direction is interpreted to represent stacked successions 
of sand-dominated facies from CH1, CH2 and CH3 (interpreted boundaries highlighted by red dotted lines).  
Gradationally overlying the sand-dominated succession with an interfingering contact is a package of MSC-
bearing IHS (boundary highlighted by yellow line), with a dominance of thicker bedded sands (>50 cm).  These 
thicker sands are thought to represent more common flood-event amalgamation, which may also explain the 
occurrence of Cylindrichnus burrows at all locations within the sand beds.  IHS bedding planes are correlative 
across the outcrop and suggest a southwest dip for the point-bar surface.  Upper McMurray deposits overlie the 
IHS set.  The undulatory appearance of the contacts is due to the 3D geometry of the outcrop.  Field assistant 
(roughly 1.80 m tall) is standing slightly in front of the main portion of middle McMurray, thus his height cannot 
be directly used for measurements of section.  The entire section from base to top is roughly 80 m high.  
Unannotated versions of Outcrops 4C and 4D are available in Appendix 2 (Figs. A.2.14, A.2.15, A.2.16 and 
A.2.17).   
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Figure 7.5.  Log of Section 16 showing a representative section of CH3.  The thick basal successions of sand-
dominated facies is due to an amalgamation of sands from CH3, CH2 and CH1.  Identification and separation of 
the individual channels is difficult, but has been interpreted to occur at the base of units of Facies 3A, which is 
usually a channel-bottom deposit.  IHS facies Set 3 appears to be composed of stacked MSCs (8 cycles are 
identified) but, unlike MSCs encountered at Outcrop 3, there appears to be an overall decrease in sand-bed 
thickness up-section, giving the outcrop a “muddying” upward character.  Bioturbation is also more common 
within the sand beds, relative to Outcrop 3 MSCs.  MSC 4 does not have an occurrence of Facies 6 and the thick, 
bioturbated sand bed near the top of the cycle is interpreted to represent the amalgamation of numerous 
smaller flood deposits. 
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Criterion for the Distinction of Stacked Channels 

Recognition of separate channels within Outcrop 4 is based on several key features that 

can be summarized into a general set of criteria for the identification of individual channels 

within the middle McMurray Formation.   

(1)  One of the most distinct criteria for the recognition of stacked channels is the 

presence of large-scale erosional truncation of IHS facies by sand-dominated facies.  Truncation 

of IHS facies is easily recognized due to the inclined nature of the underlying IHS deposits 

relative to the oblique orientation of the plane of channel incision.  This angular unconformity 

may also be inclined, as evidenced in Outcrop 4 by at least 20 m of erosional relief between 

CH1 and CH2, so that both IHS facies and sand-dominated facies are truncated by successive 

channels.   

(2)  Large IHS bed-orientation changes (>50° dip-direction divergence) between 

successive IHS sets is another indication of the presence of multiple channels (Fig. 7.1).  The 

likelihood of a point-bar orientation being the same in successive channels is low even if each 

river system has broadly the same direction of flow, since the point-bar migration pattern is 

unique to each bend or channel system.  This is clear within Outcrop 4 between CH1 and CH2, 

where IHS dip-direction divergence approaches 180°, even though the paleoflow directions in 

both channels are broadly to the north-northwest) (cf. Willis and Tang, 2010).   

If a channel is bedrock confined (i.e., channel migration within a “narrow”, confining 

valley), similar IHS orientations may be developed within each channel, as the point bars are 

forced to translate downstream (Lettley, 2004).  However, even if a channel is confined there 

should still be IHS orientation changes (>50° dip-direction divergence) between successive (and 
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overlying) meander bends because the probability is low for subsequent point bars to have the 

same downstream trajectory at one location (Fig. 7.6.).  

 
Figure 7.6.  Point bar migration in a confined valley.  Since the valley walls (typically bedrock, or some other 
resistant material; e.g., fine-grained counterpoint-bar deposits; Smith et al., 2009) (thick, solid black lines) are 
“non-erodible”, point bars (light yellow colored) are forced to migrate downstream (from left to right). 
However, since the channel (blue) is meandering, downstream migration is not completely parallel to the 
downstream direction, so that the migration is more obliquely downstream (migration direction represented by 
the black arrows; accretion surfaces represented by grey-brown lines). Therefore, each point bar is oblique 

relative to adjacent bars  of up to 50
 o

.  Overlying channels within a stacked channel succession will show the 

same differences in orientation and the likelihood of getting two successive channels with exactly the same 
orientation at one location are low. Modified from Lettley (2004). 
 

Small changes in point-bar orientation (likely less than <30° dip-direction variation) may 

be expected throughout the evolution of a point bar as repeated floods may cause abrupt 

changes in local point-bar morphology due to differential erosion (Bridge et al., 1995; Bridge 

and Tye, 2000; Bridge, 2003; Willis and Tang, 2010).  Local changes in IHS orientation would 

also be expected after a slump event as the bathymetry of the channel would be changed 

abruptly and the point bar must undergo a “healing phase” (Chapter 4).  These within-channel 

processes will have limited lateral extent relative to the size of the point bar, however, and will 

be of lesser magnitude than orientation changes related to stacking of distinct channels.    

  (3)  Cumulative thickness of the middle McMurray is an indicator of the presence (or 

absence) of multiple channel systems.   A succession with a thickness greater than 

approximately 40 m most likely consists of stacked channels because channel successions in the 
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McMurray are rarely greater than 25-35 metres thick (Mossop and Flach, 1983; Smith et al., 

2009; Hubbard et al., 2011; Musial et al., 2011; R. Strobl, 2011, pers. comm.).   

(4)  Sand-package thickness is another potential candidate for the recognition of stacked 

channels.  A sand-dominated interval that exceeds a thickness of 4 m is most likely indicative of 

deposition within the base of a channel (i.e., the thalweg or lower point-bar area) since most 

sand packages that occur higher on the point bar (Facies 1B) are interpreted to represent 

deposition during the largest floods and thus are restricted by the amount of sediment 

available during the flood (< 3 m encountered within the field area) (Fig. 7.2).  However, 

repeated amalgamation of flood-event beds can result in thick packages of sand at higher 

positions on the point bar which might theoretically be greater than 4 m (though in the project 

area, these amalgamated flood beds never exceed 4 m in thickness and are typically only 1.5-

2.5 m in thickness).   

(5)  Relative scale of the sedimentary structures permits the recognition of multiple 

channels.  Since bedforms are known to scale with water depth (Dalrymple and Rhodes, 1995), 

the largest bedforms (> 1 m set thickness within Facies 1A) should be restricted to the deepest 

water in the base of a channel.  Fluctuations of water depth between flood stage and low-river 

stage may create variations of bedform size within the entire channel, but the largest bedforms 

should be constrained to the thalweg environment.   

(6)  Large mud clasts (Facies 3A-type clasts) are interpreted to be indicative of channel-

base environments (Chapter 4) (Fig. 7.2).    High concentrations of these large mud clasts may 

represent a lag deposit, indicative of significant (metre-scale) erosion of underlying deposits 
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(i.e., previous IHS sets, and their corresponding overbank deposits) and the accumulation of the 

debris created by multiple stages of cut-bank erosion and point-bar slumping.   

Correlation with Outcrop 3 

Given their proximity (~250 m separation), it should be possible to correlate Outcrops 3 

and 4, to confirm the genetic relationship between channels encountered at Outcrop 4 and the 

single channel identified at Outcrop 3 and support correlation suggested from the paleocurrent 

analysis (Chapter 6).  The first observation supporting a genetic link is that the IHS bedding 

surfaces are of similar orientation (~20-40° dip direction).  CH2 and CH3 do not share this 

orientation, and dip towards the southwest (i.e., a 180° divergence in orientation relative to 

CH1).  However,  a change in point-bar orientation would be expected moving spatially around 

a meander bend, so this observation alone cannot be used to negate CH2 and CH3 being 

related to Outcrop 3.  Throughout the 400 m of mostly-strike parallel exposure of Outcrop 3, 

there is little divergence in IHS bedding-plane orientation, which suggests a large radius of 

curvature (i.e., a large-scale point bar).  If a distance of 400 metres in a strike-parallel direction 

is insufficient to record a major change in point-bar dip direction, it is very unlikely that, in a 

dip-parallel direction of ~250 metres, the orientation of the point-bar surface would reverse 

completely.  Paleocurrent directions within CH2 and CH3 are also not consistent with a genetic 

relationship with Outcrop 3.  Within all outcrops, a dominant paleocurrent towards the 

northeast is measured.  Theoretically, if IHS surfaces within IHS Set 2 and 3 dip to the southeast 

and those within Outcrop 3 dip to the northwest, then the two outcrops would represent 

separate limbs of a meander bend (upstream and downstream of a bend apex).  In this 

hypothetical case, the flow on each limb must be in opposite directions around the bend (Fig. 
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7.7A).  Since this is not the case, it is a geometrical impossibility that the Outcrop-3 deposits are 

related to CH2 and CH3 in Outcrop 4 (Fig. 7.7B).  Conversely, when paleocurrents of CH1 are 

compared to Outcrop 3 (Chapter 6), there appears to be good correlation between the two 

outcrops, thus supporting the genetic relationship between these two areas.      

 

 

Figure 7.7.  Hypothetical geometry of a point bar based on measurements taken at Outcrop 3 and Outcrop 4-CH2 
and CH3.  (A) Theoretical downstream flow directions in an ideal point bar using the geometry derived from IHS 
bedding-plane measurements in Outcrop 3.  In this case, the flow on each limb must be flowing in opposite 
directions.  (B)  Actual paleocurrent measurements using the same point-bar planform.  It becomes apparent 
that this arrangement is a geometrical impossibility in a single point bar (as denoted by the red “X”).  

Differing Channel Processes  

Since CH2 and CH3 are interpreted to be separate younger channel systems relative to 

CH1, they serve as two more datasets when examining the facies of point bars within the 

fluvial-tidal transition zone.  Analysis of the deposits reveals that the same facies (Facies 1A, 1B, 

etc.) are present in all three channel systems, although the distribution of these facies appears 

to be slightly different from channel to channel (CH2 does not have well developed MSCs; CH3 

becomes “muddier” upwards). These relatively minor differences might be due to one or more 

factors: (i) location within the point-bar planform; (ii) location within the tidal-fluvial transition 
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zone; and/or (iii) the relative strength of climatic variations.  Fundamentally these three factors 

can be thought of as spatial and temporal changes in fluvial-flow dynamics affecting the point 

bar.     

(i) Location with the point-bar planform 

A point bar is a dynamic environment which most likely has differing depositional styles 

depending on the relative location (i.e., upstream of the bend apex, bend apex and 

downstream of the bend apex) around the bend.  If each outcrop is on a different part of a 

point bar (Fig. 7.7A), then it would be reasonable to assume that they might reflect slight 

differences in flow conditions.   

A downstream limb might theoretically contain finer-grained sediments and would be 

an area of higher mud-bed preservation (Willis and Tang, 2010) since the maximum 

downstream velocity is concentrated close to the concave bank (away from the point bar), the 

shear stress acting on the point bar is less, and a low-velocity envelope (LVE) may exist due to 

convex-bank flow separation.  It is possible that deposits of CH2 are deposited in such an 

environment.  The Facies-6-dominated portion might be indicative of the middle to upper 

point-bar regions within a downstream region relative to CH1 and Outcrop 3 which was 

deduced to represent deposition at or upstream of the bend apex.  In CH2 the flow may be 

transitioning from a LVE closer to the bend apex back to “normal” downstream flow.  Within 

this area, it is possible that sedimentation rates are lower due to this transition from the LVE, so 

that great variations in sand-bed thicknesses are not evident within this zone (as well as 

relatively thinner MSCs throughout).  This explanation might account for the increased 

bioturbation intensities throughout the upper interval of IHS as there are potentially lower 
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sedimentation rates which might permit continued colonization (MacEachern et al., 2005b).  

However, even if the effects of flooding are minimized on the downstream part of the point 

bar, fluctuations in bioturbation should still exist as the salinity node fluctuates seasonally and 

decadally (cf. Chapters 4 and 5).  

CH3 also appears to have slight differences in depositional style which may be explained 

using planform location.  Interspersed bioturbation within the sand beds, specifically at specific 

intervals, may be an indication of more abundant flood-bed amalgamation.  Upstream of a 

bend apex, depositional conditions are more energetic, with the greatest erosion potential, as 

the maximum downstream flow has not yet switched from the convex bank to the concave 

bank (Chapter 2).  Mud erosion would probably be more likely within this area so that low-flow 

mud beds would have less preservation potential and sand-bed amalgamation would be 

favoured.  This might also explain why CH3 is “muddier” up-section as higher on the point bar 

(above the maximum downstream velocity crossover) a critical elevation may exist such that, 

above it, mud preservation is more common.  The observed change in IHS bedding-plane 

orientation within CH3 (~40° within 50 m) could also suggest the point bar of CH3 is of a smaller 

scale than those exposed in CH2 and CH1, as the change in bend orientation may take place 

over too long a distance to be observed within the latter two systems.  This idea is also 

supported by the fact that CH3 is thinner (15-20 m) than the other two channels (CH1 and CH2 

are 25-35 m thick).  

(ii) Location within the fluvial-tidal transition zone 

Through the tidal-fluvial transition, there is a large range of possible depositional facies 

as a direct result of a relative changes in the magnitude of tidal and fluvial processes (Chapter 
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2) (Fig. 7.8).  Since numerous transgressions and regressions occurred during the deposition of 

the middle McMurray (Ranger and Pemberton, 1997; Wightman and Pemberton, 1997; Ranger 

and Gingras, 2003; Hein and Cotterill, 2006; Ranger et al., 2008) it is possible that each channel 

system reflects a different position within the transition zone. These fluctuations in shoreline 

position would cause a change in depositional processes and, consequently, a change in the 

facies present (Lettley, 2004; Dalrymple and Choi, 2007; Musial et al., 2011; Hubbard et al., 

2011).     The similarity of the facies encountered at Outcrop 3 and Outcrop 4 suggest, 

therefore, that each of the channel deposits may have formed at relatively the same location 

within the transition zone.  It is possible to speculate, however, that there are slight variations 

in positioning between channel systems.  Comparatively higher bioturbation intensities within 

the upper sections of CH2 (Facies 6-dominated interval) may suggest a slightly more distal 

location, as there appears to be have been prolonged times of brackish water within the 

channel system allowing organisms to persist throughout most floods.  Interspersed 

bioturbation within CH3 might also reflect a more distal position within the tidal-fluvial zone 

than CH1.  The location of CH3 relative to CH2 cannot be determined because the facies 

differences are small.  It may be that the lack of MSCs with CH2 indicates a lessening of fluvial 

influence (cf. Fig. 2.2), but as mentioned before, this change might simply reflect a change in 

spatial position within a meander bend.  If it does indicate a relatively more distal location, this 

would suggest that a minor transgression occurred between CH1 and CH2.  Of course this 

inferred transgression would be smaller in magnitude than the sea-level changes experienced 

throughout the entire McMurray Formation. 
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Figure 7.8.  A schematic map of the fluvial-tidal transition displaying the 5 zones defined by the location-
dependent magnitudes of fluvial and tidal energy.  The size of each zone is variable, depending on the scale of 
the river system; thus, a large river would most likely have larger regions associated with it than in a smaller 
river.  Within each zone, there is a change in the relative abundance of tidal laminations, the amount of 
bioturbation and the amount of seasonal bedding.  The former two decrease in abundance in a landward 
direction, while the later increases in a landward direction.  The diagram also displays the relative seasonal 
migrations of the salinity and tidal nodes, which may also have large excursions depending on the size of the 
fluvial discharge variations.    

(iii) Relative strength of climatic phenomena.   

Deposition of MSCs is interpreted to represent variations in sedimentation caused by 

interannual and decadal variations in fluvial discharge (Chapter 5).  If this type of climatic 

cyclicity has been present throughout the entire geological record, most deposits within fluvial-

tidal environments should show some evidence of this climatic cyclicity.  The presence of MSCs 

within CH1 and CH3 confirm that climatic cyclicity did exist during McMurray deposition and 

also suggests two periods with strong overlap of interannual and decadal climatic variation 

(constructive interference; i.e., intervals of time where the overlap of peak discharge for both 

cycles create well defined MSCs).  Conversely, an absence of MSCs within the IHS of CH2 might 
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reflect intervals of time when interannual and decadal climatic variations effectively “cancel” 

each other (destructive interference; i.e., intervals of time where the peak discharges are 

opposite for each cycle) and thus no pronounced oscillations between “wetter” and “drier” 

periods exist.  An absence of MSCs might also reflect intervals of time when decadal cyclicity 

simply was not strong enough to influence sedimentation.     

Channel Amalgamation 

Exposures at Outcrop 4 clearly indicate stacking of large-scale channels, where 

subsequent channel systems (CH2 and CH3) not only truncate underlying IHS deposits but incise 

into older sets of sand-dominated facies, causing amalgamation of these sand-dominated facies 

(Figs. 7.1, 7.2, 7.4 and 7.5).  Such channel amalgamation might cause “over-thickened” 

packages of sand-dominated facies.  The presence of Facies 3A may allow for recognition of the 

base of a new channel (Fig. 7.5); however, this remains to be tested at other middle McMurray 

outcrops.   

Other features may aid in the separation of different sets of sand-dominated facies 

include: different amounts of bioturbation, which is dependent on location within the fluvial-

tidal transition for each channel (although the lower point-bar environment would likely have 

the lowest bioturbation intensities since it is the most energetic environment; Pearson and 

Gingras, 2006); abrupt changes in bedform size, which is dependent on the water depth 

(Dalrymple and Rhodes, 1995); the presence of possible fluid-mud layers (only diagnostic if near 

the turbidity maximum; Dalrymple and Choi, 2007); and abrupt shifts in paleocurrent 

orientation (>40°) between cross-stratification sets.  If there is little change in the position 

within the transition zone, or if the channels are of the same scale, the first two indicators are 
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not as useful for distinguishing the presence of cryptic channel bases.  This appears to be the 

case at Outcrop 4.  In areas where there is known channel amalgamation (Outcrops 4B, 4C and 

4D) the only clear indication that there is channel amalgamation is the abrupt change in 

paleocurrent direction (>40°) that occurs part way through the sand body (Fig. 7.4).  

Paleocurrent divergence may consequently be the best indication for the existence of channel 

amalgamation within sand-dominated successions. 

A discordance of paleocurrent measurements observed within the thick sand package at 

the base of CH1 and Outcrop 3 can therefore be interpreted to represent similar amalgamation 

of older channel systems which have been truncated by the final channel (CH1) (Fig. 7.9).  This 

would explain why only the paleocurrent measurements found in the upper sections of the 

sand-dominated facies (upper 3 m) are consistent with paleocurrent orientations obtained 

within the overlying IHS, as only the uppermost portion of the sand-dominated facies 

represents deposition is contemporaneous  with the IHS.  This is the reason why only data from  

the upper 3 metres were used for the point-bar paleocurrent analysis of Outcrop 3 (Chapter 6).    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.9.  A photomosaic of Outcrop 3C- Concert Bowl West with rose diagrams showing the dip directions of 
IHS bedding planes (green), ripples (red) and cross beds (black).  The orange plane represents the outcrop face 
directly adjacent to Outcrop 3C for which there is no photomosaic due to tree cover near the base of the 
outcrop.  Analysis of the paleocurrents within the sand-dominated portion of the outcrop reveal a divergence in 
paleoflow direction between the upper 3 m and the lower portion of the section (red dashed line).  This 
discordance in paleocurrent direction is interpreted to represent amalgamation of channels, so that only the 
upper 3 m of the sand-dominated facies are genetically related to the overlying IHS, whereas the rest of the 
sand represents remnants of one or more, older channel systems that have subsequently been truncated. 
Therefore, only the upper 3 m of the sand-dominated facies is representative of the channel thalwag of the 
channel which has had full preservation from channel base to upper point bar in Outcrop 3. 
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CHAPTER 8- DISCUSSION 

CONTROLS ON POINT-BAR SEDIMENTATION  

Detailed analysis of the process sedimentology involved in the deposition of the facies 

encountered within the middle McMurray of Steepbank River Outcrops 3 and 4 (Chapter 4) 

provides insight into the dominant factors influencing point-bar sedimentation.  Furthermore, 

the identification of two interacting controls with different relative magnitudes that vary with 

cross-sectional position within a channel and river stage may explain the observed facies 

distributions within the middle McMurray. Such considerations should be valid for the 

characterization of other tidal-fluvial point bars. 

The dominant (first-order) control is the cross-sectional position within the channel 

(position on the point-bar slope).  Each location will have an associated water depth and flow 

velocity (i.e., the thalweg will always have the deepest water and highest flow velocity, 

regardless of river stage; Collinson, 1996; Bridge, 2003; Miall, 2010) which directly control the 

type of sediment and structures that will be deposited and preserved. Therefore, position 

within the channel controls the large-scale architecture of the middle McMurray (Fig. 8.1).  

Sand-dominated facies (Facies 1A, 2 3A, 3B and 4) are interpreted to represent deposition 

within the deepest part of a channel (the thalweg and lower point bar) where high current 

velocities prevent the accumulation, or preservation, of mud, and the water is deepest, forming 

the largest bedforms (metre-scale cross-stratification in Facies 1A).   A decrease in bedform size 

from Facies 1A to Facies 4 also reflects a decrease in water depth moving up-dip onto the lower 

point bar (though the formation of ripples is independent of depth; Costello, 1974) and likely 

reflects an up-dip decrease in flow velocity moving away from the thalwag).   
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Figure 8.1.  Facies of the middle McMurray as a function of position within the channel with respect to water 
depth.  Sand-dominated facies (with the exception of Facies 1B) tend to occur lower in any given channel where 
there are stronger flows and greater water depth.  The IHS facies appear higher on the point bar, followed by 
Facies 9 at the top of the point bar. There is considerable overlap in the distribution of Facies 1B, 3B, 5 and 6, 
which suggests that there is another factor contributing to the distribution of these facies (i.e., temporal 
variations in flow strength). 
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IHS facies (Facies 5, 6 and 7) will only form where current velocities are sufficiently low, 

at times, to permit the accumulation and preservation of mud, and thus forms higher on the 

point bar (middle to upper part).  Mixed heterolithic facies (Facies 8 and 9) are likewise 

controlled by depth (to some degree) as they have an appreciable portion of mud.  Facies 9 is 

indicative of the shallowest water (with evidence of subaerial exposure and pedogenic 

alteration) and will only form on the uppermost part of the point bar.  Facies 8 is likely 

independent of depth and only requires that there is sufficient slope for slope failure and 

lateral movement of the detached mass, which may be caused by enhanced erosion during 

times of higher flow velocities (Zhong et al., 2002; Choi et al., 2004).   However, on the lower 

point bar, slumps are probably expressed as occurrences of Facies 2 (Chapter 4) so, 

consequently, Facies 8 occurrences might be more common on the middle point bar. 

This relationship between location within the channel and sedimentation has been 

widely accepted as a primary control on meandering-channel deposition regardless of whether 

it is a purely fluvial or tidal-fluvial point bar (Jackson, 1976; Smith, 1988; Bridge, 2003; 

Dalrymple, 2010; Miall, 2010) (Fig 8.2).  However, overlap in the distribution of facies (facies 1B, 

3B, 5 and 6) and lithologies (coarse and fine members) throughout a large portion of point bar 

suggests that another element may influence point-bar sedimentation.  This second-order 

control is thought to be river stage (i.e., flood stage vs. low-flow stage and the longer-term 

climatically controlled discharge variations) (Fig. 8.3). There can be a large difference in water 

depth and flow velocities within a channel between these two periods (Willis and Tang, 2010), 

which directly controls the type and size of bedforms, the grain size of sediment deposited and 

the preservation of deposits.  A single position on the point bar can, therefore, experience 
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many different flow velocities and depths (and consequently different facies) from season to 

season and year to year.    During flood stage (Fig. 8.4) current velocities are elevated, water 

depth is greatest and sedimentation rates on the point bar are high.  It is during this time that 

most of the sand beds are deposited (Facies 1B and the coarse members of Facies 5 and 6).  

Sand is deposited by fluvial processes; thus, the bulk of the deposit and, presumably, the larger 

channel geomorphology, are fluvially dominated.  During the flood stage, the limits of tidal and 

salinity intrusion are pushed down river of the study area due to the strength of river currents.   

Thickness of the sand member in each sand-mud couplet is a function of the magnitude 

of the flood (the largest floods will have the thickest sand beds) and larger floods will probably 

cause greater erosion of underlying deposits (mud beds) causing amalgamation of flood 

deposits and the formation of Facies 3B through the incorporation of semi-consolidated mud 

flakes.  Smaller floods may have relatively lower sedimentation rates, lower velocities and may 

not expel that brackish water (Chapter 4), allowing for organisms to persist throughout the 

flood. 
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Figure 8.2.  Schematic diagram of a point bar with its associated stratigraphic columns for a purely fluvial and a tidal-fluvial channel which display the relative facies 
distributions common to point bars.  This trend is typically associated with a shift in location of the point bar as the channel migrates (from left to right).  As this migration 
continues, there is a decrease in water depth and current velocity so that, higher on the point bar, only smaller bedforms and finer sediments are developed and deposited.  
The block diagram (left) represents flow in a  fluvial setting, but morphology would be similar in a  tidal-fluvial setting, if the blue arrow represents the dominant flow 
direction (typically ebb-current flow), whereas the chute channel may represent a flood barb within the fluvial-tidal transition zone.  The fluvial stratigraphic column is 
indicative of a sand-dominated system, with little to no mud.  The tidal stratigraphic column is predominantly composed of IHS (similar to those found at Steepbank (i.e., 
sandy IHS), but exhibits an overall fining-upward trend.  Regardless of the system (fluvial or tidal-fluvial) both cross sections display a relatively predictable (and simple) 
transition of facies from base of the section to the top.  Deposition within the Steepbank outcrops suggests that there is added complexity and interfingering of facies, 
largely due to the effect of river-stage on point-bar deposition.  The colors within the schematic figure represent roughly equivalent areas of deposition on the point bar, 
referenced to the block diagram.  The fluvial column is modified after Miall (2010) and the tidal stratigraphic column is modified from Dalrymple (2010). 
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Figure 8.3.  Relative facies distribution as a function of river stage.  Sand-dominated facies and the coarse members of the IHS are mainly deposited during 
flood stage, while mud beds are typically deposited during low-flow conditions.  The dashed lines represent possible range of depositional conditions under 
which each facies might form, while the solid lines represent the most likely depositional conditions.  The range of plausible conditions stems from the fact 
that location within the channel is the primary control on facies deposition, so that some facies may be deposited independent of flow stage (i.e., Facies 1A 
could form in the thalweg during all flow conditions since this is where all fluvial energy will be focussed). 
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As the flood subsides, current velocities drop and mud can be deposited on the point 

bar if current speed decreases sufficiently.  These low-energy conditions (Fig. 8.5) prevail for 

the rest of the year, provided there is only one major flood each year.  It is during this time that 

the tidal limit (tidal node) and salinity intrusion (salinity node) migrate upriver and the point bar 

is within the influence of tidal currents and brackish-water.  Organisms are able to colonize the 

mud beds, commonly in large numbers, creating the “top-down” (post-depositional) 

bioturbation that predominates.  The upper sediment layers are probably influenced by tidal 

processes during this time, but sedimentary evidence of tidal action is negligible because the 

tidal currents are apparently incapable of depositing sand and/or because the sedimentation 

rate is too low and bioturbation too intense to allow tidal lamination to form (except for the 

local distribution of potential tidal rhythmites) or be preserved.  Furthermore, when the next 

river flood occurs, any record of tidal processes can be eroded, and only a thin remnant of low-

flow colonization remains.   

Even though the middle McMurray channesl in the study areas are within the fluvial-

marine transition zone, point-bar sedimentation is dominated by fluvial processes due to this 

control of river stage on deposition.  The most tidally influenced deposits (low-flow stage) are 

thin and fine-grained throughout the project area and are, consequentially, are of minor 

importance from a deposit-forming and reservoir-exploitation standpoint, except from the 

perspective of barriers for flow during steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAG-D; Ranger and 

Gingras, 2003).  Since bioturbation is also dominantly associated with the low-flow stages, it 

may be that the presence of bioturbation has previously been overemphasized as an 

environmental indicator within certain deposits of the middle McMurray.   
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Figure 8.4.  A schematic representation of deposition on the middle McMurray point bar during flood stage.  Water depths are elevated, allowing for the 
development of larger bedforms and sand deposition on the entire point-bar surface (Facies 1A, 4 and coarse members of IHS facies).  The thickness of the 
sand deposited on the point bar and the size of the bedforms are dependent on the magnitude of the flood and the position on the point bar.  During 
deposition, flow is strongly unidirectional, with potential turbulent eddies throughout the water column.  Elevated turbulence may cause local variation in 
the depth of erosion, leading to local sand-bed amalgamation, discontinuous mud beds or slope destabilisation, initiating slumping.  Closer to the inner 
bank (left), flow separation may occur, giving random orientations to bedforms.  Evidence of bioturbation is rare during the largest floods due to the high 
sedimentation rate, high flow velocities and fresh water.  This schematic diagram highlights the importance of river stage as a controlling factor of the 
distribution of facies on a point bar as it shows a fluctuation in energy (and thus variations in sediments, bedforms and bioturbation) between flood stage 
here and low-flow times (Fig. 8.5).  Since the water depth is always relatively deepest and velocities are highest down the slope of the point bar, the largest 
bedforms will always be in these lower areas.  This suggests that the position on the slope is the primary control on channel sedimentation. 
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Figure 8.5.  A schematic representation of deposition on the middle McMurray point bar during low flow.  Water depth is minimal which greatly effects 
deposition in the up-dip part of the point bar (left).  Most of the point bar appears to be subaqueous during low flow and subaerial exposure only occurs in 
the uppermost areas (Facies 9).  In the channel thalweg sand is still being transported and deposited, though bedform size is reduced due to the decreased 
water depth and flow velocities.  Up dip there is a location of critical velocity for mud preservation.  Higher on the point bar, mud will be deposited and 
preserved (IHS facies) while below the critical depth the deposits will be sand-dominated (Facies 1A, Facies 2 and Facies 4).  During low flow there is greater 
tidal influence and tidal evidence may be recorded in this interval, though the finer deposits and greatly reduced sedimentation rate make the 
identification of tidal structures difficult.  The salinity incursion during low flow, coupled with decreased flow velocities and low sedimentation rates, allow 
for extensive colonization of the point-bar surface (dominated by Cylindrichnus burrows in the case of the middle McMurray) into the underlying 
sediments, thus creating the “top down” bioturbation.  
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It is thought that, at times, the channel experiences conditions suitable for organism 

colonization (i.e., brackish water, low flow velocities, low sedimentation rates) but 

sedimentation that is contemporaneous with colonization is volumetrically insignificant relative 

to the deposits that accumulate during the river floods when there is fluvial dominance and low 

potential for organism habitation (i.e., fresh water, elevated current velocities and high 

sedimentation rates).   

THE FLUVIAL-TIDAL TRANSITION ZONE  

Outcrop 3 is representative of deposition within the bend apex (and potentially 

transition from upstream of the bend apex) of a tidal-fluvial point bar that has been 

characterized as fluvially dominated, with episodic tidal influence and brackish-water conditions 

(Fig. 8.6) (Chapters 4, 5 and 6).  Outcrop 4 reveals deposition of two more channel systems (CH2 

and CH3) which also appear to be fluvially dominated and tidally influenced, though the exact 

bend location for these systems is uncertain (Chapter 7). It is important to keep in mind that 

even though each channel appears to be fluvially dominated, this dominance reflects the 

volume of sediment preserved, with no temporal consideration.  The point bar may have 

experienced tidal influence and brackish-water conditions with relatively weak fluvial influence 

for longer periods of time than it did conditions of fluvial dominance. This distinction of 

sedimentation dominance versus temporal dominance may be important when establishing the 

zonation of the fluvial-tidal transition in both modern and ancient examples, as a zone may be 

temporally tidally influenced/dominated, but the majority of sedimentation may occur during 

brief, intense periods of fluvial dominance.  Interannual and decadal climate cycles, as 

expressed by the presence of MSCs, also emphasize the need to distinguish temporal 
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dominance vs. sedimentation dominance, but on a longer time scale.  Thick, basal sand bodies, 

interpreted to be deposited during the largest floods and, thus, the most fluvially dominated 

conditions, may represent only a relatively brief amount of time (potentially a short as 1-2 

years, although they may represent the amalgamation of multiple flood events) out of a total 

cycle length of up to a decade (or more) while they may account for up to 40-50% of deposits 

within a package.     

In terms of temporal dominance, a full MSC also reflects a transition from maximum 

fluvial-dominance at its base with a decrease in fluvial strength up section, culminating at a 

relative minimum in fluvial energy at the top of an MSC, as reflected by thinner flood deposits 

and more intense and common bioturbation (both “top down” and within the sand beds).  This 

is caused by changes in position of the salinity and tidal nodes during MSC deposition as there is 

a relative minimum landward intrusion of both the tidal and salinity nodes during basal MSC 

deposition and a relative maximum landward intrusion during corresponding drier times (Fig. 

8.7). This, of course, is overprinted by the seasonal excursions of the salinity and tidal nodes 

which also have corresponding maximum and minimum locations.    

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.6.  Maps displaying the interpreted location of the point-bar deposits of Outcrops 3 and 4.  (A)  Map of 
the fluvial-tidal transition, showing that the investigated point bars were likely deposited in a fluvially 
dominated, tidally influenced and brackish-water setting.  This takes into consideration the overall 
sedimentation of the deposits, even though the river may have had weak fluvial currents for long periods of 
time (low-flow stage).  Even though CH2 and CH3 are interpreted to be representative of channels that are 
relatively seaward of the channel in Outcrop 3, it is assumed that these channels also formed in a fluvially 
dominated, tidally influenced setting with episodes of brackish water.  Within this zone there is: strong seasonal 
bedding, represented by deposition of the IHS and MSCs; tidal laminations in the fine-grained deposits of the 
IHS; and bioturbation, typically associated with the fine-grained sediment, but also occurring in some coarse-
member beds.  (B)  Map of a meander bend highlighting the bend apex, the interpreted location of Outcrop-3 
deposition, based on paleocurrent patterns. If, in fact, the deposits formed at a bend apex, the deposits suggest 
that this location is sand-dominated and is greatly affected by river stage.    
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If the larger-scale climate change occurs gradationally throughout a cycle, there are an 

infinite number of positions of the salinity and tidal nodes from year to year between these 

relative maxima and minima.  Larger fluctuations in the position of each node may also occur if 

there are independent interannual and decadal cycles which may constructively or destructively 

interfere, thus producing multidecadal fluctuations in the intensity of wet and dry cycles.   

Comparing the overlap region between the maximum and minimum positions of the 

tidal and salinity nodes within the transition zone using the most arid and the wettest nodal 

positions as the absolute boundaries of each zone can be useful in formulating general 

inferences about the transition zone (Fig. 8.7).  During wet years of decadal climate cycles, the 

extent of fluvial dominance is pushed seaward concentrating tidal energy and brackish-water 

conditions into a relatively small region closer to the shoreline and, thus, the entire fluvial-tidal 

transition is reduced in size.  Arid years have a relatively longer transition zone as tidal energy 

can extend further up the river.   

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8.7.  A schematic map of the fluvial-tidal transition showing fluctuations in the location of the tidal and 
salinity nodes, due to seasonal and interannual/decadal cycles.  As the nodes fluctuate from wetter years and 
drier years, the location and lenght of the tidal-fluvial transition also changes.  In wet years, the transition zone 
migrates seaward and occurs over a short distance.  During dry periods, the fluvial-tidal zone occupies a longer 
distance and each subdivision is larger.  Superimposing both dry and wet intervals onto the planform diagram 
indicates how complex the fluvial-marine transition zone can be with the multiple orders of cyclic hydrology 
which interact within this region.  This diagram only reflects the maximum and minimum positions of the tidal 
and salinity nodes.  If the climate changes gradationally during a cycle, then there are an infinite number of 
nodal positions from year to year and, consequently, the entire area is described better as a continuum.   
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IMPLICATIONS OF MSCS 

A New Architectural Element 

Miall (2010) defines an architectural element as a: “component of a depositional system 

equivalent to, or smaller than a channel fill, and larger than an individual lithofacies unit, 

characterized by a distinctive facies assemblage, internal geometry, external form and vertical 

profile”.  Metre-scale cycles (MSCs) recognized within middle McMurray point bars conform to 

these requirements and, consequently, can be classified as an architectural element for fluvial 

and tidal-fluvial point bars.  Though MSCs may adhere to the technical definition for an 

architectural element, they are different from other elements (i.e., lateral-accretion 

macroforms or gravel bars and bedforms; Miall, 2011) because MSCs are not geomorphic 

features of a channel which can be viewed as a topographic feature (high or low) within a river 

system.  Despite not being a topographic feature, they are a repeatable building block of point-

bar stratigraphy, while also being genetically linked deposits with distinct bounding surfaces, 

and should therefore be added as an architectural element of fluvial/tidal-fluvial systems. 

Regional Correlation 

Inclusion of MSCs into an architectural-element framework provides a method of 

subdividing lateral-accretion macroforms/point-bars.  Large-scale rivers such as those 

interpreted to have existed during middle McMurray deposition have point bars that are 

potentially larger than 1km2 in area and greater than 20 m thick; thus, having smaller, internal 

architectural elements that are widespread and easily correlated is beneficial from both an 

academic and exploration perspective (i.e., deposit correlation and reservoir modeling).  The 

correlation potential of MSCs is not restricted to closely spaced wells/outcrops as many 
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packages are correlative over distances of 400 m (the entire width of Outcrop 3) (Chapter 5).  

Since each channel (stacked or isolated) represents deposition during a different time interval, 

there are likely subtle variations in the climate cycles throughout each time interval (due to 

fluctuating times of constructive and destructive interference) that will change both the 

number of beds within each package, the thickness of each package and the provinence of the 

packages/cycles. Each channel system should therefore have a distinct “fingerprint” of MSC 

provinence, thicknesses and beds per cycle.  By comparing each channel’s “fingerprint” using 

detailed measurements it may be possible to suggest chronostratigraphic correlations between 

individual point bars within a single valley system.   

For this correlation to be applicable, it must be assumed that the same set of discharge 

fluctuations affect each point bar in essentially the same way.  Of course there are many 

complications to this proposed method of correlation, such as the amount of bed 

amalgamation, differences in local erosion, the existence of slump deposits, the size of each 

river bend and changes in the spatial location around a meander bend. However, it potentially 

may be a starting point in regional channel correlation if a general index of climate cycles for 

each point bar can be developed and applied to different portions of the fluvial-tidal transition 

zone (i.e., shore-proximal locations would have different depositional expressions of MSCs, 

such as more bioturbation and tidal influence, but should still show evidence of these decadal 

climate cycles, albeit perhaps overall weaker; cf. Fig. 7.8). 

Single Point-Bar Correlation and Sedimentation within the Bend Apex 

The most definitive use of MSCs is as correlative packages within a single lateral-

accretion element (a point bar).  Theoretically, the decadal climate cycles associated with MSCs 
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should affect all areas of the channel, since they represent relatively large-scale changes in flow 

dynamics through the course of a package and Outcrop 3 clearly shows lateral continuity of 

MSCs for distances of up to 400 m. However, analogous McMurray point bars (within the 

subsurface) are known to be of much larger scale, ranging up to 2 kilometres2 (Smith et al., 

2009) so the extent of MSCs around an entire meander bend remains largely undocumented, 

except for recent studies by Labreque et al. (2011b).  The identification of MSCs will facilitate 

better characterization of McMurray point-bar deposits in both outcrop and the subsurface.  

Aptian-Albian Paleoclimatology 

Recognition of seasonally formed IHS within middle McMurray point bars suggests that 

fairly pronounced annual fluctuations in fluvial discharge existed during deposition, an 

observation that may support the idea of a monsoonal climate within the Aptian-Albian as 

proposed by Hallam (1985).  Annual variations in hydrodynamics, caused by alternating periods 

of relatively brief (2-4 months for larger river systems, Beckinsale, 1969; Dettinger and Diaz 

2000), intense precipitation and long (7-8 months) dry phases, are the direct cause of the 

middle McMurray contridiction of fluvially dominated sedimentology that contains a brackish-

water ichnological character.   Furthermore, if MSCs are indeed the depositional expression of 

interannual and decadal climate cycles, then their existence within the middle McMurray 

implies that these cycles, or similar cycles, were active throughout Aptian-Albian North 

America, though further verification from similarly aged deposits is required and should be a 

consideration in future studies. 
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IMPLICATIONS OF CHANNEL STACKING-  

Autogenic- vs. Allogenic-Channel Stacking 

Thus far, the stacked channels of Outcrop 4 have been assumed to be separate 

channels, but this interpretation requires elaboration.  First, it is important to define whether 

the channels occurred within the same valley, or within separate valley systems.  This can 

possibly be determined by examining the different processes by which channel stacking can 

occur.  There are two main mechanisms that might cause this channel incision and stacking: (i) 

autogenic-channel (within-valley) stacking and (ii) allogenic-channel (multiple-valley) stacking. 

As a meandering-channel system evolves, the channel often experiences multiple events 

of channel avulsion. Avulsion may progress via cut-off, caused either by rapid fluctuations in 

river discharge causing chute cut-off (Thorne and Lewin, 1982). Conversely, disproportionate 

bank erosion and point-bar deposition might increase the channel slope while increasing the 

width to depth ratio causing what is known as neck cut-off (Bridge, 2003). Both avulsion 

methods establish a new, relatively straighter channel pathway (though the same river) which 

incises into the deposits of the older channel (Allen, 1970; Reineck and Singh, 1980; Collinson, 

1996; Bridge, 2003).  With time, this second channel pathway becomes increasingly curved 

(more sinuous) (Leopold, 1960; Langbein and Leopold, 1966; Ikeda et al., 1981), until eventually 

it too experiences cut-off and its deposits are incised into by a later channel.  Subsequent 

channel incisions juxtapose deposits associated with the newest channel onto older point-bar 

successions.  Since this successive stacking is associated with normal meandering-channel 

behaviour, this process can be termed autogenic-channel stacking, or within-valley stacking 

(Dalrymple et al., 1994; Hajek et al., 2010; Hoffman et al., 2011).  
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The second mechanism of channel stacking involves the incision of subsequent incised-

valley systems into previously deposited IVFs (incised valley fills), creating what are known as 

compound incised-valley systems (Dalrymple et al., 1994; Zaitlin et al., 1994, 1995).  A 

compound incised-valley system is, therefore, composed of multiple channel systems with a 

sequence boundary separating each stacked channel (Clark and Reinson, 1990).  Repeated 

valley incision can be thought of as a type of allogenic channel amalgamation which occurs due 

to basin-wide changes of base level due to eustatic sea-level changes or tectonic movements; 

changes in sediment supply; or climatic changes (Zaitlin et al., 1995).  The model of a compound 

incised-valley system is typically complicated, since, within each nested incised valley, there is 

potential for autogenic-channel stacking so that there are multiple orders of channel stacking 

within each compound incised-valley system (Dalrymple et al., 1994).    

If the middle McMurray represents several stacked IVFs (i.e., multiple valley systems; 

Zaitlin et al., 1995; Langenberg et al., 2002), it becomes appropriate to determine whether the 

channels of Outcrop 4 imply the existence of one or multiple valleys and to confirm if there is 

autogenic-channel stacking or allogenic-channel stacking. If the deposits reflect allogenic 

changes, they may be regionally correlative with other outcrops (and within the subsurface) 

and the surfaces separating each channel would represent a sequence boundary (Dalrymple et 

al., 1994).  The channels (CH1, CH2 and CH3) exposed at Outcrop 4 are relatively similar in 

depositional expression, and likely represent deposition within essentially the same general 

part of the fluvial-tidal transition zone.  The minor differences that are observed between 

channels (i.e., amount of fines, slight changes in bioturbation, differential definition of MSCs) 

do not appear to reflect major shifts in location within this transition zone and each difference 
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can be explained in terms of differences in location within a point bar (Chapter 7).  

Consequently, all three channels at Outcrop 4 (CH1, CH2 and CH3) likely belong to the same 

valley and are thus are formed through autogenic/within-valley stacking.   

When the Steepbank outcrops are compared to other regional McMurray outcrops, (i.e., 

Christina Lake, Mackay River Amphitheatre, Daphne Island) and the subsurface close to the 

Steepbank outcrops, it becomes apparent that the channels of Outcrops 3 and 4 have markedly 

less indication of tidal energy (i.e., herringbone cross-stratification, tidal rhythmites, double 

mud drapes, reactivation surfaces) relative to these other middle McMurray examples (Hein et 

al., 2000; Hein et al., 2001; Ranger and Gingras, 2003; Lettley, 2004; Martinius and Van den 

Berg, 2011; Musial et al., 2011). Furthermore, Outcrops 3 and 4 show no evidence of deposition 

within the turbidity maximum (no evidence of fluid-mud candidates), even though in the 

surrounding subsurface there are potential fluid-mud candidates within the middle McMurray 

deposits (Musial et al., 2011).  These dissimilarities of Outcrops 3 and 4 to the surrounding 

areas suggests that the Steepbank outcrops are representative of a separate incised-valley 

system compared to the surrounding deposits and, consequently, there are likely two (at least) 

such valley systems within the Steepbank area.   

Implications of Channel Amalgamation  

The recognition of multiple orders of channel amalgamation might clarify why certain 

intervals of the basal sand-dominated facies appear to have variable amounts of tidal influence 

and different ichnological character (Ranger and Gingras, 2001; 2003; Lettley, 2004).  If 

allogenic-channel amalgamation occurs, then various locations within the fluvial-tidal transition 

zone may be recorded within a compound IVF.  Some IVFs (within the compound IVF) might 
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have been deposited in fully marine conditions, supporting a more diverse ichnological 

assemblage, as well as having more abundant indicators of tidal activity (i.e., reactivation 

surfaces, double mud drapes, tidal rhythmites, herringbone cross-stratification, fluid-mud 

deposits, etc.).  The existence of multiple scales of channel amalgamation (and also channel 

stacking) is why the regional McMurray stratigraphy is so complex and difficult to correlate, and 

explains why there are differing environmental interpretations. 

RESEVOIR EXPLORATION AND EXPLOITATION  

Stacked Channel Exploration and Exploitation 

Stacked channel sands make good exploration targets.  Thick basal packages of 

amalgamated sand, similar to those exposed at Outcrops 3 and 4 are typically the largest 

potential reservoirs within the McMurray Formation, due to their high bitumen content with 

relatively few mud layers to act as barriers for the flow of steam and heated bitumen during 

cyclic steam or SAG-D production.  Predicting the location of these amalgamated channel-base 

deposits is difficult within the complexity of the subsurface.  The first step in finding these 

“sweet spots” is to identify the existence of one or more channels, using every available dataset 

(dipmeter, core, wire-line logs) and the techniques described earlier (i.e., criteria for individual 

channel recognition, scale of heterogeneity, etc.).  The best potential area for encountering 

amalgamated-sand deposits is likely where there are multiple stacked channels, and so areas 

with the thickest accumulations of middle McMurray deposits have the highest probability of 

having stacked-channel systems and amalgamated sand (R. Strobl, pers. comm.).    

If packages of thick sand-dominated facies are identified, either through the initial 

recognition of these deposits (“luck”) or by applying the suggested exploration techniques, then 
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reservoir exploitation can begin.  However, locating pay zones is only half of the battle when 

dealing with oil-sands reservoirs, since current extraction techniques (cyclic steam, SAG-D) rely 

on injecting steam into the subsurface to initiate bitumen migration.  To generate an ideal 

steam-circulation cell, a reservoir must be understood completely in order to model the path 

taken by the steam.  If a sand-dominated package is a composite of multiple channel systems, 

then each channel system should have unique orientations of maximum permeability and 

porosity conduits associated with differences in sediment emplacement within each channel (R. 

Strobl, 2011, pers. com.). Specifically, the axis of maximum permeability within an 

amalgamated channel package is likely a vector summation/average of each individual 

channel’s maximum permeability (with consideration for the thickness of each channel present; 

i.e., a weighted average should be used to calculate the overall permeability). Understanding 

the differences in orientations of each permeability and porosity conduit within amalgamated 

channel sands, may lead to better optimization of horizontal well placement, modelling steam 

circulation and predicting the migration of heated bitumen.  

Single Channel Exploration 

Another exploration tool that is largely unrelated to identification of channel stacking, is 

implementing the analysis of relative paleocurrent vectors within the subsurface.  Each area of 

an individual point bar (i.e., bend apex, etc.) has different reservoir potential.  Deposits that 

accumulated downstream of the bend apex are likely to be the poor reservoir since they 

contain more mud layers (Chapter 2).  Deposits formed upstream of the bend apex are 

potentially the best reservoir with the coarsest grains (due to cross-over of the maximum 

downstream velocity) and best sand communication due to increased flood-deposit 
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amalgamation.  Thus, identifying the spatial location within one bend allows for prediction of 

where the best reservoir lies relative to the well being investigated.  Analysis of paleocurrent 

vectors relative to the dipping IHS bedding planes is, therefore, a powerful prediction tool as to 

where a potential reservoir may be located; but applying this methodology to the subsurface is 

not easy, especially where there is poor seismic resolution.   

To obtain the data necessary for this analysis, core-correlated formation micro image 

logs (FMI logs) are needed to identify and orient bedforms, especially for characterization and 

of small-scale structures, namely the ripple-lamination (Prensky, 1999; Fustic, 2007).  Once 

correct bedform orientations/paleocurrent orientations are attained, these logs can be 

compared to dipmeter logs obtained within the same interval, as the dipmeter logs characterize 

the dip-direction of the mud/sand bedding planes within the IHS facies (Strobl et al., 1997; 

Brekke and Evoy, 2004).  Plotting the vertical changes in vector orientation relative to the strike 

of the bedding planes, as a function of elevation on the point bar, allows for characterization of 

the distribution of paleocurrent divergence and, thus, identification of the location within a 

large-scale point bar. 
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CHAPTER 9- CONCLUSIONS 

The middle McMurray Formation represents a complex set of incised-valley fills (IVFs 

Langenberg et al., 2002; cf. Dalrymple et al., 1994; Zaitlin et al., 1994; 1995;) with incision and 

amalgamation at the scale of both individual channels within valleys and of valleys with each 

other.  Within the Fort McMurray area, these IVFs are comprised of deposits formed in various 

parts of the fluvial-marine transition zone, including both tidal-fluvial channels connected to a 

continent-scale drainage network and potentially small-scale off-axis tidal channels; individual 

depositional elements include large-scale tidal-fluvial point bars, small scale off-axis tidal point 

bars, counterpoint bars, elongate tidal bars, and abandoned tidal-fluvial channels (Flach, 1977; 

Stewart and MacCallum, 1978; Mossop and Flach, 1983; Pemberton et al., 1983; Strobl et al., 

1997; Wightman and Pemberton, 1997, Hein et al., 2001; Ranger and Gingras, 2003; Lettley, 

2004; Hein and Cotteril, 2006; Ranger et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2009, Labreque et al., 2011a, b; 

Hubbard et al., 2011; Martinius and Van den Berg, 2011; Musial et al., 2011; this study).   

At Steepbank Outcrops 3 and 4, the middle McMurray is composed of nine facies which 

can be categorized into three groups: sand-dominated facies (Facies 1A- thick-bedded cross-

stratified sand, 1B- thin-bedded cross-stratified sand, 2- structureless sand, 3A- mud-pebble 

conglomerate, 3B- mud-breccias conglomerate and 4- ripple cross-laminated sand), which 

typically occur near the base of the middle McMurray;  inclined heterolithic stratification (IHS) 

facies (Facies 5- sand dominated IHS, 6- mixed IHS and 7- mud-dominated IHS), which 

conformably overlie and interfinger with the sand-dominated facies; and mixed heterolithic 

facies (Facies 8- convoluted-folded mixed heterolithics  and 9- flaser, wavy and lenticularly 
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bedded heterolithics), which are less prominent and more isolated in occurrence within the 

project area and generally occur at the very top of the middle McMurray.   

Collectively, these facies are interpreted to represent deposition on a fluvially 

dominated, tidally influenced point bar that experienced strong seasonal variations in discharge 

between river-flood stage and low-flow stage that generated bed-scale alternations between 

sand and mud deposits that blanket the point-bar surface.  Cross-sectional position within the 

channel was the primary control on the distribution of facies. Sand-dominated facies (excluding 

Facies 1B) are typically found within the base of the channel (lower point bar) where current 

velocities are highest, whereas the IHS facies occur higher on the point-bar surface, where 

velocities are sufficiently low to allow for the periodic deposition and preservation of fines.  The 

magnitude and duration of the river-flood stage determine the thickness of the sand beds 

(coarse member of Facies 5, 6 7 and Facies 1B) on the point bar, since larger and/or longer 

floods could transport more sand due to higher velocities at all channel depths. Therefore, 

Facies 5 (and 1B) is indicative of larger magnitude flooding events then Facies 6 and 7.  The 

bioturbation that has lead previous authors to infer a brackish-water origin for the middle 

McMurray occurs predominantly in the low-flow deposits (the fine grained members of the IHS 

units).  Salinity intrusion was greatest when river flow was least, and, consequently, the 

bioturbation is not related to the majority of deposition, which occurred during fluvially 

dominated flood conditions.  The identification of slump deposits (Facies 8) creates randomly 

distributed heterogeneities within a single point-bar deposit.  These slumps are topographic 

features on the point-bar surface which might re-orient the overlying IHS deposits until the 

slump is sufficiently “healed”.    Even though there is a certain amount of randomness 
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associated with slump distribution, these features may be more common during larger 

magnitude floods, when velocities and turbulence might cause random erosion and 

destabilization of the point-bar surface. 

Within the IHS facies, the seasonal layering represented by the mud-sand couplets is 

organized into metre-scale cycles (MSCs) that consist of 5-20 recognizable annual layers.  These 

MSCs indicate that there was a decadal (or longer term) variation in river discharge that might 

be related to fluctuations in ocean dynamics (ENSO, NAO and sea-surface temperature 

variations) and/or solar variability/sunspot frequency.  Individual MSCs are characterized by an 

upward decrease in sand-bed thickness, upward increase in mud-bed frequency, and an 

upward increase in overall bioturbation intensity.  During wet years (the lower beds of an MSC), 

flooding is of higher frequency and greater magnitude. The tidal and salinity nodes (i.e., the 

limit of tidal and salinity intrusion) occur at their maximum seaward locations during this time, 

and deposition is essentially fluvial.  In subsequent dry years (the upper beds of an MSC) there 

are lower flood magnitudes, and the tidal and salinity nodes occur at their most landward 

locations, so that deposition will display the greatest tidal and brackish-water influence.  The 

observations of the effects of fluvial and tidal influence in wet vs. dry years can lead to a better 

characterization of the fluvial-marine transition and improves our overall understanding of this 

zone.  Furthermore,  MSCs can be correlated over long distances (up to at least 400 m) within a 

single point-bar deposit and provide a new method for correlation within large-scale point bars 

of the middle McMurray, both in outcrop and the subsurface.  They may serve as an important 

architectural element in future exploration and exploitation of the middle McMurray.   
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Using knowledge of bend flow modifications (BFMs) and the relationships between 

paleocurrent directions, IHS bedding-plane orientations (relative vector analysis) and a Google 

SketchUp©(GSU) model, it is possible to deduce that the large IHS body that comprises all of 

Outcrop 3 is representative of an upstream-to-bend-apex transition within a larger-scale 

meander bend.  This conclusion was based on the spatial change of paleocurrent directions, 

from relatively upstream areas where bedforms migrate obliquely down the point-bar surface, 

to the downstream areas where they begin to travel across and obliquely up the surface.  The 

same GSU model was used to confirm that the deposits of Outcrop 3 are not deposited on a 

counterpoint bar, since the form lines (strike lines of IHS bedding planes) display a convex 

down-dip form.   

Three channels where recognized at Steepbank Outcrop 4.  Separate channels were 

identified based on: (1) large-scale erosional truncation; (2) large IHS bed-orientation changes; 

(3) thick cumulative thicknesses of middle McMurray (>40 m); (4) thick sand-package thickness 

(> 4m thickness is indicative of channel-base sedimentation); (5) relative scale of sedimentary 

structures (thick cross beds indicate deep water); and (6) large, facies 3A-type mud clasts. 

These channels were interpreted to represent within-valley stacking (autogenic channel 

stacking) and amalgamation of channel-bottom sands.  This conclusion was based on the similar 

depositional expression within each channel and the observation that there is a much greater 

depositional character (i.e., changes in abundance of tidal structures, fluid muds, etc.) in the 

surrounding subsurface and outcrops, all of which likely formed in different valley systems that 

contain the deposits of significantly different parts of the fluvial-marine transition zone. The 

divergent paleocurrents found in the sand-dominated facies of Outcrop 3 also suggests channel 
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amalgamation at Outcrop 3 such that only the upper 3 metres of the sand facies is 

contemporaneous with the overlying IHS.  It is likely that this basal channel amalgamation is a 

common feature of similar occurrences elsewhere in the middle McMurray, and might explain 

the occurrence of thicker (>3m) basal occurrences of sand-dominated facies.  Integrating this 

theory of sand-body amalgamation will not only aid in the understanding of the McMurray 

Formation, but will help improve reservoir modelling for the purpose of bitumen extraction.  

In summary, the outcrop exposures of Steepbank Outcrops 3 and 4 provide an excellent 

opportunity to study an ancient point bar deposited within the fluvial-marine transition.  Not 

only does this deposit help in the characterization of bars within this zone, but it also provides 

insight into the processes and interactions of fluvial and tidal energy that occur within this 

transition.  The observations and interpretations presented in this thesis should be applicable 

to all fluvial-marine transition zones and may serve as a case study in the creation of a facies 

model for the transition zone.  By intrinsically understanding this zone of energy mixing, then 

the complexities of the McMurray Formation become more comprehensible.  In short, this will 

lead to better understanding of all oil-sands reservoirs, and will lead to better and more 

efficient bitumen extraction techniques and methodologies. 
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Appendix 1- MEASURED SECTIONS 

 

To identify in detail the facies present in Outcrops 3 and 4, a large number of measurED 

sections were collected, using rappelling techniques.  Appendix 1 provides the logs for each 

measured section (location of each section is provided in Fig. A.1.1).  The sections were logged 

top down due to the nature of rappelling, so that vertical distances (in metres) are given by 

numbers that increase down the section.  Within each measured section, the facies are labeled 

but not the MSCs.  Original stratal dips and paleocurrents are not displayed in these logs, but 

can be found in Appendix 6, referenced to depth (Table A.6.2).   Each log is shown with the base 

of the log on the left-most side of the page and the section continues up to the right.  Sections 

1-13 were logged in the summer of 2009, at 1-metre increments.  Sections 14-19 were 

subsequently logged in the summer of 2010, at 0.5-metre increments.  Consequently, sections 

14-19 are displayed at double the scale of logs 1-13. 
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Figure A.1.1.  Steepbank Outcrops 3 and 4 (yellow labels) with locations of measured sections (red).  From Fig. 
1.4. 
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Figure A.1.2.  Complete legend for sections 1-19, including the structures, trace fossils, and accessories present.  
The legend also includes the middle McMurray Formation facies titles, as well as a list of abbreviations used for 
the upper McMurray.  The interpretations within the upper McMurray are not detailed; therefore, the 
depositional environments proposed lack certainty, and more work is needed to characterize these deposits 
better.  
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Figure A.1.3. Schematic representation of the bioturbation Intensity (BI) scale used in this study.  From 
MacEachern et al. (2010).  In the logs presented here, the BI value is shown as a bar graph with BI = 0 on the left 
and BI = 6 on the right. 
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Figure A.1.4. Section 1, Outcrop 3-A. 
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Figure A.1.5. Section 2, Outcrop 3-A. 
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Figure A.1.6. Section 3, Outcrop 3-A. 
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Figure A.1.7. Section 4, Outcrop 3-B. 
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Figure A.1.8. Section 5, Outcrop 3-B. 
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Figure A.1.9. Section 6, Outcrop 3-B. 
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Figure A.1.10. Section 7, Outcrop 3-C, concert bowl west. 
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Figure A.1.11. Section 8, Outcrop 3-C, concert bowl south. 
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Figure A.1.12. Section 9, Outcrop 3-C, concert bowl south. 
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Figure A.1.13. Section 10, Outcrop 3-C, side stage. 
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 Figure A.1.14. Section 11, Outcrop 3-C, back stage. 
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Figure A.1.15. Section 12, Outcrop 4-A. 
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 Figure A.1.16. Section 13, Outcrop 4-B. 
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Figure A.1.17. Section 14, Outcrop 4-A. 
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Figure A.1.18. Section 15, Outcrop 4-B. 
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Figure A.1.19. Section 16, Outcrop 4-C. 
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Figure A.20. Section 17, Outcrop 4-D.  
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Figure A.1.21. Section 18, Outcrop 4-D. 
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Figure A.1.22. Section 19, Outcrop 3-C, concert bowl south. 
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Appendix 2- OUTCROP PANORAMAS 

 

Part of the objective of this thesis was to analyze the vertical and lateral distribution of 

facies and MSCs.  This was done in part using the logged sections, but was also done by the 

analysis of high-quality photomosaics, which are presented in this appendix.  These stitched 

photomosaics have been left in their original state, without further illustration (or scale) to 

allow for better clarity and to not “bias one’s eye”.   For larger versions of photomosaics in 

geographically referenced positioning (with full zoom capabilities to a relatively high clarity), 

see Appendix 8.  Reference locations are shown within Fig. A.1.1. 
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Figure A.2.1. Outcrop 3: complete outcrop photomosaic (excluding Outcrop 3-A) including Outcrop X from east (left) to west (right). 
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Figure A.2.2.  Series of individual photos comprising the full panorama of Outcrop 3 (see Figure A.2.1), including 
Outcrop X but excluding Outcrop 3A, from east to west, beginning with Outcrop 3-B (displayed here).  
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Fig A.2.2 continued, Outcrop 3-B (east side) and the area between Outcrops 3-B and 3-C. 
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Fig A.2.2 continued. Outcrop 3-C (Concert Bowl). 
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 Fig A.2.2 continued. Outcrop 3-C (Side Stage and Back Stage). 
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Fig A.2.2 continued. Area between Outcrop 3-C and Outcrop X. 
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Fig A.2.2 continued. Outcrop X. 
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Figure A.2.3. Outcrop 3-A. 

 
Figure A.2.4. Outcrop 3-B.
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Figure A.2.5. Outcrop 3-C (Concert Bowl, north flank). 

Figure A.2.6. Outcrop 3-C (Concert Bowl, east flank). 
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Figure A.2.7. Outcrop 3-C (Side Stage). 
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     Figure A.2.8. Outcrop 3-C (Back Stage). 
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   Figure A.2.9. Outcrop 3-C (Concert Bowl north flank and east flank) showing continuity of IHS beds. 
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Figure A.2.9 continued. Outcrop 3-C (Concert Bowl east flank and Side Stage). 
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Figure A.2.10. Complete panorama of Outcrop 4-A and 4-B, from south (left) to north (right).  
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Figure A.2.11. Individual photos comprising the full panorama of Outcrops 4-A and 4-B (see Figure A.2.10), from 

south to north, beginning with Outcrop 4-B.  
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Figure A.2.11 continued. Outcrop 4-B north (left) and Outcrop 4-A south (right). 
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Figure A.2.11 continued. Outcrop 4-A north. 
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Figure A.2.12.  Outcrop 4A. 
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 Figure A.2.13.  Outcrop 4B. 
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Figure A.2.14.  Outcrop 4C and 4D complete photomosaic, from south (left) to north (right). 
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 Figure A.2.15. Individual photographs comprising the full panorama of Outcrops 4-C and 4-D (Figure A.2.14), 

from south to north (beginning with Outcrop 4-D south). 
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Figure A.2.15 continued. Outcrop 4-D north.  
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Figure A.2.15 continued, Outcrop 4-C. 
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Figure A.2.16.  Outcrop 4C. 
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Figure A.2.17.  Outcrop 4D. 
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APPENDIX 3- SCINTILLOMETER DATA 

 

In the summer of 2009, certain sections were chosen for scintillometer data collection.  

These sections were typically chosen where there was higher quality exposure, with less 

slumping or asphalting.  A hand-held gamma-ray scintillometer (RS-230 BGO Super-SPEC, 

compliments of J.P. Zonneveld of the University of Alberta) was used to obtain the 

measurements while rappelling down the same area where the outcrop was logged originally, 

so that logs and scintillometer data could be compared.  Measurements were taken at 50 cm 

intervals (with the exception of Section 6, where measurements were taken every 75 cm). At 

each interval, five measurements were taken in the same location to improve data robustness.  

In total, seven scintillometer logs were created, which correspond to Sections 3, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12 

and 13 (Fig. A.1.1). This appendix provides the raw scintillometer data, as well as graphical 

displays of the data, in a vertical format similar to a gamma-ray wireline log.  Each graph was 

created by taking an arithmetic average of the five measurements at each interval, and plotting 

the averaged value as a function of vertical position.  The gaps in data correspond to locations 

where there was poor outcrop exposure and/or slumped material, so that no 

accurate/representative value could be obtained.   Each scintillometer log has been given a 

similar vertical scale to allow for comparison between logs.  
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Table A.3.1. Raw scintillometer data for Section 3. 

Section 3 

“Depth” Measurement Number Average 

 (m) 1 2 3 4 5 (Arithmetic) 

7.5 146 147 143 136 153 145 

8 140 133 144 132 150 139.8 

8.5 121 129 137 131 142 132 

9 108 113 117 102 114 110.8 

9.5 110 112 110 111 91 106.8 

10 98 105 104 112 103 104.4 

10.5 105 112 109 96 119 108.2 

11 178 169 184 174 175 176 

11.5 156 160 170 169 145 160 

12 143 147 158 170 163 156.2 

12.5 160 164 167 177 173 168.2 

13 173 172 170 176 174 173 

13.5 153 148 137 143 148 145.8 

14 129 123 151 130 133 133.2 

14.5 155 144 141 143 153 147.2 

15 156 159 152 153 163 156.6 

15.5 145 155 152 145 150 149.4 

16 153 156 156 159 156 156 

16.5 132 137 116 127 143 131 

17 153 146 133 143 159 146.8 

17.5 133 128 124 120 121 125.2 

18 106 119 121 108 123 115.4 

18.5 134 138 132 154 134 138.4 

19 135 128 131 145 142 136.2 

19.5 137 145 137 130 132 136.2 

20 139 145 139 129 136 137.6 

20.5 129 121 124 130 134 127.6 

21 116 127 121 104 109 115.4 

21.5 109 114 130 93 111 111.4 

22 96 106 109 103 99 102.6 

22.5 128 140 146 121 124 131.8 

23 113 115 98 107 110 108.6 

23.5 139 124 122 128 132 129 

24 107 116 121 108 116 113.6 

24.5 113 109 118 125 123 117.6 

25 116 108 110 117 116 113.4 

25.5 128 119 121 125 136 125.8 

26 140 146 147 138 128 139.8 

26.5 117 115 120 118 115 117 

27 106 107 120 115 120 113.6 

27.5 106 113 113 111 104 109.4 

28 140 158 141 155 151 149 

28.5 120 136 144 135 133 133.6 

29 121 126 129 124 133 126.6 

29.5 133 131 143 117 119 128.6 

30 108 112 116 107 110 110.6 

30.5 119 121 119 122 132 122.6 

31 136 135 128 130 120 129.8 

31.5 151 148 143 136 147 145 

32 136 135 134 149 154 141.6 

32.5 147 142 156 152 157 150.8 

33 153 146 153 150 153 151 

33.5 93 97 102 114 110 103.2 

34 94 103 111 110 98 103.2 

34.5 92 102 124 122 110 110 

35 134 135 140 128 132 133.8 

35.5 117 108 117 128 111 116.2 

36 103 109 116 105 110 108.6 

36.5 98 99 100 103 97 99.4 

37 104 102 108 96 98 101.6 

37.5 101 111 112 109 98 106.2 

38 101 104 99 109 94 101.4 

38.5 100 96 95 100 90 96.2 

39 100 112 108 100 94 102.8 

39.5 97 95 100 98 109 99.8 

40 88 84 91 93 89 89 

40.5 85 77 90 87 86 85 

41 84 80 77 86 88 83 

41.5 77 86 80 75 83 80.2 

42 90 89 81 94 80 86.8 

42.5 83 88 78 87 81 83.4 
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Figure A.3.1.  Scintillometer log of Section 3. 
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Table A.3.2. Raw scintillometer data for Section 5. 

Section 5 

“Depth” Measurement Number Average 

(m) 1 2 3 4 5 (Arithmetic) 

8.5 115 110 122 117 126 118 

9 111 115 110 104 107 109.4 

9.5 122 105 100 97 99 104.6 

10 126 124 117 112 116 119 

10.5 122 117 118 123 132 122.4 

11 154 160 158 150 149 154.2 

11.5 155 141 151 142 145 146.8 

12 120 118 129 127 115 121.8 

12.5 130 121 125 123 113 122.4 

13 124 139 149 143 146 140.2 

13.5 127 139 145 137 145 138.6 

14 135 141 147 138 147 141.6 

14.5 138 141 140 138 141 139.6 

15 125 122 117 140 145 129.8 

15.5 152 162 149 142 139 148.8 

16 152 154 146 138 139 145.8 

16.5 160 168 169 155 161 162.6 

17 138 154 165 136 150 148.6 

17.5 130 148 131 140 155 140.8 

18 143 141 140 143 142 141.8 

18.5 162 156 164 160 171 162.6 

19 189 195 177 178 181 184 

19.5 176 163 158 171 169 167.4 

20 155 163 153 138 162 154.2 

20.5 158 153 151 149 153 152.8 

21 154 157 165 162 163 160.2 

21.5 130 147 123 142 116 131.6 

22 163 176 190 187 180 179.2 

22.5 160 161 151 158 174 160.8 

       
23.5 124 131 124 121 118 123.6 

24 138 134 129 140 125 133.2 

24.5 141 149 147 153 151 148.2 

25 144 134 123 135 148 136.8 

25.5 149 138 140 128 149 140.8 

26.5 141 153 163 146 147 150 

27 169 154 168 177 185 
170.6 

27.5 148 147 146 145 166 150.4 

28 114 110 104 122 119 113.8 

28.5 121 124 125 139 130 127.8 

29 132 138 129 127 127 130.6 

29.5 114 120 121 108 121 116.8 

30 136 123 129 131 138 131.4 

30.5 109 107 109 119 116 112 

31 128 132 140 124 132 131.2 

31.5 112 118 119 124 120 118.6 

32 115 108 111 113 111 111.6 

32.5 117 111 125 121 116 118 

33 109 107 120 116 117 113.8 

33.5 109 110 114 106 119 111.6 

34 130 136 134 137 142 135.8 

34.5 122 125 106 114 121 117.6 

35 137 143 131 139 144 138.8 

35.5 139 140 133 129 146 137.4 

36 118 114 117 119 122 118 

36.5 124 115 117 121 128 121 

37 115 132 147 127 130 130.2 

37.5 124 109 103 104 102 108.4 

38 119 120 128 124 115 121.2 

38.5 124 134 122 128 129 127.4 

39 146 142 128 132 138 137.2 

39.5 118 107 127 126 123 120.2 

40 128 124 123 119 125 123.8 

40.5 115 118 132 121 126 122.4 

41 105 118 116 114 108 112.2 

41.5 107 116 110 123 97 110.6 

42 117 121 117 111 117 116.6 

42.5 124 127 114 126 121 122.4 

43 133 134 132 126 123 129.6 

43.5 102 109 103 97 101 102.4 

44 110 113 120 123 115 116.2 

44.5 115 119 96 107 119 111.2 

45 154 147 142 158 168 153.8 

45.5 148 146 149 135 158 147.2 

46 118 123 128 127 124 124 

46.5 115 107 113 127 124 117.2 
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47 144 138 147 133 130 138.4 

47.5 127 125 128 114 132 125.2 

48 159 156 143 141 139 147.6 

48.5 139 142 140 148 143 142.4 

49 117 115 136 132 121 124.2 

49.5 91 96 100 96 100 96.6 

50 129 124 127 130 127 127.4 

50.5 104 108 102 104 119 107.4 

51 113 114 119 114 119 115.8 

51.5 120 110 104 127 116 115.4 

52 120 112 127 122 97 115.6 

52.5 100 103 94 99 109 101 

53 110 116 111 99 103 107.8 

53.5 103 117 106 109 105 108 

54 113 98 114 100 103 105.6 

54.5 122 124 105 120 116 117.4 

55 119 120 121 136 124 124 

55.5 120 125 132 120 114 122.2 

56 81 96 91 94 89 90.2 

56.5 97 98 91 103 94 96.6 

57 104 103 107 97 94 101 

57.5 92 97 99 96 98 96.4 

58 98 102 101 92 97 98 

58.5 88 92 91 86 101 91.6 

59 98 99 101 104 96 99.6 

59.5 94 100 106 97 93 98 

60 108 105 96 95 105 101.8 
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Figure A.3.2 (below).  Scintillometer log of Section 5. 
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Table A.3.3. Raw scintillometer data for Section 6. 

Section 6 

“Depth” Depth  Measurement Number Average 
 (stick 

lengths) (m) 1 2 3 4 5 (Arithmetic) 

0 0 69 73 77 79 88 77.2 

0.5 0.75 90 78 91 87 103 89.8 

1 1.5 79 75 81 83 86 80.8 

1.5 2.25 86 82 80 76 96 84 

2 3 92 83 89 72 78 82.8 

2.5 3.75 90 102 97 94 82 93 

3 4.5 91 81 82 87 81 84.4 

3.5 5.25 87 83 78 82 85 83 

4 6 80 87 98 87 74 85.2 

4.5 6.75 120 129 127 139 136 130.2 

5 7.5 123 122 114 110 117 117.2 

5.5 8.25 96 91 88 93 92 92 

6 9 87 93 78 82 87 85.4 

6.5 9.75 92 100 95 98 97 96.4 

7 10.5 112 120 113 121 121 117.4 

7.5 11.25 100 101 105 108 114 105.6 

8 12 101 90 107 112 102 102.4 

8.5 12.75 102 101 112 118 99 106.4 

9 13.5 112 120 118 121 118 117.8 

9.5 14.25 104 98 96 104 107 101.8 

10 15 109 113 116 108 109 111 

10.5 15.75 118 113 116 127 121 119 

11 16.5 140 133 150 137 132 138.4 

11.5 17.25 131 134 120 131 136 130.4 

12 18 104 100 119 112 118 110.6 

12.5 18.75 115 108 109 120 125 115.4 

13 19.5 122 128 113 115 121 119.8 

13.5 20.25 140 138 133 126 128 133 

14 21 108 110 116 132 115 116.2 

14.5 21.75 122 118 132 121 123 123.2 

15 22.5 140 133 148 135 119 135 

15.5 23.25 147 160 139 140 143 145.8 

16 24 139 138 140 149 142 141.6 

16.5 24.75 143 138 144 147 152 144.8 

17 25.5 138 135 141 144 149 141.4 

17.5 26.25 99 98 112 100 104 102.6 

18 27 118 120 125 114 115 118.4 
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18.5 27.75 104 116 109 118 102 109.8 

19 28.5 144 148 146 143 142 144.6 

19.5 29.25 150 149 157 141 155 150.4 

20 30 143 140 150 148 150 146.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure A.3.3. Scintillometer log of Section 6. 
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Table A.3.4. Raw scintillometer data for Section 9. 

Section 9 

“Depth” Measurement Number Average 

 (m) 1 2 3 4 5 (Arithmetic) 

6.5 120 130 132 139 131 130.4 

7 116 125 113 133 121 121.6 

7.5 129 134 125 117 118 124.6 

8 148 138 155 158 141 148 

8.5 118 119 123 124 120 120.8 

9 156 153 139 146 145 147.8 

9.5 167 171 172 169 155 166.8 

10 132 120 117 124 146 127.8 

10.5 142 149 129 137 148 141 

11 139 149 146 143 144 144.2 

11.5 133 136 149 146 151 143 

12 141 137 135 146 140 139.8 

12.5 159 153 157 139 152 152 

13 158 154 150 140 148 150 

13.5 150 162 166 158 171 161.4 

14 150 172 171 156 137 157.2 

14.5 153 167 148 159 160 157.4 

15 149 155 140 144 143 146.2 

15.5 102 105 100 103 107 103.4 

16 107 116 108 112 119 112.4 

16.5 139 136 143 116 124 131.6 

17 122 123 136 124 120 125 

17.5 139 137 141 142 136 139 

18.5 115 125 109 111 103 112.6 

19 132 140 137 133 137 135.8 

19.5 122 128 144 141 157 138.4 

20 136 130 152 141 132 138.2 

20.5 180 165 162 177 181 173 

21 141 142 159 157 144 148.6 

21.5 114 118 116 102 120 114 

22 127 118 120 127 129 124.2 

22.5 170 154 162 175 177 167.6 

23 92 82 90 102 114 96 

23.5 97 96 97 98 90 95.6 

24 104 111 99 119 112 109 

24.5 137 140 125 133 122 131.4 

25 122 127 126 130 126 126.2 

25.5 150 157 163 164 159 158.6 

26 151 155 136 141 153 147.2 

26.5 145 149 151 136 155 147.2 

27 137 139 144 143 149 142.4 

27.5 142 147 143 151 138 144.2 

28 132 141 148 136 153 142 

28.5 127 133 120 111 119 122 

29 120 128 152 142 138 136 

29.5 152 150 136 147 129 142.8 

30 150 146 135 142 134 141.4 

30.5 119 122 131 118 122 122.4 

31 127 128 138 128 122 128.6 

31.5 134 137 129 136 140 135.2 

32 127 135 124 144 143 134.6 

32.5 126 127 134 119 140 129.2 

33 141 133 129 115 127 129 

33.5 116 131 119 120 115 120.2 

34 138 151 120 117 138 132.8 

34.5 122 120 126 132 127 125.4 

35 103 109 114 105 112 108.6 

35.5 108 111 127 113 108 113.4 

36 120 132 131 129 110 124.4 

36.5 129 121 130 127 126 126.6 

37 109 121 129 121 103 116.6 

37.5 116 129 120 122 107 118.8 

38 116 134 126 132 136 128.8 

38.5 117 114 113 115 107 113.2 

39 95 98 119 109 108 105.8 

40.5 124 111 120 118 116 117.8 

41 114 103 93 119 107 107.2 

41.5 107 117 112 125 126 117.4 

42 82 96 110 116 120 104.8 

42.5 122 120 98 111 116 113.4 

43 112 124 117 121 129 120.6 

43.5 123 128 136 119 124 126 

44 110 111 121 120 108 114 
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44.5 117 113 115 110 113 113.6 

45 115 108 101 119 105 109.6 

45.5 102 109 121 133 105 114 

46 120 112 126 123 119 120 

46.5 111 105 104 109 111 108 

47 110 124 111 107 122 114.8 

47.5 99 101 110 108 104 104.4 

48 123 122 134 117 119 123 

48.5 111 115 119 113 110 113.6 

49 123 130 120 126 129 125.6 

49.5 150 126 123 136 135 134 

50 110 110 125 112 101 111.6 

50.5 118 128 122 129 134 126.2 

51 132 136 150 143 123 136.8 

51.5 106 110 104 101 90 102.2 

52 85 93 76 84 80 83.6 

52.5 85 84 91 101 105 93.2 

53 93 91 90 77 96 89.4 

53.5 85 84 82 85 93 85.8 

54 91 94 93 84 91 90.6 

54.5 92 98 95 100 95 96 

55 87 90 78 89 86 86 

55.5 98 103 113 94 95 100.6 

56 83 78 87 85 95 85.6 

56.5 87 82 88 91 86 86.8 
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Figure A.3.4. Scintillometer log of Section 9. 
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Table A.3.5. Raw scintillometer data for Section 11. 

Section 11 

“Depth” Measurement Number Average 

 (m) 1 2 3 4 5 (Arithmetic) 

3.5 124 127 135 109 115 122 

4 117 110 120 121 132 120 

4.5 132 133 138 124 127 130.8 

5 184 176 174 182 180 179.2 

5.5 146 157 141 138 145 145.4 

6 131 125 130 147 144 135.4 

6.5 120 139 134 135 128 131.2 

7 144 139 122 130 157 138.4 

7.5 121 130 132 134 136 130.6 

8 130 138 137 134 125 132.8 

8.5 138 135 147 132 144 139.2 

9 141 138 139 130 139 137.4 

9.5 154 164 172 182 180 170.4 

10 161 157 170 184 168 168 

10.5 144 155 143 148 153 148.6 

11 147 142 146 138 149 144.4 

11.5 169 181 172 165 158 169 

12 171 168 175 176 166 171.2 

12.5 177 183 175 191 195 184.2 

13 152 153 149 148 162 152.8 

13.5 166 153 150 169 163 160.2 

14 153 190 160 177 184 172.8 

14.5 128 125 136 127 122 127.6 

15 117 131 125 128 118 123.8 

15.5 105 109 114 110 98 107.2 

16 112 119 133 122 107 118.6 

16.5 137 130 143 151 137 139.6 

17 133 119 135 129 124 128 

17.5 136 162 153 151 145 149.4 

18 125 127 130 141 131 130.8 

18.5 139 141 155 149 145 145.8 

19 127 134 138 133 132 132.8 

19.5 165 166 157 153 156 159.4 

20 157 139 150 170 158 154.8 

20.5 159 154 155 158 167 158.6 

21 171 172 173 164 170 170 

21.5 159 150 159 156 148 154.4 

22 155 147 154 152 136 148.8 

22.5 145 151 135 136 134 140.2 

23 148 147 128 129 151 140.6 

23.5 104 112 108 119 110 110.6 

24 98 99 87 93 89 93.2 

24.5 85 100 106 99 110 100 

25 108 103 102 95 96 100.8 

25.5 136 148 161 135 137 143.4 

26 177 172 163 152 151 163 

26.5 159 162 171 157 149 159.6 

28 164 166 152 159 170 162.2 

30 119 116 126 122 133 123.2 

30.5 117 114 126 119 125 120.2 

31 138 124 123 126 119 126 

31.5 152 138 143 135 150 143.6 

32 126 136 131 123 126 128.4 

32.5 138 128 136 141 148 138.2 

33 128 129 134 130 131 130.4 

33.5 130 133 129 156 131 135.8 

34 121 119 131 133 129 126.6 

34.5 141 148 139 142 144 142.8 

35 122 127 111 119 124 120.6 

35.5 123 122 139 133 131 129.6 

36 127 139 120 128 118 126.4 

36.5 103 104 105 113 100 105 

37 113 104 102 91 111 104.2 

37.5 110 105 103 107 92 103.4 

38 107 109 110 107 111 108.8 

38.5 101 96 96 91 106 98 

39 91 89 101 96 100 95.4 

39.5 101 119 115 112 107 110.8 

40 96 105 162 103 110 115.2 

40.5 118 112 117 114 109 114 

41 115 112 109 97 93 105.2 

41.5 118 104 128 134 123 121.4 

42 146 134 136 125 131 134.4 

42.5 121 132 125 103 133 122.8 

43 154 157 161 134 152 151.6 

43.5 148 145 149 137 151 146 

44 144 150 152 153 136 147 
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44.5 149 150 138 156 150 148.6 

45 152 145 158 151 168 154.8 

45.5 142 127 140 147 136 138.4 

46 119 128 129 119 120 123 

46.5 110 112 105 122 120 113.8 

47 103 114 121 111 123 114.4 

47.5 110 117 110 114 118 113.8 

48 114 121 116 109 116 115.2 

48.5 118 127 125 126 118 122.8 

49 113 115 119 111 118 115.2 

49.5 123 126 120 117 133 123.8 

50 120 117 116 98 105 111.2 

50.5 120 127 114 116 114 118.2 

51 150 155 141 127 136 141.8 

51.5 123 113 123 113 114 117.2 

52 106 112 114 117 108 111.4 

52.5 105 96 105 109 117 106.4 

53 108 123 103 112 103 109.8 
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Figure A.3.5. Scintillometer log of Section 11. 
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Table A.3.6. Raw scintillometer data for Section 12. 

Section 12 

Depth Measurement Number Average 

 (m) 1 2 3 4 5 (Arithmetic) 

17.5 115 116 130 118 111 118 

18 100 104 117 115 109 109 

18.5 133 130 134 142 137 135.2 

19 155 159 164 161 173 162.4 

19.5 164 163 147 180 150 160.8 

20 132 140 134 140 148 138.8 

20.5 148 141 140 157 155 148.2 

21 171 168 191 174 165 173.8 

21.5 203 193 194 178 186 190.8 

22 150 161 152 175 179 163.4 

22.5 175 164 169 170 177 171 

23 144 146 138 149 141 143.6 

23.5 153 143 130 136 154 143.2 

24 147 144 132 131 135 137.8 

24.5 130 129 133 144 149 137 

25 156 175 170 151 140 158.4 

25.5 159 167 164 160 139 157.8 

26 137 132 125 135 133 132.4 

26.5 110 109 102 116 105 108.4 

27 123 124 114 120 131 122.4 

27.5 127 128 126 130 127 127.6 

28 111 110 95 109 103 105.6 

28.5 114 110 121 118 119 116.4 

29 118 100 112 118 108 111.2 

29.5 119 133 124 114 111 120.2 

30 132 127 122 130 134 129 

30.5 159 131 136 140 132 139.6 

31 124 125 127 149 137 132.4 

31.5 122 115 114 121 125 119.4 

32 109 95 114 118 123 111.8 

32.5 101 102 105 102 98 101.6 

33 104 99 94 100 114 102.2 

33.5 109 116 113 96 102 107.2 

34 119 120 112 107 116 114.8 

34.5 115 125 128 122 125 123 

40.5 106 107 92 100 98 100.6 

41 97 100 94 104 105 100 

41.5 97 98 94 89 95 94.6 

42 87 90 88 83 81 85.8 

42.5 88 90 91 87 93 89.8 

43 99 81 85 84 77 85.2 

43.5 71 90 70 85 75 78.2 

44 78 82 91 86 83 84 

44.5 85 93 97 97 74 89.2 

45 68 77 78 77 72 74.4 

45.5 91 82 75 68 80 79.2 

46 72 87 69 71 78 75.4 

46.5 87 86 80 91 83 85.4 

47 110 116 113 114 117 114 

47.5 112 121 125 130 113 120.2 

48 126 117 100 107 99 109.8 

48.5 107 110 118 116 119 114 

49 118 116 112 104 120 114 

49.5 113 120 119 112 126 118 

50 119 114 123 125 133 122.8 

50.5 128 130 124 119 121 124.4 

51 128 136 148 136 133 136.2 

51.5 122 116 132 136 121 125.4 

52 121 122 130 119 124 123.2 

52.5 127 136 120 128 136 129.4 

53 127 126 139 132 126 130 

53.5 120 118 126 133 125 124.4 

54 119 121 131 112 132 123 

54.5 86 89 108 93 103 95.8 

55 104 91 106 107 100 101.6 

55.5 116 119 108 94 95 106.4 

56 114 111 114 107 108 110.8 

56.5 95 99 98 100 103 99 

57 127 123 127 132 122 126.2 

57.5 100 111 100 107 111 105.8 

58 92 96 104 96 100 97.6 

58.5 102 101 113 100 93 101.8 

59 90 91 99 103 94 95.4 

59.5 79 92 80 73 78 80.4 

60 76 88 80 72 78 78.8 

60.5 86 87 83 91 87 86.8 
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Figure A.3.6. Scintillometer log of Section 12. 
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Table A.3.7. Raw scintillometer data for Section 13. 

Section 13 

“Depth” Measurement Number Average 

 (m) 1 2 3 4 5 (Arithmetic) 

13 119 106 118 121 124 117.6 

13.5 123 118 125 126 120 122.4 

14 127 124 120 115 133 123.8 

14.5 164 161 168 164 166 164.6 

15 197 200 209 184 183 194.6 

15.5 166 164 168 179 167 168.8 

16 193 187 183 189 171 184.6 

16.5 199 193 200 194 197 196.6 

17 198 177 164 168 169 175.2 

17.5 188 180 186 184 194 186.4 

18 189 192 185 172 168 181.2 

18.5 179 174 167 177 179 175.2 

19 151 142 148 143 138 144.4 

19.5 139 130 134 148 137 137.6 

20 148 158 164 150 160 156 

20.5 164 162 153 177 187 168.6 

21 163 167 168 167 159 164.8 

21.5 168 175 164 168 174 169.8 

22 166 171 184 164 156 168.2 

22.5 159 155 147 144 153 151.6 

23 138 140 134 133 129 134.8 

23.5 125 116 115 132 126 122.8 

24 118 117 119 123 119 119.2 

24.5 120 121 120 126 122 121.8 

25 147 138 140 139 150 142.8 

25.5 140 148 144 158 131 144.2 

26 153 160 141 154 146 150.8 

26.5 163 164 173 163 169 166.4 

27 154 164 178 173 177 169.2 

27.5 167 172 169 160 157 165 

28 169 152 157 176 165 163.8 

28.5 144 146 137 134 132 138.6 

29 144 151 146 154 146 148.2 

29.5 152 145 155 154 157 152.6 

30 126 127 146 141 142 136.4 

30.5 177 165 171 159 171 168.6 

31 166 149 174 168 162 163.8 

31.5 135 142 160 140 155 146.4 

32 142 146 152 160 144 148.8 

32.5 144 140 146 153 147 146 

33 176 157 159 163 168 164.6 

33.5 140 138 117 129 130 130.8 

34 142 139 134 143 131 137.8 

34.5 125 149 139 133 134 136 

35 160 154 150 154 151 153.8 

35.5 140 147 138 142 136 140.6 

36 144 148 150 159 141 148.4 

36.5 150 158 162 147 148 153 

37 139 137 129 116 131 130.4 

37.5 123 129 126 124 117 123.8 

38 137 141 144 147 126 139 

39 116 110 111 113 91 108.2 

40 101 97 103 93 92 97.2 

41 91 93 81 86 82 86.6 

41.5 104 98 106 93 110 102.2 
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Figure A.3.7. Scintillometer log of Section 13. 
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APPENDIX 4- THE UPPER MCMURRAY “UPPER CHANNEL” OF OUTCROP 3 

During logging of sections at Outcrop 3, a laterally continuous channel sand body was 

described from the basal part of the upper McMurray.  Because the upper McMurray is not 

considered in detail in this thesis, the description and interpretation of that sand body is 

presented here for archival purposes. 

Description 

The basal portion of the upper McMurray within Outcrop 3 is characterized by a laterally 

continuous sand body (basal 2 m of the upper McMurray; Fig. 4.2).  It is composed of lower 

medium to upper fine-grained sandstone.  The base of this unit has local occurrences of mud-

clast conglomerate (Facies 3A-type clasts).  The mud clasts are small (1-5 cm diameter) and 

display a variable amount of rounding.  These mud-clast conglomerates occur as discontinuous 

lenses (20-100 cm lengths) that occur 50 cm above the basal contact of the upper McMurray.  

The contact itself has centimetre to decimeter relief, truncating the underlying middle 

McMurray (Fig. A.4.1A). Cross-stratification (10-40 cm set-thickness); Facies 1A grades up-

section into Facies 4 current-ripple cross-lamination (3-20 mm set thickness).  Wave-ripple 

cross-lamination (4 mm set thickness) is also present locally, occurring as isolated sets within 

the current-ripple cross-lamination.  Herringbone cross-stratification is present locally (Fig. 

A.4.1C). Bioturbation consists dominantly of Cylindrichnus (10-50 mm lengths) with minor 

Skolithos and unidentified, horizontal, lined traces (1-20 mm trace length).  Bioturbation occurs 

throughout the interval, but is more common within the ripple cross-laminated sections 

(average BI=2-3).   
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The sand body grades upward into inclined heterolithic stratification (IHS; Facies 5 and 

6)) (5° bedding-plane inclination).  At their down-dip termination, mud beds composed of very 

fine-grained sand and silt begin as laterally discontinuous lenses (1-3 cm thick).  The muds are 

structureless to planar laminated (mm thicknesses).   Near the base of the heterolithic section, 

mud beds have been completely reworked biologically (BI=6) so that all that is left is a discrete 

layer of Cylindrichnus burrows (Fig. A.4.1D). The sand beds (maximum 30 cm thick) separating 

the mud beds are similar to the ripple cross-laminated sandstones below (Fig. A.4.1E). 

Bioturbation is common throughout both the sand and mud beds (BI=3-5) (Fig. A.4.1B).  Up 

section, mud beds become laterally continuous with no thickness change, while sand-bed 

thicknesses decrease up dip (from 30 cm to 10-15 cm thick).  This marked decrease in sand-bed 

thickness gives the interval a distinctive muddying-upward character and a stepped weathering 

profile (Fig A.4.1 F).   

The upward transition from relatively thicker sand to thinner sand within the 

heterolithic section occurs abruptly.  This contact appears sharp and horizontal from a 

panoramic perspective.  Above this contact there is a more gradual decrease in sand-bed 

thickness (10-5 cm thickness change) over a 2 m interval.  Bioturbation increases up section 

(BI=3-5) obscuring ripple-cross lamination (Fig. A.4.1G). The upper contact with the overlying 

upward-coarsening parasequences is abrupt, but broadly horizontal in nature.  It is recognized 

by the disappearance of distinct sand and mud interbeds, an abrupt transition to a finer grain 

size (lower fine-grained to upper very fine-grained sand), more intense bioturbation (BI=5-6) 

and planar parallel lamination (5-10 cm thick).   
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Interpretation 

The basal portion of the upper McMurray is interpreted to represent a relatively small tidal-

fluvial channel and point bar, perhaps an off-axis tidal channel and point bar with little fluvial 

influence, in accordance with previous interpretations (Hein et al., 2001; Musial et al., 2011).  

This interpretation as a channel deposit is supported by the erosional base and the overlying 

mud-clast conglomerates.  The mud clasts are likely lag deposits derived from the underlying 

mud beds in the middle McMurray.  The succession of sedimentary structures from cross-

stratification to current-ripple cross-lamination indicates an upward decrease in flow velocity 

(and flow-depth), which is also consistent with a channel interpretation.  The sands most likely 

represent deposition in the thalwag and lower portions of the point bar.   

The occurrence of wave-ripple cross-lamination may indicate shallow water depths 

along the channel margin, to allow for the generation of wave-generated bedforms.  

Documentation of bidirectional indicators indicates that tidal currents were active in the 

channel.   The pervasive bioturbation indicates that the channel was brackish in nature during 

both sand and mud deposition, but may not have been fully marine due to the low species 

diversity.    The IHS is interpreted to occur up-dip on the point-bar surface.  The decrease in 

sand-bed thickness reflects the decrease in current strength necessary for sand transport at 

higher elevations on the point bar.  The origin of the abrupt thinning in sand-bed thickness 

within the heterolithic portion is unknown.  The contact may represent the subtidal limit within 

the channel in a low-gradient tidal-flat setting, although modern examples of this are not 

known.    The presence of such a sharp facies contact is not unique to the upper McMurray 

channel: the same abruptness is documented within some locations of the middle McMurray 
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channels.    The small thickness of this channel (10 m thick) suggests that it was formed by a 

smaller channel then those recorded in the middle McMurray.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.4.1.  The upper McMurray Formation “upper channel”.  (A) The basal contact (highlighted in red) of the 
“upper channel” displaying the stepped, decimeter-scale relief on this surface.  From a distance, this surface 
appears horizontal in nature.  Note that the underlying middle McMurray within this area is composed of clays 
and silts.  (B)  Current-ripple cross-lamination with Cylindrichnus burrows.  The burrows appear sporadically 
within the rippled bed and also appear in distinct layers (marked by dashed yellow lines) which are interpreted 
to be completely reworked mud beds.  Note the length of the Cylindrichnus burrow within the rippled sand (9 
cm long) which may suggest suitable conditions for growth during sand-bed deposition.  (C) Herringbone cross-
stratification.  The current-ripple cross-lamination and the basal cross-stratification indicate the dominant flow 
direction within the area (to the north, northwest); representative bedding planes are highlighted in yellow.  
The upper set of cross-stratification is highlighted in red and shows the subordinate current direction within the 
area.  Note that the dominant-current indicators are climbing, indicating rapid deposition. (D)  Cross-
stratification and current-ripple cross-laminated sands with Cylindrichnus-dominated zones (marked by dashed 
yellow lines).  This is characteristic of the down-dip occurrence of mud.  There is no actual layer of mud within 
this zone, only horizons with high concentrations of Cylindrichnus burrows.  (E)  Mud-sand interbedding within 
the upper 5 m of the “upper channel”.  The mud bed is preferentially weathered, giving it a recessed character.  
On closer inspection, it appears to be laminated (1 mm thicknesses).  The contacts below and above the mud 
bed are sharp.   (F)  Fresh surface of an “upper channel” sand interbed.  Note the obliteration of original 
structures and intermixing of sand and silt due to bioturbation by unidentifiable ichnogenera.   (G)  Weathered 
surface of “upper channel” IHS.  Note the stepped nature to the outcrop due to the preferential weathering of 
finer interbeds.  This character is similar to deposits within the middle McMurray.     
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APPENDIX 5- METRE-SCALE CYCLE (MSC) MEASUREMENTS FROM SECTION 6 (BACK OF 

OUTCROP 3-B) 
 

When logging section 6 (back of Outcrop 3-B), a more detailed evaluation (including: 

cm-scale bed-thickness measurements, bioturbation-intensity observations and sedimentary 

structures) of the IHS facies was undertaken to characterize and define MSCs observed within 

this section better.  The following Appendix provides the raw thickness (and BI) data obtained 

while logging, general cycle information, as well as graphs showing the vertical changes in 

thickness, BI and other MSC properties (as shown in Fig. 5.4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table A.5.1 (below).  Raw data on lithology, sedimentary structures, bioturbation index (BI), and layer thickness 

for each individual layer within the metre-scale cycles (C1, C2, C3, etc...) encountered at Section 6 (back of 

Outcrop 3-B).  The data are for measurements taken within the IHS facies only, with no data collected within the 

basal sand-dominated facies.  Table begins with at the bottom (within C1, the basal MSC) and continues up 

through the section.  Lithology abbreviations: S= silt, UF= upper fine-grained sand, LVF= lower very fine-grained 

sand, UVF= upper very fine-grained sand.  Sedimentary structure abbreviations: lam= laminations, x-beds = cross 

bed, SL= structureless.  Bioturbation abbreviations: u=upper portion of layer, b= basal portion of layer. 
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Cycle  Lithology Structure BI Thickness (cm) 

  S mm lam 0 9 

  UF 1 cm ripples 0 36 

  S mm lam 0 4 

  UF 1 cm ripples 0 9 

C1 S mm lam 0 2 

  UF 1 cm ripples 0 35 

  S mm lam 0 6 

  UF 1 cm ripples 2 16 

  S mm lam 0 3 

  UF SL 3 2 

  S mm lam 0 5 

  UF 0.5 cm ripples 1 39 

  LVF mm lam 0 5 

C2 UF ripples mm 0 20 

  VFU mm lam 3 6 

  LM SL 5 8 

  LVF SL 4 1 

  UF cm ripples to dm x-beds 1 30 

  S mm lam to undulatory 0 6 

C3 UF SL 3 4 

  S mm lam 0 7 

  UF SL 3 3 

  S SL 4 1 

  UF 2 cm ripples 5 u 34 

  S mm lam 0 2 

  UF 1 cm ripples 5 u 20 

  S SL 5 1 

  UF 2 cm ripples 0 17 

C4 LVF mm lam 0 5 

  UF SL 4 7 

  LVF SL 5 5 

  UF SL 5 7 

  LVF SL 6 3 

  UF SL 5 5 

  LVF SL 6 1 

  UF 2 cm ripples 3 b 80 

  LVF SL 5 5 

  UF SL 4 5 

  LVF SL 5 5 

  UF 2 cm ripples 0 26 

C5 LVF SL 5 4 

  UF 1 cm ripples - SL 3 - 5u 8 

  S SL 6 1 

  UF 1 cm ripples 4 13 

  S SL 5b 9 

  UF SL 5 4 

  S mm lam 0 3 
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  UF 2 cm ripples 3b - 1 116 

C6 LVF mm lam 0 4 

  UF Sl 5 9 

  S Sl 6 1 

  UF ripples   1 19 

  S < mm lam 0 6 

  UF cm ripples - SL 1 54 

  S mm lam 1 1 

  UF 2 cm ripples 1 43 

  LVF mm lam 0 3 

  UF cm ripples 4 14 

  LVF mm lam - SL 3 4 

  UF SL 5 5 

  LVF SL 6 2 

  UF cm ripples 3 25 

  LVF mm lam - SL 4 3 

  UF SL 5 7 

  LVF SL 6 2 

  UF cm ripples - SL  3 29 

  UVF SL 6 2 

  LM 1 cm ripples 2 - 5u 11 

C7 LVF SL 5 2 

  UF SL 5 2 

  LVF SL 5 2 

  UF SL 5 2 

  S SL 5 1 

  UF SL 5 1 

  S SL 5 2 

  UF Sl 5 2 

  S SL 5 2 

  UF SL 5 3 

  S SL 5 1 

  UF SL 5 5 

  S SL 5 1 

  UF SL 5 5 

  S SL 5 3 

  UF SL 5 10 

  S SL 5 2 

  UF SL 5 6 

  S SL 5 2 

  UF cm ripples 4 10 

  LVF SL 6 3 

  UF cm ripple 4 10 

  S mm lam 0 5 

  UF 2 cm ripples 1 31 

  LVF mm lam - SL 1 9 

  UF 2 cm ripples 3 13 

  S Sl 5 7 
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  UF Sl 5 5 

  S SL 6 7 

  UF SL 5 5 

  S SL 6 1 

C8 UF SL 5 4 

  S SL 6 1 

  UF SL 5 5 

  S SL 6 3 

  UF SL 5 5 

  S SL 6 1 

  UF cm ripples 3 9 

  S SL 6 1 

  UF SL 5 10 

  S Sl 6 1 

  UF 2 cm ripples 1 42 

  S mm lam 0 3 

  UF 2 cm ripples 1 52 

  S SL 3 2 

  UF 1 cm ripples 3 14 

  S SL 5 6 

  UF cm ripples 4 17 

C9 S SL 6 2 

  UF SL 5 4 

  S SL 6 2 

  UF SL 5 6 

  S SL 6 1 

  UF SL 5 2 

  S SL 6 2 

  UF SL 5 6 

  S SL 6 2 

  UF 3 cm ripples 5 u 18 

  S mm lam - SL 0-5 3 

  
UF 2 cm ripples 

5 u - 
3 20 

  S SL 5 5 

  UF SL 5 3 

  S SL 6 4 

  UF cm ripples 4 13 

  S SL 5 1 

  UF cm ripples 3 17 

C10 S  SL 5 3 

  UF SL 5 14 

  S SL 6 1 

  UF SL 5 13 

  S mm lam 2 3 

  UF cm ripples 3 23 

  S  mm lam 3 3 

  UF mm ripples - mud clasts 4 10 

  LVF mm lam 1 19 
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  UF  cm ripples with mud drapes 2 79 

C11 S SL 6 4 

  UF SL 5 5 

  S SL 6 3 

C12 
UF 4 cm ripples 0 -6 u 54 

 

 
Total thickness = 1568 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cycle 
number 

cumulative 
thickness 

(cm) 

sand 
thickness 

(cm) 

mud 
thickness 

(cm) % sand % mud 
# of sand/mud 

couplets  

C1 122 98 24 80% 20% 5 

C2 84 67 17 80% 20% 3 

C3 51 37 14 73% 27% 3 

C4 107 90 17 84% 16% 6 

C5 160 136 24 85% 15% 6 

C6 133 125 8 94% 6% 2 

C7 307 263 44 86% 14% 20 

C8 165 129 36 78% 22% 9 

C9 121 101 20 83% 17% 8 

C10 173 131 42 76% 24% 10 

C11 91 84 7 92% 8% 2 

C12 54 54 0 100% 0% 1 

 

Table A.5.2.  Arithmetic averages of cumulative thickness, sand thickness, “mud” thickness, percentage of sand 
and percentage of mud for each cycle (C1, C2, C3, etc...) encountered at Section 6, shown in Figs. 5.4B,C and D.  
Lithology thicknesses calculated by summing each lithology (for sand thickness, summed all “sandier” values; 
i.e., upper fine-grained sand) encountered within an individual cycle.  The percentage of each lithology was then 
calculated by taking the lithology thickness (sand thickness or mud thickness) and dividing by the cumulative 
thickness.  The number of sand/mud couplets represents the number of paired sand/layers within each cycle. 
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Figure A.5.1.  Vertical variation in layer thickness for the IHS facies of Section 6.  The section has also been divided in terms of MSCs, to display the changes 

in layer thickness between MSCs. 
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Figure A.5.2.  Vertical variation in bioturbation intensity, within the IHS facies of Section 6.  The graph has also been divided in terms of MSCs, to display the 
changes in biotubation between MSCs.  Areas without any color indicate regions with a bioturbation index of 0. 
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APPENDIX 6- OUTCROP PALEOCURRENT AND BEDDING-ATTITUDE MEASUREMENTS 

 

In the 2010 field season, an extensive measurement campaign was undertaken 

throughout the project area to document the attitude of the IHS bedding and paleocurrent 

directions (Table A.6.1).  Orientation data were also collected while logging sections (Table 

A.6.2) and within specific areas of interest, which included the base of Outcrop 3, between 

Outcrops 3-A and 3-B and across Outcrop 3A beginning at Section 2 (Table A.6.3).    

Measurements were taken using a Brunton© Geotransit compass and the dip direction and dip 

inclination were recorded.  Features documented include IHS bedding planes (sand-mud (s/m) 

contacts), cross-stratification paleocurrents (x-beds), current-ripple cross-lamination 

paleocurrents (ripples), ripple master-bedding surfaces (master bedding ripple), joint surfaces 

(joint), cross-bedding  toeset orientations (toe set) and planar parallel-bedding orientation 

(lamination).  To specify the location where each measurement was collected, measurements 

were lumped into general measurement stations (Fig. A.6.1.); however, these positions refer to 

a general vicinity and not to the specific site where the individual measurements were taken.  

The location, as a function of height on the outcrops, is variable for each measuring station as 

each station was chosen based on the identification of an area with good exposed structures.    

Within the data tables (Table A.6.1, A.6.2, A.6.3), the measurements are organized from 

south (first reported) to north along the outcrop.  Photomosaics and georeferencing were also 

used to put the measurements in their correct locations within the GSU model (Appendix 8).   

Many of the data points were assigned a qualitative confidence percentage, which was based 

on a variety of factors, including three dimensionality of the surface, measurability of the 

surface, quality of the structure and general confidence that the structure was “in place”.  
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Throughout the measurement campaign, regional dip was thought to be negligible and no local 

folds or faults were observed.  Consequently, all measurements were left in their measured 

orientation (i.e., apparent dip direction, dip). 
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Figure A.6.1. Satellite photo of Steepbank River Outcrops 3 and 4 (Flach, 1977) with further outcrop 
subdivisions, logged sections, and measurement stations.  Image courtesy of Google Earth. 
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Table A.6.1. Orientation measurements from designated measurement stations.  See Fig. A.6.1 for station locations 

Station Structure  
Dip 

Direction Dip  Confidence Description 

Location Type (°) (°) (%)   

88 s/m contact 260 18 70   

88 s/m contact 240 12 50   

88 s/m contact 237 24 60   

88 x-bed 280 25 60   

88 ripple 300  - 30   

88 x-bed 285 26 40   

88 ripple 280  - 20 moving north on the outcrop strike line of 320° 

88 s/m contact 245 12 80   

88 x-bed 315 14 40   

88 ripple 290  - 50   

88 s/m contact 240 10 80 sand mud contacts are defined by cl or mud clasts 

88 s/m contact 255 8 90   

88 ripple 288  - 20 12 m bearing 330°  from 88 

88 x-bed 325  - 10   

88 s/m contact 275 7 50   

88 s/m contact 290 22 75   

88 ripple 355  - 60 15 m bearing 330° from 88 

89 x-bed 318 24 80   

89 x-bed 305 18 50   

89 x-bed 350 24 90   

89 x-bed 320 18 75   

89 x-bed 320 22 80   

89 x-bed 315  - 10   

89 toe set  185  - 75   

89 s/m contact 260 16 20 bed close to dune IHS contact 

89 x-bed 320 12 25 trending 325°  5m over all Sl sands 

90 ripple 310  - 25   

90 x-bed 323 24 60   

90 s/m contact 260 14 60   

90 s/m contact 245 18 75   

90 s/m contact 250 20 50   

90 x-bed 335 30 85   

90 x-bed 315 8 30   

90 x-bed 330  - 10   

91 joint 85 30  - joint measurements in lower Mcmurray 

91 joint 115 70  -   

91 joint 235 64  -   

91 x-bed 350 20 85   

91 x-bed 5 14 80   

91 joint 225 74  -   

91 ripple 330  - 70 middle McMurray 

92 ripple 325  - 10   

92 s/m contact 285 20 15   

92 x-bed 320 24 60   

92 master bedding ripple 255 32 50   

92 ripple 325  - 60   

92 s/m contact 275 28 80   

92 master bedding ripple 280 20 80   
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92 ripple 330  - 40   

92 s/m contact 275 10 90   

92 s/m contact 280 25 80   

92 s/m contact 265 12 75   

92 ripple 330  - 20 10 m trending 350° 

92 master bedding ripple 275 28 40   

92 ripple 340  - 10   

93 x-bed 315 26 80   

93 s/m contact 35 4 15   

93 ripple 315  -  -   

93 s/m contact 255 20 60   

93 x-bed 23 18 60   

93 x-bed 30 28 95   

93 x-bed 350 28 95   

93 s/m contact 295 18 60   

93 s/m contact 300 20 50 2 m down from red bed 

93 s/m contact 290 12 70   

94 upper IHS S/M contact 305 6 50 upper set 

94 upper IHS S/M contact 315 30 50 upper set 

94 ripple 350  -  - upper set 

94 master bedding ripple 295 30  - upper set 

94 ripple 315  -  - upper set 

94 lower IHS S/M contact 245 26 60 lower set  

94 lower IHS S/M contact 240 28 60 lower set  

94 ripple 25  - 40 lower set  

94 lower IHS S/M contact 250 20 60 lower set seems to be more muddy 

94 ripple 65  - 50   

94 s/m contact 260 22 90   

94 s/m contact 240 18 60   

94 s/m contact 255 22 40   

94 ripple 325  - 60 Channel 2 

94 master bedding ripple 285 20  - Channel 2 

94 s/m contact 260 20 60 Channel 2 

94 s/m contact 300 18 40 Channel 3 

94 ripple 335  -  - Channel 3 

94 s/m contact 250 8 60 Channel 3 

94 ripple 365  - 50 Channel 3 

95 s/m contact 243 16 50   

95 ripple 355  -  -   

95 master bedding ripple 275 20 40   

95 x-bed 315 26 80   

95 x-bed 245 32 50 slight slumping features at base of x bed 

95 ripple 0  - 40   

95 s/m contact 230 12 80 going up vertical section 

95 s/m contact 240 18 80   

95 s/m contact 245 14 80   

95 ripple 320  - 40   

95 s/m contact 245 14 80   

95 ripple 315  - 40   

95 s/m contact 250 28 60 sandy ihs 

95 ripple 355  - 40   

95 s/m contact 227 18 90   

95 s/m contact 245 26 60   

95 s/m contact 255 16 60 bearing 350°  20 m from 95 

95 master bedding ripple 280 8  -   
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96 x-bed 5 10 80   

96 x-bed 340 20 40   

96 x-bed 0 28 10   

96 s/m contact 25 16 30 channel 1 

96 s/m contact 70 24 60 channel 1 

96 s/m contact 80 10 40 coming down vertical section 

96 s/m contact 70 10 60   

96 s/m contact 25 12  -   

96 ripple 305  - 10   

96 ripple 335  - 40   

96 x-bed 345 18 60   

96 x-bed 265 30 40   

96 x-bed 350 30 60   

96 ripple 325  - 60   

96 x-bed 295 30 40   

96 x-bed 5 32 80   

96 x-bed 0 14 80   

97 s/m contact 50 4 40 Backstage upper McM channel 

97 x-bed 320 28 60 upper McM channel 

97 s/m contact 45 4 50 upper McM channel 

97 s/m contact 15 4 20 upper McM channel 

97 x-bed 295 14 60 upper McM channel 

97 s/m contact 10 12 80 upper  McM channel 

97 ripple 315   60 upper McM channel 

97 s/m contact 20 4 50 upper  McM channel 

97 s/m contact 25 8 10 upper  McM channel 

97 ripple 315  - 30 upper  McM channel 

97 ripple 305  - 70 upper  McM channel 

97 s/m contact 355 12 80 upper  McM channel 

97 s/m contact 0 14 80 down section into mixed ihs 

97 s/m contact 10 18 50   

97 s/m contact 35 4 70 close to contact between rippled beds and mixed ihs 

97 s/m contact 40 24 60 close to contact between rippled beds and mixed ihs 

97 ripple 335  - 50 close to contact between rippled beds and mixed ihs 

97 s/m contact 10 8 90 mixed ihs 

97 s/m contact 15 10 60   

97 s/m contact 45 8 70   

97 ripple 325  - 60   

97 ripple 315  - 40   

97 ripple 325  - 70   

97 s/m contact 355 12 80 bioturbated 

97 s/m contact 350 20 60 bioturbated 

97 x-bed 305  - 40 upper channel 

97 x-bed 335  - 70 upper channel 

97 x-bed 290 30 45 upper channel 

97 x-bed 280 30 70 upper channel 

97 s/m contact 10 8  - lower channel 

97 s/m contact 350 4 80 lower channel 

97 x-bed 275 10 80 upper channel 

97 x-bed 3  - 80 upper channel 

97 s/m contact 25 30 80 east edge sandy ihs 

97 s/m contact 35 14 80   

97 s/m contact 355 18  - east 

97 ripple 325  - 40 east 

97 s/m contact 37 10 75 east 
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97 s/m contact 25 20 80 east 

97 ripple 335  - 40 east 

97 ms 355 12 80 east 

97 ripple 305  - 50 west side of bowl 

97 s/m contact 25 30 40   

97 s/m contact 10 8 70   

97 ripple 315  - 40   

97 s/m contact 5 20 60   

97 ripple 305  - 70   

97 ripple 305  - 70   

97 s/m contact 25 30 40   

97 s/m contact 15 20 70   

97 s/m contact 5 22 70   

97 s/m contact 10 18 60   

97 ripple 305  - 50   

97 ripple 295  - 50   

97 x-bed 280  - 40   

97 ripple 285  - 80   

97 x-bed 280 22  -   

98 ripple 305  - 60 start on east side going up section and back down west  

98 s/m contact 350 20 70   

98 s/m contact 335 10 40   

98 ripple 315  - 40   

98 s/m contact 305 15 50   

98 s/m contact 305 18  -   

98 x-bed 260 14 90   

98 x-bed 270 10 70   

98 ripple 275  - 40   

98 x-bed 260 28 85   

99 master bedding ripple 350 10  - moving up vertically between concert and side stage 

99 x-bed 285 20 95   

99 s/m contact 345 12 80   

99 ripple 310  - 60   

99 s/m contact 355 4 40   

99 s/m contact 15 4 10   

99 Ripple 315  - 80   

99 s/m contact 5 4  -   

99 s/m contact 335 4 60 west towards 100° 12 m above the base of bowl 

99 s/m contact 295 6 60   

99 s/m contact 315 4 50   

99 s/m contact 325 6 60   

99 s/m contact 325 6  - base of slump south side 

99 ripple 355  - 60 1 m up S side 

99 master bedding ripple 235 20  - in climbing ripple section 1 m up S side 

99 master bedding ripple 215 22  - 1.5 m up S side 

99 ripple 15  - 70   

DE s/m contact 320 18  - base of mid slump 

DE ripple 295  -  - 50 cm mid slump 

DE ripple 315  -  - 1 m mid slump 

DE master bedding ripple 295 16  - 1 m mid slump 

DE s/m contact 285 8  - 1.5 m mid slump 

DE ripple 295  -  - top mid slump 

DE s/m contact 295 14  -   

DE s/m contact 315 2  - base north slump 

DE s/m contact 330 22  - 50 cm north slump 
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DE s/m contact 335 22  - 1 m north slump 

DE ripple 325  -  - 1 m north slump 

DE s/m contact 305 4  - 1.5 m north slump 

DE ripple 295  -  - 1.5 m north slump 

DE s/m contact 325 14  - 2 m north slump 

DE master bedding ripple 215 30  -   

DE s/m contact 315 10  - North and up of slump 

DE ripple 305  - 40   

DE s/m contact 345 12 80   

99     310 8 40 Slump layers 15 m up from the base of bowl moving southeast 

99 s/m contact 305 22 40 Slump layers 15 m up from the base of bowl moving southeast 

99 s/m contact 310 10 80 Slump layer  

99 s/m contact 335 18  - possible off axis channel?? 

99 s/m contact 335 24  - possible off axis channel?? 

99 s/m contact 300 8  - in IHS above off axis channel 

99 x-bed 345  - 60 upper channel 

99 ripple 325  - 60   

99 s/m contact 280 8 50 upper muddy ihs above upper channel 

99 ripple 5  - 60   

99 s/m contact 270 8 60   

99 s/m contact 260 16 60   

100 lamination 120 2 60 Upper McMurray Laminations 

100 ripple 305  - 60 upper channel  coming down section 

100 master bedding ripple 340 12  - upper channel  coming down section 

100 s/m contact 340 8 10 upper channel  coming down section 

100 ripple 305  - 40 upper channel  coming down section 

100 s/m contact 345 2 20 lower channel 

100 s/m contact 355 8 70 lower muddy ihs  

100 ripple 300  - 40 moving down section 

100 s/m contact 20 22 80 moving down section 

100 s/m contact 10 16 80 moving down section 

100 s/m contact 10 8 70 moving down section 

100 s/m contact 5 10 80 moving down section 

100 ripple 305  -  - moving down section 

100 s/m contact 20 20 80 middle of section 

100 s/m contact 35 16 80 moving down section 

100 ripple 315  - 40 moving down section 

100 ripple 310  - 40 moving down section 

100 s/m contact 35 16 80 moving down section 

100 s/m contact 15 20 80 moving down section 

100 ripple 320  - 60 moving down section 

100 s/m contact 330 14 80 moving down section 

100 ripple 325  - 40 moving down section 

100 s/m contact 10 18 80 moving down section 

100 ripple 305  - 90 moving down section 

100 s/m contact 10 8 40 moving down section 

100 x-bed 335 8 40 moving down section 

100 ripple 320  - 60 moving down section 

100 x-bed 345  - 10 moving down section 

100 x-bed 355  - 10 moving down section 

100 ripple 330  - 20 moving down section 

100 x-bed 310 20 30 moving down section 

101 x-bed 345  - 60 SE side of Outcrop 2 going up section 

101 x-bed 345 20 20   

101 master bedding ripple 325 28  -   
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101 x-bed 285 34 70   

101 x-bed 290 18 60   

101 toe set   25 10  -   

101 s/m contact 315 8 50   

101 x-bed 270 22 50   

101 s/m contact 295 16 80   

101 ripple 335  -  -   

101 ripple 295  - 40   

101 s/m contact 355 16 80   

101 s/m contact 330 12 80   

101 ripple 295  - 30   

101 x-bed 325 24 90   

101 s/m contact 320 8 40   

101 s/m contact 335 16 40   

101 s/m contact 5 10  - 10 m to the left of the SE Ridge 

101 s/m contact 15 20 10 Moving NW Laterally 

101 s/m contact 10 12 10   

102 s/m contact 25 8 40 Middle of Outcrop 2 

102 s/m contact 15 4 40   

102 s/m contact 25 8 30   

102 ripple 305  - 40   

102 ripple 305  - 40   

102 s/m contact 30 8 30   

102 x-bed 290 18 60   

102 ripple 315  - 40   

102 x-bed 320 20 80   

102 x-bed 285 32 60   

102 x-bed 295 24 60   

102 x-bed 310  - 30   

102 x-bed 345  - 60   

102 x-bed 320 24 90   

102 x-bed 315 20 90   

103 s/m contact 25 10 50 SW Side of Outcrop 2 

103 ripple 335  -  -   

103 s/m contact 20 6 40   

103 s/m contact 355 6 70   

103 ripple 325  - 20   

103 ripple 325  - 30   

103 s/m contact 10 12 90   

103 master bedding ripple 20 30 60   

103 s/m contact 345 4 60   

103 x-bed 315 35 40   

103 x-bed 295 20 60   

103 ripple 315  - 40   

103 x-bed 325  - 30   

104 x-bed 345 30 95 South Side Unobtainable bowl 

104 x-bed 204 13 70 mud rich cross bed 

104 ripple 325  - 60   

104 toe set   25 18 90   

104 x-bed 320 32 90   

104 x-bed 310  - 40   

104 ripple 335  - 40   

104 x-bed 225 28 75 mud rich cross bed 

104 s/m contact 5 16 80   

104 s/m contact 350 8 75   
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104 s/m contact 3 10 90   

104 s/m contact 5 6 40   

104 x-bed 255 24  - mud rich cross bed 

104 x-bed 245 10  - small cross bed 

104 x-bed 290 38 90 small cross bed 

104 s/m contact 355 22 60   

104 s/m contact 0 18 60   

104 s/m contact 350 18 70   

104 ripple 305  - 40 most ihs are highly bioturbated  

104 s/m contact 5 12 40   

104 s/m contact 5 18 50 Moved around corner of Southern Into Actual Bowl 

104 x-bed 305 12 50   

104 ripple 300  - 60   

104 s/m contact 25 20 70   

104 s/m contact 10 8 50   

104 s/m contact 25  - 10 Finely Bedded IHS 

104 s/m contact 10 8 30 Finely Bedded IHS 

104 x-bed 15 10 20   

104 s/m contact 15 4 70   

104 s/m contact 15 20 80 Finely Bedded IHS 

104 x-bed 310 18 80 Upper Channel 

104 x-bed 315 26 80 Upper Channel 

104 x-bed 320 28 80 Upper Channel 

104 x-bed 255 18 80 Upper Channel 

104 x-bed 250 20 80 Upper Channel 

105 s/m contact 330 20 50 Middle of Bowl 

105 s/m contact 15 20 70   

105 s/m contact 15 10 60   

105 s/m contact 10 20  -   

105 s/m contact 10 20  - Top of Convoluted Zone Sand Bed 

105 master bedding ripple 235 4  - convoluted 

105 ripple 325  - 10 convoluted 

105 x-bed 205 35  - sand bed below convoluted area 

105 ripple 25  - 10   

105 x-bed 245 14 80   

106 s/m contact 20 10 80 North Side of Bowl 

106 s/m contact 23 18 40   

106 s/m contact 35 10 50   

106 s/m contact 5 16 80   

106 x-bed 290 10 70   

106 x-bed 275 18 80   

106 x-bed 70 18 80   

106 ripple 315  - 90   

107 s/m contact 30 16 90 Between Outcrop 1 and 2 

107 ripple 325  - 40   

107 s/m contact 25 8 90   

107 ripple 305  - 40   

107 s/m contact 40 14 90   

107 ripple 310  - 40   

107 s/m contact 30 14 90   

107 ripple 315  - 40   

107 s/m contact 30 10 90   

107 ripple 300  - 40   

107 s/m contact 40 16 90   

107 ripple 315  - 60   
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107 s/m contact 20 6 80 moving to the west 

107 s/m contact 20 18 80   

107 ripple 295  -  -   

107 s/m contact 20 22 70   

107 ripple 265 200 90   

107 s/m contact 15 16 70   

107 s/m contact 35 20 45   

107 s/m contact 15 18  -   

107 x-bed 315  - 40 coming down by Outcrop 1 

108 s/m contact 5 10 60 West Side of Outcrop 1 really Sandy IHS 

108 s/m contact 5 18 60   

108 s/m contact 10 14 60   

108 ripple 325  - 40   

108 s/m contact 15 8 60   

108 ripple 325  - 40   

108 s/m contact 5 12 80 20 m to the east  

108 x-bed 295  - 60   
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Table A.6.2. Orientation measurements from logged sections, including depth below top of section from where measurement was taken.

Section Structure  
Dip 

Direction Dip  Confidence 

and Depth Type (°) (°) (%) 

S1-8m x-bed 5 55 20 

S1-8m ripple 160 15 10 

S1 - 22 m s/m contact 330 3 20 

S1 - 27 m x-bed 295 30 30 

S1 - 27 m x-bed 285 22 20 

S1 - 27 m x-bed 300 9 30 

S1 - 31 m s/m contact 300 14 20 

S1 - 40 m s/m contact 300 5 50 

S1 - 43 m s/m contact 300 10 30 

S1 - 60 m x-bed 280 30 10 

S2 - 28 m s/m contact 310 10 20 

S2 - 32 m x-bed 340 20 40 

S2 - 32 m x-bed 290 95 50 

S2 -33 m s/m contact 100 10 5 

S2 - 38 m s/m contact 20 11 10 

S2 - 38 m s/m contact 90 10 5 

S2 - 42 m s/m contact 350 15 50 

S2 - 56 m x-bed 123 40 30 

S3 - 19 m s/m contact 10 10 50 

S3 - 23 m s/m contact 10 15 50 

S3 - 38 m x-bed 240 4 20 

S4 - 7 m foliation 130 75 50 

S4 - 13 m 
bedding 

plane 290 30 10 

s4 - 22 m s/m contact 50 6 20 

S4 - 34 m s/m contact 35 20 10 

S5 -12 m 
bedding 

plane 200 1 30 

S5 - 25 m s/m contact 12 8 20 

S5 - 29 m s/m contact 20 15 20 

S5 - 35 m s/m contact 15 20 20 

S5 - 40 m s/m contact 25 15 40 

S5 - 42 m s/m contact 30 20 40 

S6 - .5 m x-bed 0 35 50 

S6 - 1 m toe set   330 15 30 

S6 - 1.25 m x-bed 340 30 10 

S6 - 2 m x-bed 330 40 30 

S6 - 5.75 m x-bed 325 35 40 

S6 - 10 m s/m contact 5 15 30 

S6 - 13.5 m s/m contact 340 10 40 

S6 - 15m s/m contact 350 15 50 

S7 - 24 m x-bed 305 35 30 

S8 - 28 m x-bed 0 20 40 

S10 - 34 m contact 320 20 30 

S10 - 42 m x-bed 205 5 30 

S10 - 53 m x-bed 250 20 10 

S10 - 57 m x-bed 270 30 10 

S12 - 26 m s/m contact 260 20 30 

S12 - 42 m  x-bed 270 15 20 

S12 - 42 m  x-bed 330 18 40 

S13 - 33 m s/m contact 270 3 20 

S14 - 4.75 m 
bedding 

plane 300 4 20 

S14 - 9 m contact 290 10 10 

S14 - 12.5 m 
bedding 

plane 355 18 20 

S14 - 20.25 
m s/m contact 155 18 20 

S14 - 26.75 
m  s/m contact 357 8 40 

S14 - 42.75 
m x-bed 345 20 50 

S14 -43.5 m x-bed 350 25 50 

S14 -43.5 m x-bed 355 10 50 

S14 -43.5 m x-bed 0 12 40 

S14-43.75 m x-bed 5 21 40 

S15 - 10.25 
m 

bedding 
plane 165 5 50 

S15 - 25 m cleavage 5 81 80 

S15 - 26.25 x-bed 55 21 40 

S15 - 26.25 x-bed 45 28 50 

S15 - 26.25 x-bed 60 26 50 

S15 - 27.25  s/m contact 250 18 50 

S15 - 27.25  s/m contact 240 3 40 

S15 - 28.75  x-bed 0 30 50 

S15 - 28.75  x-bed 345 25 50 

S15 - 28.75  x-bed 20 30 40 

S15 - 29 m x-bed 10 60 50 

S15 - 29.80  x-bed 70 30 40 

S15 - 31.25  x-bed 50 28 60 

S15 - 31.25  x-bed 345 25 50 
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S15 - 31.5 m cl surface 55 18 70 

S16 - 3.5 m 
bedding 

plane 335 8 50 

S16 - 5.25 m 
coal 

concretion 319 6 70 

S16 - 9 m s/m contact 75 40 50 

S16 - 9.5 m x-bed 135 18 50 

S16 - 28.5 m s/m contact 255 60 40 

S17 - 9.25 m 
bedding 

plane 275 40 30 

S17 - 20 m s/m contact 260 8 50 

S17 - 21.75 m s/m contact 305 4 50 

S17 - 23.5 m s/m contact 255 18 50 

S17 - 28.2 m contact 200 10 60 

S17 - 28.5 m x-bed 145 12 30 

S17 - 37.25 m x-bed 315 34 40 

S17 - 38.5 m x-bed 275 30 50 

S17 - 40 .75 m x-bed 335 25 40 

S18 - 7.25 m interbed 10 10 50 

S18 - 7.5 m interbed 10 3 40 

S18 - 23.25 m s/m contact 233 20 50 

S18 - 24 m s/m contact 235 20 60 

S18 - 25.8 m x-bed 245 40 10 

S18 -26.75 m ripple 306 30 30 

S18 -26.75 m s/m contact 255 10 40 

S18 - 40 m x-bed 265 30 10 

S19 - 5.5 m hummock 0 12 5 

S19 - 6.25 m interbed 85 2 20 

S19 - 12.75 m interbed 115 10 20 

S19 - 37.25 m s/m contact 35 16 70 

S19 - 46.5 m s/m contact 40 3 50 

S19 - 50.5 m x-bed 275 21 80 

S19 - 52.75 m x-bed 265 19 60 
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Table A.6.3. Orientation measurements from various other sites within the Steepbank area.

Location Structure  
Dip 

Direction Dip  Confidence 

Area Type (°) (°) (%) 

Section 2 test 0 m s/m contact 30 25  - 

Section 2 test 1 m s/m contact 20 5  - 

Section 2 test 2 m s/m contact 15 10  - 

Section 2 test 8 m s/m contact 10 18  - 

Section 2 test 10 m s/m contact 350 11  - 

Section 2 test 11 m s/m contact 340 10  - 

Section 2 test 13 m s/m contact 20 12  - 

Between Crop 3A-3B x-bed 260 36 30 

Between Crop 3A-3B x-bed 320 26 40 

Between Crop 3A-3B x-bed 340 35 40 

Between Crop 3A-3B x-bed 340 30 60 

Between Crop 3A-3B x-bed 350 23 60 

Between Crop 3A-3B x-bed 345 23 50 

Between Crop 3A-3B x-bed 345 35 50 

Between Crop 3A-3B x-bed 340 40 50 

Between Crop 3A-3B x-bed 350 15 40 

Between Crop 3A-3B x-bed 335 20 60 

Between Crop 3A-3B 
Bnding 
surface 5 20 50 

Between Crop 3A-3B 
Bnding 
surface 20 10 50 

Between Crop 3A-3B 
Bnding 
surface 15 5 60 

Between Crop 3A-3B x-bed 345 45 50 

3-B basal - 89 m to 
east x-bed 324 30  - 

3-B basal - 88 m x-bed 326 28  - 

3-B basal - 85 m x-bed 292 30  - 

3-B basal - 80 m x-bed 252 26  - 

3-B basal - 58 m x-bed 7 18  - 

3-B basal - 56 m x-bed 322 24  - 

3-B basal - 49 m x-bed 348 22  - 

3-B basal -32 m x-bed 318 16  - 

3-B basal -15 m x-bed 282 22  - 

3-B basal - 2 m  x-bed 278 25  - 

3-C basal (CB) x-bed 319 20  - 

3-C basal (CB) x-bed 266 26  - 

3-C basal (CB) x-bed 296 30  - 

3-C basal (CB) x-bed 349 25  - 

3-C basal (CB) x-bed 32 24  - 
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3-C basal (CB) x-bed 260 10  - 

3-C basal (CB) x-bed 14 24  - 

3-C basal (CB) x-bed 292 23  - 

3-C basal (BS) x-bed 320 6  - 

3-C basal (BS) x-bed 10 19  - 

3-C basal (BS) x-bed 270 20  - 

3-C basal (BS) x-bed 250 20  - 

3-C basal (BS) x-bed 265 25  - 

3-A basal x-bed 322 25  - 

3-A basal x-bed 302 26  - 
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APPENDIX 7- RELATIVE VECTOR ANALYSIS: LONG VERSION  

 

The relative vector analysis given within Chapter 6 is a summary diagram, shown as a 

simplification of the more complex diagram presented here.  Adjacent MSCs (labeled T1, T2, T3, 

T4 to represent different times of point-bar deposition) were grouped (II, III, IV) to simplify the 

dataset for presentation in Fig. 6.6.  Position IV also includes everything above T12, because of a 

lack of good data (poor exposure within upper portions of the outcrops) to justify the creation 

of a position V.  Furthermore, the data displayed in Chapter 6 is a combined summation of all 

the vectors found within a certain grouping (i.e., I, II, IV).  All data are presented in this more 

comprehensive diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.7.1.  Paleocurrent orientations relative to the dip direction of the IHS beds at selected intervals 

throughout the outcrop.  Each surface was developed using MSCs as bounding packages (T1, T2...).  Each arrow 

represents the orientation of a measured paleocurrent direction, relative to the dip of the IHS bedding at that 

location (i.e., obliquely up dip, along strike, obliquely down dip, down dip).  IHS dip directions have been 

standardized in this figure, as shown in the key in the upper left-hand corner. Positions within the larger point 

bar were calculated by taking a time slice along the point bar surface represented by subsequent MSC packages 

in strike sections and then correlating each MSC into the dipping strata exposed in dip sections.  Each of the 

MSCs represents the geometry of the point-bar surface during deposition, so that different spatial areas can be 

compared. By comparing these data with the theoretical divergence diagram (Fig. 6.4), it becomes apparent that 

the vectors are most similar to those found in the bend apex with vectors obliquely up-dip, along strike and 

obliquely down dip.  Measurements from the basal sand-dominated facies (I) are not included in this graph but 

are included in Fig. 6.6.  Outcrop abbreviation: 3AW= West side of Outcrop 3A; 3AE= East side of Outcrop 3A; 

3AB= Beside Outcrop 3A; 3BW= West side of Outcrop 3B; 3BE= East side of Outcrop BA; 3BB= Beside Outcrop 

BA; 3CCBWB= Beside Outcrop 3C- Concert Bowl West; 3CCBS1= Outcrop 3C-Concert Bowl South position 1; 

3CCBS2= Outcrop 3C-Concert Bowl South position 2; 3CSS1= Outcrop 3C- Side Stage position 1; 3CSS2= Outcrop 

3C- Side Stage position 2; 3CBS1 = Outcrop 3C- Backstage position 1; and 3CBS2 = Outcrop 3C- Backstage position 

, 4A= Outcrop 4A. 
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APPENDIX 8- GOOGLE SKETCHUP MODEL 
 
See attached CD for data.  In order to view the model, Google SketchUp must first be installed.  

A link to the software homepage is provided below, where a freeware copy of the program can 

be downloaded.  Note that only the measurements were uploaded for Outcrops 3, 4A and X 

because these were the only areas where the relative vector analysis was preformed.  

 
http://sketchup.google.com/intl/en/index.html 
 
Navigation Instructions and functional utility of the software are intuitive, but start up guidance 
can be found at: 
http://support.google.com/sketchup/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=116359 
or 
http://dl.google.com/sketchup/gsu8/docs/en/SketchUp8RefcardWin.pdf 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://sketchup.google.com/intl/en/index.html
http://support.google.com/sketchup/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=116359
http://dl.google.com/sketchup/gsu8/docs/en/SketchUp8RefcardWin.pdf
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